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The overall objective of the Department of Defense Computer-aided
Acquisition & Logistic Support (CALS) Program is to integrate the
design, manufacturing, and logistic functions through the
efficient application of computer technology. CALS is a program
to apply existing and emerging communications and computer-aided
technologies in DoD and industry to:

o Integrate and improve design, manufacturing, and
logistic functions; thereby bridging existing "islands
of automation."

"o Actively influence the design process to produce weapon
systems that are more reliable and easier to support
and maintain.

"o Shift from current paper-intensive weapon support
processes to a highly automated mode of operation,
based on a unified DoD interface with industry for
exchange of logistic technical information in digital
form.

The CALS program was established by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense in September 1985 to implement the recommendations of a
Joint Industry/DoD Task Force. Management is provided by a DoD
Steering Group, an OSD CALS Policy Office, and their counterparts
in each Military Department and the Defense Logistics Agency.
The CALS Policy Office has obtained the support of the National
Bureau of Standards in the selection and implementation of CALS
standards. An Industry Steering Group has also been established
to focus the work of key industrial associations and the defense
contractor community in CALS implementation.

The Bureau has been funded since Spring 1986 to recommend a suite
of industry standards for system integration and digital data
transfer, and to accelerate their implementation. NBS activities
during 1986 were primarily aimed at:

o familiarizing NBS technical staff with key DoD logistic
functions and CALS demonstration projects,

o briefing DoD personnel, contractors, and other
interested parties on Federal, national, and
international standardization efforts that are expected
to support CALS objectives,

o identifying a preliminary set of standards required for
data interchange in support of CALS, and

o developing reports on the four broad categories of
standards required to support the interchange of CALS
digitized technical information: (1) product definition
data, (2) graphics, (3) text, and (4) data management.

As a result of these efforts, NBS made a preliminary
identification of several high-priority standards implementations
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I
needed for CALS data interchange and access. 1  Building on
knowledge and experience gained during FY86, NBS focused on the
following activities in FY87: developing a CALS Framework, I
Development Plan and Core Requirements Package; providing
technical support for standards development and implementation;
and conducting workshops and meetings to promote dialogue with
the Services, the Defense Logistics Agency, and industry.

A major FY87 thrust was the completion of initial documentation
of the high-priority standards required in the CALS environment. I
Some of these standards (e.g., SGML, IGES) required tailoring or
enhancement. Other standards required a "push" (e.g., CGEM) for
their development in a timely fashion. These four volumes are a I
collection of the final reports presented to the CALS PolicyOffice. 2 The collection is divided as follows:

VOLUME 1: I
Text

Evaluation of Text Interchange Methods 3
Plan for Conformance Testing for DoD Implementation of SGML

Guidelines for the Development of Tags for SGML

The NBS FIPS - SGML Validation Suite

The NBS FIPS - SGML Reference Parser I
Using SGML - Application Guidelines

ODA/ODIF Implementation Agreement a Document Application
Profile

Data Management I
CALS Report on Data Management Standards

Supporting Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) Using the 3
Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS)

Media
ICST Recommendations on Optical Disks and Interface

Requirements for Planned EDMICS Procure .ent, Final
Report 3

1 Kemmerer, S., Editor, "Final NBS Report for CALS,
FY86," U.S. Department *of Commerce, National Bureau of £
Standards, NBSIR 87-3566, May 1987.

2 The publishing of this collection of reports does not
imply the CALS Policy Office has endorsed the I
conclusions and recommendations presented.
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Raster Compression

Report on Raster Graphics

Tiled Raster Interchange Format, TRIF Version 1.0, Rev. 1.2

Conformance Testing
NBS Plan for Validation (Conformance Testing) of Computer

Products in Support of the CALS Program

VOLUME 2:
Graphics

Raster-to-Vector Conversion: A State-of-the-Art Assessment

Development of CGM Validation Routines

CALS Application Profile for CGM

CALS Requirements Reflected in the Extended CGM (CGEM)
Standards Effort

A Reference Implementation for CGM, Functional Requirements
and Conceptual Design

IGES to CGM Translator Design Specification

VOLUME 3:
Graphics

CGM Registration For CALS Requirements

VOLUME 4:
Product Data

Guidelines for Testing IGES Translators

Guidelines for IGES Application Subsets

iii
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The following are additional deliverables completed by NBS during
FY87 but under separate cover. They are available through the
CALS Policy Office.

CALS Core Requirements, Phase 1.0

CALS Framework'

CALS Program Integration of Logistic Support Analysis and
Reliability and Maintainability Data Deliverables

CALS Current State of Digital Technology (Phase 1.0) 3
CALS Workshop Proceedings:

Graphics Data Interface for Engineering Design and Technical
Publication Systems (January 13/14). I

Introduction to the Core Requirements Package (April 23)

MILSTD-1840A, Automated Interchange of Technical Information 3
MILSPEC-D-28000, Digital Representation for Communication of

Product Data: Application Subsets

MILSPEC-M-28001, Manuals, Technical: Markup Requirements and
Generic Style Specification for Electronic Printed Output
and Exchange 3

I
I
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I. PURPOSE

The purpose is to register extensions to the Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard through
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and International Standards Organization (ISO6
processes to meet CALS requirements, to ensure that all geometric objects which are displayed
graphically in CALS can be represented by the CGM. (Task 2.2.2.2.2)

H. BACKGROUND

The extensions necessary to allow the CGM to properly support CALS requirements for data
interchange in the areas of Technical Publishing, Administrative Publishing, and Technical
Drawings were derived fom applicable standards, commercial product descriptions, and CALS
program documents. The simplest extensions are described as registered linervpes, hatchstyles,
and zmarkertypes. Such extensions add no additional "functionality" to the CGM. More complex
extensions are described in the form of the Graphical Drawing Primitives (GDPs) and Escapes
necessary for their implementation. NBS/ICST concludes that the general framework of the CGM
is adequate to support CALS requirements, but that a large number of extensions-- ome involving
significant new concepts--are required. The effort expended under this year's SOW, although very
comprehensive, addresses only a small portion of the CGM extensions which should be registered
for CALS use. This report does indicate what should be done in follow up work. This will be
discussed in Section V of the report.

1.0 Overview of Computer Graphics Standards

For completeness and to allow comparison with CALS requirements, the output facilities of the
family of ISO/ANSI computer graphics standards-including the CGML-are described in this
paragraph. This material is drawn from [I].

1.1 Output Primitives

Computer graphics standards provide six output primitives: one line-primitive, one point-primitive.
one text-primitive, two raster-primitives and one general purpose primitive serving aF an entry point
for specific workstation capabilities and as a mechanism for extending the standards in a "standard
way."

POLYLINE - generates a set of straight lines connecting a given point sequence.

POLYMARKER - generates symbols of some type centered at given positions. The symbols are
called markers; these are glyphs (symbolic characters) with specified appearances which are used to
identify a set of locations.

TEXT - generates a character string at a given position.

FILL AREA - generates a polygon which may be hollow or filled with a uniform color, a pattern.
or a hatch style.

CELL ARRAY - generates an array of rectangular cells with individual colors. This is a
generalization of an array of pixels on a raster device. However, the cells of this primitive need ro!
map one-to-one with the pixels defined by the display hardware.

GENERALIZED DRAWING PRIMITIVE (GDP) - addresses special geometrical output
capabilities such as the drawing of spline curves, circular arcs, and elliptic arcs. The object. are
characterized by an identifier, a set of points and additional data. All transformations are apr-lied to
the points but the interpretation is left to the workstation.
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1.2 Output Primitive Attributes

Table I gives, for every type of primitive, the set of attributes that control their appearance. The I
attributes describe the following aspects of output primitives.

Pick identifier - A number assigned to individual output primitives within a segment and
returned by the pick device. The same pick identifier can be assigned to different output primitives.These no not apply to the CGM.

Linetype - Linetypes are used to distinguish different styles of lines. A line may be, for example, 3
solid, dashed, or dashed-dotted.

Linewidth scale factor - The actual width of a line is given by a normal linewidth multiplied by
the linewidth scale factor.

Color - The color is specified by the red-, green-, and blue-intensities defining a particular color
(RGB-values). 3
Marker type - The marker type is a number specifying the particular glyph used for identification
of the polymarker positions. 3
Marker size scale factor - The actual marker size of a line is given by a nominal marker size
multiplied by the marker size scale factor.

Text font - The text font is a number selecting one representation for the text string characters out I
of the possibilities present on a workstation.

Text precision - An attribute describing the fidelity with which character position, character size.
character orientation, and character font of text output match those requested by an application. In
order of increasing fidelity, the precisions are string, character, and stroke.

Character height - The vertical extent of a character. I
Character up vector - The "UP" -direction of a character.

Character expansion factor - The deviation of the width/height-ratio of a character from the
ratio defined by the text font designer.

Text path - The writing direction of the character sequence. The normal path is "right," i.e., the
text you are reading is written from left to right. The standards allow the text path values; left, up,
and down also.

Character spacing - Space to be inserted between adjacent characters of a text string in addition
to the space defined by the font designer.

Character alignment - A text attribute describing how the text string is positioned relative to the
reference point of the text primitive (e.g., left aligned, centered).

Interior style - The interior style used to determine in what style an area should be filled. It has I
one of the values: hollow, solid, pattern, or hatch.

Pattern size - The pattern size specifies the size of the basic pattern rectangle. 3
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Pattern reference point - The pattern reference point specifies the origin of the basic pattern
rectangle. The lower left comer of the rectangle is placed at the reference point. Then the pattern is
repeated in both directions until the whole area is filled.

Pattern array - A pattern is defined by an array of rectangular cells, each cell having a color
assigned to it. These values are used to assign colors to the basic pattern rectangle and to all
replications of it.

Hatch style. - Hatching is specified by a number selecting one hatch style.

Primitive Attributes

POLYLINE PICK IDENTIFIER LINETYPE
LINEWIDTH SCALE FACTOR COLOR

POLYMARKER PICK IDENTIFIER MARKER TYPE
MARKER SIZE SCALE FACTOR COLOR

TEXT PICK IDENTIFIER TEXT FONT
CHARACTER HEIGHT TEXT PRECISION
CHARACTER UP VECTOR COLOR
CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR TEXT ALIGNMENT
TEXT PATH
CHARACTER SPACING

FILL AREA PICK IDENTIFIER INTERIOR STYLE
PATTERN SIZE HATCH STYLE
PATTERN REFERENCE POINT COLOR
PATTERN ARRAY

CELL ARRAY PICK IDENTIFIER COLOR

GENERALIZED PICK IDENTIFIER
DRAWING dependent on the type of GDP
PRIMITIVE

Table 1. Output Primitive Attributes

3



I
2.0 Registration of Graphical Items

The purpose of this paragraph is to define the framework through which graphics standards are
extended by the procedure called registration. (Registration procedures do not assign values
which are defined as being workstation- or implementation-dependent.) Registration applies to the
registration of individual items within the following classes of graphical items as reserved for
registration in computer graphics standards:

a) Generalized drawing primitive (GDP) function definitions; I
b) Graphical escape function definitions;

c) Linetypes;

d) Markertypes;

e) Hatchstyles; 3
f) Textfont appearance;

g) Prompt and echo type definitions (for graphical interaction-does not apply to the CGM); 3
h) Error messages.

Linetype, markertype, and hatchstyle registration adds additional types and styles to supplement U
those defined in the standards. Their definition is straightforward. Texdfont appearance registers the
identifiers through which text fonts are accessed by graphics standards. GDP and Escape
registration are the mechanisms through which additional functionality is added to a graphics I
standard. For example, curves can be added through GDP registration and additional line attributes

- such as endcaps--can be added through Escape registration. Since this report addresses only
CGM extensions, Prompt and Echo Type definition are not considered. Error messages are
registered as necessary to support registered GDPs and Escapes.

2.1 Registration in the CGM Standard

The CGM standard (ANSI X3.122-1986 or FIPS 128) describes registration in this way:

For certain elements, the CGM defines value of range of parameters as being reserved for
registration. The meanings of these values will be defined using the established procedures
of the ISO International Registration Authority for Graphical Items. These procedures do not
apply to values and value ranges defined as being reserved for implementation-dependent or
private use; these values and ranges are not standardized. I
Applications therefore, shall not use parameter values in the reserved ranges for
implementation-dependent or private use. Those elements that will be affected by registration
of graphical items are:

a) LINE TYPE;
b) MARKER TYPE;
c) HATCH STYLE;
d) EDGE TYPE;
e) FONT LIST (allows the selection of named fonts via a font index);
f) GENERALIZED DRAWING PRIMITIVE; Ig) ESCAPE.

4 1
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Registration of character sets for use with the CHARACTER SET LIST element is

according to the procedures established by ISO 2375, Character Set Registration.

The CGM includes the following "built-in" values for items subject to registration:

1) LINE TYPE:
1. solid
2. dash
3. dot
4. dash-dot
5. dash-dot-dot

2) MARKER TYPE:
1. dot (.)
2. plus (+)
3. asterisk (*)
4. circle (o)
5. cross (x)

3) HATCH TYPE (called HATCH STYLE in the above extract from the CGM standard):
1. horizontal equally spaced parallel lines
2. vertical equally spaced parallel lines
3. positive slope equally spaced parallel lines
4. negative slope equally spaced parallel lines
5. horizontal/vertical crosshatch
6. positive slope/negative slope crosshatch

4) EDGE TYPE (the built-in ones correspond directly to line types):
1. solid
2. dash
3. dot
4. dash-dot
5. dash-dot-dot

5) Text Fonts:
none

6) GENERALIZED DRAWING PRIMITIVE:
none

7) ESCAPE:
none

It may be necessary to extend the CGM by adding functions that cannot be accommodated in the
restricted format of registered items. These extensions can be done by adding external elements.
The CGM standard describes GDPs, Escapes and External elements in this way:

Generalized drawing primitives

The GENERALIZED DRAWING PRIMITIVE (GDP) is a graphical primitive element that
may be used to access device (or implementation) specific graphical primitives that are not
accessed by the standardized elements.

5
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Escape elements

ESCAPE elements describe device- or system-dependent data in the CGM. ESCAPEs may
be included in the metafile at the discretion of the user, but direct effects and side effects of 3
the use of nonstandardized elements are beyond the scope of this standard. This standard
imposes no constraints on the functional intent or content of data passed by the ESCAPE
mechanism. 3
External elements 3
External elements communicate information not directly related to the generation of a
graphical image. They may appear anywhere in the CGM.L

The APPLICATION DATA element allows applications to store and access private data. This
element is not a graphical element and its interpretation will have no effect on any picture
produced by an interpreter. 3
For specification of non-standardized graphical effects, the ESCAPE and GENERALIZED
DRAWING PRIMITIVE elements are provided. These elements may have an effect on the
picture produced by an interpreter. I

2.2 Why Registration for the CGM Alone is Insufficient

The CGM standard (deliberately) do-.s not standardize the actions of metafile generators or
interpreters. However, since metafiles are to be used in a fixed environment-such as the DoD
CALS program-to transfer picture data, then the acton of both metafile generators and interpreters
must be precisely defined. This is done by the definition of application profiles. Such a profile i
for CALS is being developed by NBS/ICST.

Also, graphical items must be registered for use not only by the CGM but by all (applicable)
standards. Requirements for simple extensions such as linetypes, markertypes, and hatchstyles are
similar in all graphics standards. However, the application program interface standards have more
rigorous requirements for registered Escape and GDP elements. This is illustrated by the
following extracts from the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) standard (FIPS 120, ISO I
7942-1985), which should be contrasted to those given in Section 2.1 from the CGM:

Escape 3
Parameters:

In specific escape function identification 3
In escape input data record
Out escape output data record I
Effect: The specified non-standard specific escape function is invoked. The

form of the escape data record and which of them are used may vary for different
functions. Also the GKS states allowing the invocation of a specific escape function may be
restricted. The following rules govern the definition of a new specific escape function: U

a) the GKS design concept (see Section 0 - introduction)
b) the GKS state lists are not altered.
c) the function does not generate geometrical output.
d) any side effects are well documented.

63
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Specific escape functions may apply to more than one workstation, for example, all open
workstations or all active workstations. The escape input data record can include a
workstation identifier where this is required.

Note: Examples of specific escape functions anticipated at present are:

a) support of raster devices allowing the display of more than one frame buffer,

b) use of raster or hardware to manipulate data previously output by cell array.

Where the specific escape function identification is bound to an integer in a programming
language specific escape function identifications greater than 0 are received for
registration or future standardization and specific escape function identifications less
than 0 are implementation dependent

Specific escape function identifications are registered in the ISO International Register of
Graphickl Items, which is maintained by the Registration Authority. When a specific
escape function has been approved by the ISO Working Group on Computer Graphics,
the specific escape function identification will be assigned to the Registration Authority.

Generalized drawing primitive (GDP)

Parameters:

In number of points
In points
In GDP identifier
In GDP data record

Effect- A Generalized Drawing Primitive (GDP) of the type indicated by the GDP identifier is
generated on the basis of the given points and the GDP data record. The current values of the
entities in the GKS state list ... for the set of polyline, polymarker, text or fill area
attributes are bound to the primitive. These attributes are listed in ... When the GDP
generates output at the workstation, zero or more of the sets of attributes are used. These are
the sets of attributes most appropriate for the specified GDP function and are selected for the

GDP as part of the definition of the GDP. (They are defined in the workstation description
table).

Note: The parameters are transmitted to the workstation and interpreted in a workstation
dependent way that special capabilities of the workstation can be addressed. Even if
errors occur, the GDP is displayed on all active workstations capable of doing so. For
example, some of the parameters anticipated at present are:

a) circle points given are centre, peripheral point,
b) circular arc points are centre, start point, end point to be connected anticlockwise in

world coordinates,
c) elipse points given are 2 focal points, peripheral point,
d) elliptic arc points given are 2 focal points, start point, end point to be connected

anticlockwise is world coordinates,
e) interpolating curve (for example, spline) points given are interpolated.

The recommended set of attributes to use for the above GDP examples would be the polyline
attributes.

7
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It should be emphasized that the points, specified as parameters, are transformed by GKS
after the interpolation of the points (as defining say, a spline curve or circle) is performed
by the active workstation. For example, a GDP, which defines a circle, would appear as an
ellipse when the transformation has differential scaling for the two axes. Each specific GDP
definition defines how the transformation is applied to both the points and the shape of the
GDP. Though the points cannot be clipped, the resulting output of the GDP is clipped
against the clipping rectangle, if the "clipping indicator" entry is the GKS state list is CLIP,
and the workstation window. If a specific GDP is available on a workstation but is unable to
be generated because the current transformations or clipping rectangle are such that the
preceding conditions would be violated, an error occurs.

The GDP data record attribute list may contain additional data for each point (for example.
vertex order for splines) which remain untransformed. These have to be defined for a
specific GDP. In defining a new GDP, the GKS design concepts (see Section 0) are not
violated. The set of generalized drawing primitives implemented on a workstation may be
empty. 3
Where the GDP identifier is bound to an integer in a programming language, GDP identifiers
greater than 0 are reserved for registration or future standardization and GDP identifiers less
than 0 are implementation dependent. 3
GDP identifiers are registered in the ISO Register of Graphical Items, which is maintained by
the Registration Authority. When a GDP has been approved by the ISO Working Group on
Computer Graphics, the GDP will be assigned by the Registration Authority.

2.3 The Required Approach for CALS Registration 3
Based on the above discussion, when writing actual registration proposals for graphical items
required for CALS, the following must be done:

1) define how the item is implemented in all applicable graphics standards;
2) develop all necessary language bindings;
3) precisely define the semantics of the item. 3

Registration proposals developed contain a semantic specification that is complete and precise
enough to define the required actions by metafile generators and interpreters. Portions of these
descriptions may prove too explicit to be approved by the required ANSI and ISO standards I
committees. (These committees are accustomed to specifying items as loosely as possible to allow
as many implementations as possible to conform.) In this case, some material may need to be
moved from the registration proposal to the CALS application profile. In addition, some extensions
may only be achievable through the use of the CGM External Data element.

IU
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3.0 Applicable Standards

The standards listed in this section were identified as being applicable to technical drawings and
automated (technical and administrative) publishing. Drawing and drafting standards were included
in the list since they are the best source of information on the "graphical presentation" requirements
for engineering drawings. Product data standards were included since they are often (mistakenly)
used for picture transfer purposes and, consequently, contain features relating to the "presentation"
requirements for such data. The FIPS, ANSI and ISO standards in the areas of graphics standards
and product data definition are not repeated here, since they are adequately documented in last
year's final report.

Technical publishing

MIL-M-38784B - Manuals, Technical: General Style and Format Requirements

Description of drawing forms

ANSI Y14.1 - Drawing Sheet Size and Format (1980)
ANSI Y14.2M - Line Conventions and Lettering (1979)

Lists: purpose, classification, and preparation

ANSI Y14.1-1980 - Drawing, Sheet Size and Format
ANSI Y14.34M-1982 - Parts Lists, Date Lists and Index Lists
ANSI Y32.16 - Reference Designations for Electrical and Electronic Parts and Equipment

DoD-D-IOOOB Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lists

Printed board drafting practice

MIL-STD-I00 - Engineering Drawing Practices
MIL-STD-275 - Printed Wiring for Electronic Equipment
MIL-STD-429 - Printed-Wiring and Printed-Circuit Terms and Definitions
MIL-STD- 1494 - Multilayer Printed Wiring Boards for Electronic Equipment

ANSI Y14.5 - Dimensioning and Tolerancing
ANSI Y32.16 - Reference Designations for Electrical and Electronic Parts and Equipment

IPC-T-50 - Terms and Definitions
IPC-D-3 10 - Suggested Guidelines for Artwork Generation and Measurement Techniques

for Printed Circuits
IPC-D-350 - Printed Board Description in Digital Form
IPC-D-390 - Guidelines for Design Layout and Artwork Generation on Computer

Automated Equipment for Printed Wiring
IPC-CM-770 - Component Mounting Guidelines

MIL-D-8510 - Drawings, Undimensioned, Reproducible, Photographics and Contact:
Preparation of

MIL-I-46058 - Insulating Compound. Electrical for Coating Printed Circuit Assemblies
MIL-P-551 10 - Printed Wire Boards

9
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Line conventions and lettering; signs and symbols I
ANSI Y14.2M-1979 - Line Conventions and Lettering
ANSI Y10.3 - Quantities Used in Mechanics of Solids: Letter Symbols for
ANSI Y10.20 Mathematic Signs and Symbols for Used in Physical Sciences and

Technology (include supplement ANSI Y10.20a 1975)

Drawing preparation for microfilming

ANSI Y14.1 - Drawing Sheet Size and Format 3
ANSI Y14.2M - Line Conventions and Lettering

NMA - MS 100-1971 Glossary of Micrographics Terms 3
MIL-M-9868D Microfilming of Engineering Documents I
Other drawing practices

ANSI Y14.7.1 - Gear Drawing Standards-Part 1 for Spur, Helical, Double, and Rack i
ANSI Y14.7.2 - Gear and Spline Drawing Standards-Part 2, Bevel and Hypoid Gears
ANSI Y14.17 - Fluid Power Diagrams
ANSI Y14.13M - Engineering Drawing and Related Documentation Practices-Mechanical

Springs

Dimensioning and tolerancing (general dimensions) 3
ANSI Y14.3 - Multi and Sectional View Drawings
ANSI Y14.5M - Dimensioning and Tolerancing
ANSI Y14.6 - Screw Thread Representation, Engineering Drawing and Related I

Documentation Practice

Reference designations for electrical parts and equipment; electrical diagrams 3
ANSI Y32.16 - 1975 Reference Designations for Electrical and Electronics Parts and

Equipment
ANSI Y32.2 - 1975 Graphic Symbols for Electronic Diagrams
ANSI Y14.15 - Electrical and Electronics Diagrams (Includes supplements ANSI Y14. 15a

and Y14.15b 1973)
ANSI Y14.15b - Electrical and Electronics Diagrams (supplement to ANSI Y14.15 1966) I
Note: These standards have been accepted for use by the Department of Defense.

MIL-STD-15-2 - Electrical Wiring Equipment Symbols for Ships' Plans Part 2 3
Surface texture 3
ANSI-B46.1-1978 - Surface Texture
ANSI-Y14.36-1978 - Surface Texture Symbols

1
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Abbreviations - for use on drawings and technical documentation

ANSI Y1.1 - Abbreviations

MIL-STD 12 - Abbreviations for Use on Drawings, Specifications, Standards, and
Technical Documents

Graphic symbols for metal joining and nondestructive testing symbols (welding)

AWS A2.4-76 - Symbols for Welding and Nondestructive Testing.

MIL-STD-25B - Ship Stu'ctural Symbols for Use on Ship Drawings

Specification practices

MIL-STD-490 - Specification Practices
MIL-S-83490 - Specifications, Types and Forms
DOD-STD-100 - Engineering Drawing Practices
MIL-STD-961 - Outline of Forms and Instructions for the Presentation of Specification
MIL-STD-1679 - Weapon Systems Development (Navy)
DSM 4120.3M - Standardization Policies Procedures and Instructions

ISI metric practice

ASTM E380 - Standard for Metric Practices
DOD-STD-1476 - Metric System, Application in New Design

Production identification

MIL-STD- 130 - Identification Markdng of US Military Property
MIL-P-15024 - Plates, Tags, and Bands for Identification of Equipment
MIL-19834 - Plates, Identification or Instruction, Metal Foil, Adhesive Backed, General

Specifications for
MIL-P-83497 - Procedures for Preparation of Programmed Tapes and Cards

Communication of product data

ANSI Y14.26.3 - Dictionary of Terms for Computer-aided Preparation of Product Definition
Date (including Engineering Drawings)

ANSI Y14.26 - Engineering Drawing and Related Documentation Practices-Digital
Representation for Communication of Product Definition Dam

DoD/CALS specific standards

Draft MMI-STD-1840A - Automated Interchange of Technical Information
DOD-D-(IGES) - Digital Representation for Communication of Product Data: Application

Subsets
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4.0 Reference Model I
For purposes of this task, a very simple reference model h[as been adopted to define how the CGM
is used in technical drawing production and publishing applications.

For the purposes of this work, it is assumed that the CGM will be used in the following manner in
CALS:

1) CGM pictures will be used to transfer engineering drawings.

2) CGM pictures will be used to transfer pages of technical publications which contain I
both text and graphics; the extensions being defined herein will allow the CGM alone to be
used for transferring the content of document pages-text, geometric graphics, and image
(raster) graphics. The CGM may also be used to transfer pictures which are then embedded in
documents by some process outside the scope of this study.

No assumptions were made in the following areas: I
I) The manner in which graphical metafiles are transfered.

2) The embedding of CGM content in documents defined in other standards ( for example, I
ODA and SGML).

3) The manner in which descriptions of externally defined items are made available to a CGM I
interpreter.

4) Transfer of "processible" product definition data or "processible-form" office documents.
(It is assumned IGES and/or ODA/ODIF are used in these cases).

I

I
I
I
I
I
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III. DISCUSSION

1.0 Technical and Administrative Publishing

1.1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that computer graphics standards, CGM in particular, will need to be
extended to properly support publishing in the CALS environment. Such extensions will be initially
developed in the form of GDPs and Escapes and the "folded into" the standards during their next
revision cycles.

The following liaison statement (between the two relevant standards bodies) from ASC X3H3
(Computer Graphics) to ASC X3VI (Office Systems) summarizes some of these changes:

Liaison Statement to X3V! TG8 Concerning TPM (Text Presentation Metafile)
User Requirements (X3H3/87-31)

I. R&RW soft copy display of formatted composite documents.

2. Use of internationally sndarize color models in interchange.

3. Use of standard methods for image compression.

4. General fill boundary specification.

5 Wide lines with joint and end features, and patterns with anchoring.

6. Curves, including conics and Bezier curves.

7. General clip boundary.

X3H3 would like to work with the TPM developers on graphics aspects to achieve two goals:

I. Any functionality in TPM which is close to functionality in GKS or CGM should be
identical.

2. Any graphic functionality required by TPM but not present in CGM should be developed
jointly so that it can be used compatibly by existing and future graphics and office systems
standards.

Subsequent sections describe first the methodology by which extensions in the publishing area
were determined, and then the general features that must be added to the CGM. These general
features are given by way of example of current proprietary products.

1.2 Required Capabilities CGM Must Be Extended to Meet

In the absence of standards in this area (the Text Presentation Metafile under development in X3VI
will not be available-even in draft form--until late 1987), the features of the most widely used
commercial products have been used to define the required capabilities. In particular, the PostScript
Page Description Language [5,6] of Adobe Systems has been selected to provide a baseline set of
capabilities. In some cases, features from the Interpress Page Description Language [4] of Xerox
Corporation have been used instead of or in place of those in PostScript.

13
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Defining required capabilities in the publishing area is more difficult than for engineering drawing.
since format and presentation are determined more by artistic considerations than slavish adherence
to format standards. MIL-M-38784B contains requirements for high-level formatting and no I
"presentation" requirements. Unless noted, the capabilities discussed below have been made into
registration proposals, and can be found in the Recommendations section.

1.2.1 Lines 3
"Lines" in PostScript are drawn through a two-step process. First, a path is constructed,
corresponding to the line to be drawn. This is done by a sequence of moveto and lineto I
operators. (Relative operators, or curve operators can be interspersed. Appendix B provides a list
of all PostScript operators, and detailed descriptions of the ones used for graphics.) Next, the
stroke operator paints the path with the current color and line width. I
The PostScript language gives complete control over how the stroke operator converts a path into
a painted line or curve. The setlinewidth operators determine the width of the stroked line. There
are several operators that allow other characteristics of a stroked path to be precisely determined.
Among these are:

1) setlinecap determines the appearance of line segmtnt ends;

2) setlinejoin determines the method by which different line segments are joined;

3) setdash determines the pattern for dashed lines.

These operators are described below in detail:

1.2.1.1 Setlinecap 3
The setlinecap operator takes a number from the stack and uses it az: a code determining how
PostScript will end stroke line segments. For example, the program line 3

1 sedinecap

would cause PostScript to paint all line segments with round ends. 3
There are three values for the line cap code:

0. Butt caps - The line segment has square ends perpendicular to the path. This is the i
PostScript default line cap.

I. Round caps - The line segment ends with semicircular caps with diameters equal to the 3
widths of the line.

2. Projecting square caps - These are similar to butt caps, but extend one-half of a line width
beyond the line segment's endpoinL (These three styles are illustrated in Figure 1).

1
I
I
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Figure 1. Linecap and Linejoin Capabilities

1.2.1.2 Setlinejoin

When two connected line segments are stroked, PostScript needs to make a decision about what
type of join to use between them. The setlinejoin operator tell PostScript how to join connecting
line segments. This operator is similar to setlinecap, in that it takes a code from the top of the
stack. This code zan have values from zero to two, corresponding to the following types of line
joins:

0. Mitered join - The edges of the stroke are extended until they meet. This is the default
join. This join is affected by the current miter limit (see below).

I. Rounded join - The segments are connected by a circular join with a diameter equal to the
line width.

2. Bevel join - The segments are finished with butt end caps and the notch at the larger

angle between the segments is filled with a triangle.

These three styles are illustrated in Figure 1.

1.2.1.3 Setmiterlimit

Mitered joins can present a problem. If two line segments meet at an extremely small angle. the
mitered join can produce a spike that extends a considerable distance beyond the intersection of the
path segments. To prevent this, the join switches from mitered to beveled when the angle between
line segments becomes too acute. Figure 2 illustrates how the setmiterlimit operators is used to
control this effect.
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Figure 2. Setmiterlimit Capabilities

1.2.1.4 Setdash

The current path is normally stroked with a solid line. Other methods of stroking a path are I
possible, however. The PostScript graphics state includes a dash array and a dash outset, that
together describe what pattern of alternating black and white dashes should be used to stroke paths. 3
This pattern is set by the setdash operator, which takes an array and a number from the stack and
makes them the current dash array and offset. The array contains a set of numbers, such as

[3 5 1 51

which represent the lengths of alternating black and white segments should make up a stroked line. 3
The array above would cause all paths to be stroked with a repeating sequence consisting of three
units-of black, five units of no ink, one unit black, five units no ink. This pattern will repeat along
the entire stroked path. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

[351510 setdash

Figure 3. Setdash Capabilities

The second argument passed to setdash is the offset within the dash pattern where the stroke I
operator is to start when it prints a line. That is, if we were to set the dash pattern with the line

[6 31 3 setdash 3
stroked lines would begin three units into the pattern, or half way through the first long dash.

I
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1.2.1.5 Closepath

A final necessary capability is provided by the closepath operator. This operator adds a line
segment to the current path connecting the current point to the last point addressed by a moveto
operator. Figure A shows an example of a box containing a notch in one corner since it hasn't been"closed." After the closepath operator is applied (with mitered joins) the result is "better box" in
Figure 4.

(a)

A Box A Seue' Box
(0)

Figure 4. Closepath Usage

1.2.2 Symbols

PostScript provides no explicit modular symbol capabilities. Its program language-like structure
however, allows graphical patterns to be defined once and positioned at various points to provide
the necessary capability. This topic is explored further in Paragraph 3.8.

1.2.3 Curves

PostScript provides the following operations to draw curve line segments:

arc - appends a counterclockwise arc of a circle to the current path, possibly preceded by a straight
line segment.

arcn - behaves like arc, but builds its arc segment in a clockwise direction.

arcto - appends an arc of a circle to the current path, preceded by a straight line segment.

curveto - adds a Bezier cubic section to the current path.

moveto - starts a new subpath of the current path, sets the current point in the graphics state to the
user coordinate without adding any line segments to the current path.

closepath - closes the current subpath by appending a straight line segment connecting the current
point to the subpaths's starting point.

rlineto - appends a straight line segment to the current path in the same manner as lineto;
however, the number pair is interpreted as a displacement relative to the current point rather than as
an absolute coordinate.

17
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rmoveto - starts a new subpath of the current path in the same manner as movero, however, the
number pair is interpreted as a displacement relative to the current point rather than as an absolute
coordinate.

rcurveto - adds a Bezier cubic section to the current path in the same manner as curveto:
however, the three number pairs are interpreted as displacements relative to the current point rather I
than as absolute coordinates.

stroke - paints a line following the current path and using the current color.

strokepath - replaces the current path with one enclosing the shape that would result if the stroke
operator were applied to the current path.

setflat - sets the flatness in the current graphics state to num, which must be a positive number.
Flatness is used to control the accuracy with which curves are rendered on an output device

clip - intersects the inside of the current clipping path with the inside of the current path to produce 3
a new (smaller) current clipping path.

Additional details are contained in Appendix B which provides a complete description of each
operator mentioned above. [ Registration proposals have been prepared for the curve

capability. Some others have equivalent facilities in the CGM. Setfiat, closed
figure and stroke path require further study before generalization and
incorporation in the CGM.]

1.2.4 Text

Rather than draw the required text capabilities from PostScript-which represents only one of
many technologies for defining and rendering text, ISO DP 9541 Font and Character Information
Interchange is used. There is agreement in principle amongst the various standards committees that
the capabilities represented in this draft standard should be adopted by computer graphics I
standards.

ISO DP 9541 defines font referencing, positioning, and presentation. Minimal and complete
capabilities are defined in each of these areas as follows:

1.2.4.1. Objectives and Functional Definitions 3
The objective of the Font and Character Information Interchange Standard is to define a common
font resource architecture which can be used in a variety of development and application
environments, for the purpose of supporting text (characters, symbols, ideograms) generation,
interchange, and presentation. The font resources which are developed to this architecture may be
used by: text and graphic editor, document formatters, utilities, device service programs, resource
management programs, and presentation device drivers. Figure E provides a high level look at the
environment in which ISO DP 9541 operates. Figure F decomposes Figure E to provide a lower I
level look at the publishing environment.

I
I
I
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Figure 5. ISO Font Architecture. Application Environment
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Consistency of font resource information is a requirement for softcopy display of documents to be
typeset, and interchange of documents between systems.

The degree of consistency can be significantly improved through the use of a common font
resource architecture.

A font resource is defined to be the total collection of information required to characterize and
identify a font to compose blocks of text and to define the images of the characters, for use by an
electronic data processing system. A font resource will contain information that:

1) identifies and describes itself to permit selection by users and application programs.

2) defines the character attributes required by a document formatting process to position the
characters on a presentation surface.

3) defines each character's shape for generation of the character images on the presentation
surface.

Font production is defined to be the process of designing the character images, converting those
images into a digital technology format (bit image, vector drawing orders, outline algorithm, etc.),
defining the various height, width, and escapement values for each individual character, assigning
appropriate descriptive and identifying information (to the characters and the font resource in
general), and creating a font resource that contains all of the required information in a format that
can be used by a text processing system.

Text processing system is defined to be the total collection of hardware devices and software
or firmware programs required to generate, modify, display, and/or print text. Those components
(devices and programs) may be contained in a single hardware device that processes only text or
may be included within a larger document processing system and/or communication network. Text
processing may be the primary function of the component (text editor) or it may be only an
auxiliary function of the component (graphics editor, device service program, resource management
program).

Font storage and access is defined to be the process of storing the font file information on the
appropriate media for use within a text processing system, and the process of accessing that
information by the various components of a text processing system. When a font resource is first
generated, all of the required information may be contained in a single font resource file, but that
may not be the format that is most useful within a text processing system

Font referencing is defined to be the process of identifying or characterizing a font. The
referencing task affects editing, formatting and presentation because it is necessary for the user
to specify the desired fonts in the document, for the formatter to identify the fonts and find the
required character positioning information from the appropriate font resource, and for the
presentation process to identify the fonts and find the required character positioning and shape
information from the appropriate font resource. Referencing may include identification of a specific
font resource, or simply provide sufficient descriptive information about the desired font that an
alternative font resource can be found if the specified one is not available to the system which will
format or present the document.

Character positioning is defined to be the process of determining where a given character is to
appear on the presentation surface. This function is performed by the document formatting process.
which is a generic name for any process that determines the text, graphic, or image content and
format of a document, including pages and line breaks and how text should flow around graphics
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or image objects that also appear in the document. The document formatting process makes use of
font resource information along with user, system, and document content information. Thus, font
resources provide only a portion of the information required for character positioning. Characters
may be positioned absolutely or relatively. That is, the formatting process may specify the precise
location where each individual character is to be positioned or the formatting process may specify
the content and beginning of a string of characters. In either case, the process must know the image I
and escapement extents for each individual character, and other character attributes dealing with
coordinate system, reference point, rotation, kerning, ligatures, etc.

Image presentation is defined to be the process of forming the character image on the I
presentation surface. This process is actually performed by a hardware device (display or printer),
but may be supported by a series of software and/or hardware processes which translate the
character image information from its font resource format to the format or control codes required I
by the presentation device. Font resources, defined according to this standard, may support a
variety of shape definition techniques, some public and some private. Some font designs are
privately owned and the key to translation of the character shape information is only available
through license agreements. Other font designs are in the public domain and anyone may have
access to the character shape information. In addition, other practical considerations may suggest
the use of other image technologies.

1.2.4.2 Font Referencing

Minimal Referencing

The minimal subset of font referencing supports simple identification of the font resource design
and character content, but does not support description of the font resource to a level of detail
required for support of document rendering (fidelity level) specification. The subset only includes I
font name.

Complete Referencing

The complete subset level of the font referencing supports description of the font resource to a level
that permits selection or approximation of a font resource based on the description provided. The
selected font must be described to a level of detail that accurately identifies the attributes of the font I
resource that was chosen for document formatting. If it becomes necessary for the presentation
service to substitute another font resource, it must find one that most closely corresponds to both
the user and formatter specified fonts.

The subset includes the following attributes (in addition to those defined for the minimal subset):

Control attributes
body size units

Control attributes
character collection

Format attributes
font size
minimum size
maximum size

Layout attributes I
maximum height
x height
cap height
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I ascender height
descender depth
minimum escapement
average escapement
maximum escapement
weighted average escapement
lower case escapement
upper case escapement
digit escapement type
writing mode

Appearance attributes
posture
structure
mood
function
character category
font category
typeface name
design classification
escapement class

hairline weight
relative weight
absolute weight
relative width
absolute width
relative height
absolute height

1.2.4.3 Character Positioning

Minimal Positioning

The minimal subset of character positioning supports character increment fonts, but does not
support proportionally spaced fonts where each character has a defined escapement value.

This subset includes the following attributes:

I Control attributes
font name
escapement class
bodysize units

Positioning attributes
average escapement
font size

Complete Positioning

Given the document formatting requirements and text content, the escapement required for each
character must be determined. The formatting process may designate that a character may be
positioned anywhere on the presentation surface. To prevent unwanted character overlap, excessivegap between characters, or characters running off the edge of the presentation space, the values of
each character's recommended escapement must be known.
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This subset includes the following attributes (in addition to those defined for the minimal subset):

Control attributes
minimum space amplification
maximum space amplification
pairwise escapement adjustment 5

These attributes are repeated for each character and for each writing mode supported by the fontresource.

Positioning attributes I
character name
writing mode
position point
escapement point
extents (4 values)
sectored space adjustment 3
amplification
correction
white space adjustment
op's

Formatting programs may use the positioning information to determine each character's position on
a presentation surface, with each character being presented at its designated point. Or, the
formulating program may designate the starting point (and the text character string, with each
character providing information needed for the next character's presentation position).

1.2.4.4 Image Presentation 5
The information contained in these subsets may be stored and used separately from the information
contained in the function sets defined for referencing and positioning. A font resource may not be
identified as supporting one of these subsets unless it contains all of the attributes defined for that
subset. That is, if a resource contains all font attributes except one from the minimal subset, then
the resource cannot be identified as supporting either the minimal or the complete subset.

Minimal Presentation

The minimal subset level of character presentation supports only the bitmap format of character
image definition. Alternate formats will not be recognized.

This subset includes the following attributes:

Control attributes
font name
bodysize units 3

Presentation attributes (per character and rotation)
character name
character shape information

The am'ibutes for this format will be defined.

This is the basic format required for definition of character shapes for the registration of characters 1
for Part 3 of the ISO DP 9541 standard.

I
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* Complete Presentation

Given the positioning point for a character, the shape of the character must be presented on the
presentation surface using the device technology applicable to that device. All character shape
information is defined relative to an origin, which has a defined x-y offset and rotation from the
escapement box origin (current positioning point). Non-ISO character image technologies do notft need to be supported by this subset level.

Control attributes
image technology

Presentation attributes (per character and rotation)
character-shape information for:

straight line outline
circular outline
conic outline
Bezier outline
composite

The shape information may be defined separately for each device technology, but there should be
one set of device independent positioning information for each resource ID. Thus, the shape
information may be repeated for several different technologies in any one font resource, or the
shape and positioning information may be contained in separate files with cross reference pointers.

1 1.2.3 Images

PostScript includes a very minimal set of capabilities for handling images (raster bitmaps). The
operators provided are:

image-renders a sampled image onto the current page. The sampled image is a rectangle array of
width x height sample values, each of which consists of bits sample bits of data (1, 2, 4, or 8).

I imagemask-similar to the image operator, however, it tracks the source image as a mask of I
bit sample that is used to control where to apply paint (with the current color) and where not to. It is
most useful for printing characters as bitmaps. Such bitmaps represent masks through which a
color is to be transformed.

The image capabilities are too limited to meet CALS requirements (or those of the publishing
industry in general). This topic requires further study. [The CGM can be extended to
incorporate a very general set of facilities compatible with the raster portions ofGroup 4 facsimile.]

3 1.2.6 Definition and Instantiation of Objects

One capability that is missing in the CGM is the ability to define an arbitrary picture component
(e.g. a symbol or non-primitive object) which can be instanced (repeated) multiple times with a
single picture or over shared amongst different pictures in a document.

As will be further discussed, this capability is needed for both publishing and engineering drawing
applications.

The capabilities of both PostScript (based on a programming language approach) and Interpress
(based upon defining extended operators) are described below. Appendix B contains detailed
descriptions of the corresponding PostScript and Interpress features.

* 25
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1.2.6.1 PostScript Procedures i
A PostScript procedure is a set of operations grouped together with a common name. This set of
operations is stored with its key in a dictionary. When the key appears in a program, the associated
set of operations is carried out.

Procedures are defined in exactly the same way as variables. The program must place the procedure
name (preceded by a slash) on the stack, followed by the set of operations that make up the
procedure. Then, the def operator is used to store the operations and name in the currentdictionary.

1.2.6.2 Interpress Symbols

The concepts of symbol and instance are provided in Interpress by composed operators and
transformations. A graphical symbol can be defined as a composed operator. When an instance, or
copy, of the symbol is to be printed, the current transformations will be applied to all coordinates as
the symbol calls imager operators. The properties of the current transformation will thus, determine
the position, size, and rotation of the instance on the printed page.

The principal use of symbols and instances in Interpress is for printing characters. Each character is
defined by a composed operator, called a character operator. These operators are invoked usually
by SHOW, with a current transformation that achieves the proper size, orientation and position of
the character.

Instancing can also be used for other purposes. Graphical objects that are repeated often on a page 5
or throughout a document may be tracked as instances. A symbol is defined as a composed
operator and called with an appropriate current transformation in order to generate each instance.

II
I
I
I
I
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2.0 Technical Drawings and Product Data

2.1 Introduction

It is recognized that some extensions to computer graphics standards are necessary to properly
support the creation of drawings and views of product model data. The following extract from the
Final NBS Report for CALS - FY86 summarize a contractor's findings:

The addition of several facilities to the graphics standards would greatly improve the ability of
these standards to efficiently represent the drawings and views implicit in IGES and PDES
files. These additions are described in the following paragraphs.

- Support for full conics including hyperbolas and parabolas

- Support for splines, including at least one of the parametric spline and rational B-spline
representations.

- Support for surface definitions, including surfaces of revolution and cylinders.

- Support for a ROUNDED RECTANGLE output primitive.

- Support for many new line types, including some or all of the 11 forms of "arrows"
defined in IGES through registration and subsequent standardization.

- Support for the CENTERLINE symbol as new standardized marker type.

- Addition of facilities to more directly control and specify such features of text strings as
subscripts, superscripts, and fractions. At present, these features can be generated only
by using the more primitive APPEND TEXT and by changing associated text attributes
like CHARACTER HEIGHT, CHARACTER SPACING, and TEXT ALIGN-MENT.

- In IGES/PDES the slant of the text is independently specified from the type face (e.g.,
Helvetica Italics Bold). The Computer Graphics Interface (CGI) standard allows, via the
Character Orientation element, text characters to be skewed ("slanted"). This feature is not
directly available in the Graphical Kernel Sytem (GKS) standard and the Programmers
Hierarchical Interface Graphics System (PHIGS) standard, it can occur only as a result of
the segment or structure transformations.

- In PDES, continuous text alignment is used to align multiple text strings. This feature is
also available in CGI/CGM. It should be added to GKS, GKS-3D (GKS in three
dimensions) and PHIGS.

- The six predefined IGES SECTION entity patterns not corresponding to standardized

CGI/CGM patterns should be registered.

- Support for user-defined line types.

- Support for multiple color tables.

NBS/ICST generally supports these conclusions, although recommendations made in this report
are more comprehensive and somewhat different than those above for extensions in several areas.
Further, this work is limited to extensions to the CGM as dictated by the actual requirements from
standards for product data description and drawings themselves, rather than being limited to
investigation of the IGES standard (which does not describe engineering drawings, per se. but
rather the transfer of the complete information necessary to describe the representation of a
product.)
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The methodology used to define the capabilities required to define images of engineering drawings I
was the following:

1. Review requirements from the standards for the production of engineering drawings listed in
Section 3.0 of the Background section above; then extract the required representational capabilities
needed in the CGM.

2. Review the IGES standard to extract entities for which the CGM must be able to describe
images; then extract the required representational capabilities needed in the CGM.

3. Consider the CALS system level requirements in areas such as use of symbol libraries. Since no
such requirements exist in explicit form and there is no well-defined CALS reference model, the
capabilities of commercially available products were used to derive requirements.

2.2 IGES Entities

IGES Version 3.0 contains the following types of entities. Each of these entities and suggestions
on how it might be rendered by systems implementing graphics standards are described in I
Appendix C. This material was extracted from the Final NBS Report for CALS - FY86. The CGMmust be capable of describing images (graphical representations) of these entities:

CIRCULAR ARC I
COMPOSITE CURVE
CONIC ARC - registration proposal prepared
COPIOUS DATA
PLANE
LINE
PARAMETRIC SPLINE - registration proposal prepared
PARAMETRIC SPLINE SURFACE
POINT
RULED SURFACE
SURFACE OF REVOLUTION
TABULATED CYLINDER
"TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
FLASH ENTITY
RATIONAL B-SPLINE - registration proposal prepared
RATIONAL B-SPLINE SURFACE
OFFSET CURVE
CONNECT POINT
NODE
FINITE ELEMENT
NODAL DISPLACEMENT AND ROTATION
OFFSET SURFACE I
CURVE ON PARAMETRIC SURFACE
"TRI!MMED (PARAMETRIC) SURFACE
ANGULAR DIMENSION
CENTERLINEDIAMETER

FLAG NOTE
GENERAL LABEL
GENERAL NOTE
LEADER
LINEAR DIMENSION
POINT DIMENSION
RADIUS DIMENSION
SECTION I
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GENERAL SYMBOL
SECTIONED AREA
WITNESS LINE
ASSOCIATIVITY DEFINITION
ASSOCIATIVITY INSTANCE
DRAWING
LINE POINT DEFINITION
MACRO CAPABILITY
PROPERTY
SUBFIGURE DEFINITION
TEXT FONT DEFINITION
VIEW ENTITY
EXTERNAL REFERENCE ENTITY
NODAL LOAD/CONSTRAINT ENTITY
COLOR DEFINITION ENTITY
TEXT DISPLAY ENTITY

2.3 Required Capabilites

2.3.1 Lines

The following material is drawn from ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and Lettering) and
explains how "lines" are used in product definition drawings:

Line widths - Two widths of lines are recommended for use on manually prepared drawings.
(See Figure 7.) One width of line is acceptable on drawings prepared by automated methods. The
ratio of line thickness shouid be approximately two-to-one. The thin-line width should be
approximately 0.35 mm or 0.016 inch and the thick-line width approximately 0.7 mm or 0.032
inch. The actual width of each line should be governed by the sizes and styles of drawing, and the
smallest size to which it is to be reduced. All lines of the same type should be uniform throughout
the drawing. Spacing between parallel lines should be such that there is no fill-in when reproduced
by available photographic methods. Note: spacing of no less than 1.5 mm (0.06 inch) normally
meets reproduction requirements.

Line quality - All lines should be clean cut, opaque, uniform, and properly spaced for legible
reproduction by all commonly used methods, including microfilming in accordance with industry
and government requirements. When manually produced, there should be a distinct contrast
between the two widths of lines. Contrast must be obtained only by variance in the relative widths
of the lines. In no case should contrast be achieved by a difference in density, opaqueness or color.

Visible lines - The visible lines, Figure 7 and 8, should be used for representing visible edges or
contours of objects. Visible lines should be drawn so that the views they outline clearly stand out
on the drawing with a definite contrast between these lines and secondary lines.

Hidden lines - Hidden lines, Figures 7 and 8, consist of short evenly spaced thin dashes and are
used to show the hidden features of the object. The lengths of the dashes may vary slightly in
relation to the size of the drawing. Hidden lines should always begin and end with a dash in contact
with the visible or hidden line from which they start or end, except when such a dash would form a
continuation of a visible line. Dashes should join at corners, and arcs should start with dashes at
tangent points. Hidden Lines should be omitted when their use is not required for the clarity of the
drawing. Although features located transparent materials may be visible, they should be treated as
concealed features and shown with hidden lines.

Section lines - Section lines, Figures 7 and 8, are used to indicate the cut surfaces of an object in
a section view.
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Center lines - Center lines, Figures 7 and 8 consist of alternating long and short dashes. They I
are used to represent axes of symmetrical parts and features, bolt circles, and paths of motion. The
long dashes of the center lines may vary in lengths, depending upon the size of the drawing. Center
lines should start and end with long dashes. They should not intersect at the spaces between dashes
or by crossing the long or short dashes. Center lines should extend uniformly and distinctly a short
distance beyond the object or feature of the drawing unless a longer extension is required for
dimensioning or for some other purpose. They should not terminate at other lines of the drawing
nor should they extend through the space between views. Very short center lines may be unbroken a
if no confusion results with other lines.

Symmetry lines - This is a center lines used as an axis of symmetry for a partial view. The line I
of symmetry is identified by two thick short parallel lines drawn at right angles to it. They are
used in representing partially drawn views and partial sections of symmetrical parts. Symmetrical
view visible and hidden lines may extend past the symmetry line if clarity would be improved. 5
Dimension lines - Dimension lines, Figure 7 and 8 are used to indicate the extent and direction
of dimensions and are terminated by neatly-made uniform arrowheads. The length of the arrowhead
should be equal to the height of the dimension numerals if possible. If inadequate space is
available, the arrowhead may be shown outside the dimension limit.

Extension lines - Extension (witness) lines, Figures 7 and 8, are used to indicate the point or
line on the drawing to which the dimension applies. A short gap is left where the extension line I
would join the object, so as not to confuse extension lines with the lines of the object.

Extension lines are also used to indicate the extension of a surface to a theoretical intersection.
When a point is located by extension lines, the extension lines should pass through the point.

Leaders - Leaders, Figures 7 and 8, are used to direct notes, dimensions, symbols, item
numbers, or part numbers to features on the drawing. A leader should generally be a single straight I
inclined line (not vertical or horizontal), except for a short horizontal portion extending to the center
of the height of the first or last letter or digit of the note. This horizontal portion is optional and if
used it should not underline the note.5

The leaders should terminate as follows:

a) Without symbol, if they end on a dimension line.

b) With a dot 1.5 mm or 0.06 inch minimum diameter, if they end within outlines of an object.

c) With an arrowhead, if they end on the outside of an object.

d) With or without a dot or arrowhead on drawings prepared by computer automated techniques.

Leaders should not be curved in any way and should not cross each other unless unavoidable. Two
or more leaders to adjacent areas on the drawing should be drawn parallel.

Cutting-plane lines - Cutting-plane and viewing-plane lines, Figures 7 and 8, are used to I
indicate the location of cutting planes for sectional views and the viewing position for removed
partial views. Two forms of cutting-plane and viewing-plane lines are approved for general use.

Break Lines - Two forms of break Lines are approved for general use as follows:

a) A freehand thick line. (See Figure 7, line 10.) 3
b) Long ruled thin dashes joined by zigzags. (See Figure 7, line 11.)
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Phantom lines - Phantom lines (Figure 7, line 12) consist of long, thin dashes separated by pairs
of short, thin dashes. The long dashes may vary in length, depending on the size of the drawing.
Phantom lines are used to indicate alternate positions of moving parts (Figure 8); adjacent positions
of related parts; and repeated detail. These lines are also used for features such as bosses and lugs
(later moved); for delineating machining stock and blanking developments; for piece parts in jigs
and fixtures; and for bend lines on drawings or formed metal parts. Phantom lines should start and
end with long dashes which may vary in length, depending on the size of the drawing.

Stitch lines - Stitch lines (Figure 7, lines 13 and 14) consist of short, thin dashes and spaces of
equal lengths. The dots are approximately 0.016 (0.35 mm) in diameter and 0.12 inch (3 mm)
apart.. Stitch lines are used for indicating a sewing or stitching process.

Chain lines - The chain line (Figure 7, line 15) consist of thick, alternating long and short
dashes. This line is used to indicate that a surface or surface zone is to receive additional
manufacturing treatment within limits specified on the drawing. (See Figure 8.)

Arrowheads - Arrowheads may be prepared manually or mechanically. The length and width
should have a ratio of approximately 3:1. The width of the arrowhead should be proportionate to
the thickness of the lines used. Consistency of the style of an arrowhead should be contained
throughout the drawing. See Figure 9 for acceptable arrowhead styles.

Figure 9. Arrowhead Styles

In addition to the generic line types defined in ANSI Y14.2M, ANSI and DoD standards in specific
areas require the use of additional types of lines. Insufficient time is available at present to fully
investigate these and categorize them. To illustrate the general nature of the need for such lines
types, Appendix A contains extracts from two Military Standards define other linestyles and specifyI their meanings.

In summary, many additional linestyles are required to support engineering drawings. There are
additional requirements on how patterns start and end within line segments beyond those that
computer graphics standards alone can satisfy. Some of these restrictions may need to be stated in
the CALS application profile since they go beyond what can be specified through the registration
process alone. For example, there are special rendition requirements for hidden lines that cannot be
satisfied by a polyline primitive with the appropriate linestyle alone. This happens because the
conformance requirements for computer graphics standards do not specify how linestyle patterns
must be continued from segment to segment within a polyline, nor do they specify how such a Line
must end. NBS/ICST will write registration proposals for such items to include the additional
conformance requirements, however, they may be rejected by the standards committees.

I
I
I
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[ Note: A linetype registration proposal has been prepared for each of the above
linestypes, with the following exceptions:
- visible lines can be done with linetype solid;
- symmetry lines cannot be done with a single graphical line of any type; a symbol I

facility could be used, or a set of individual line elements;
- single and double arrow linetype can be used for leaders and dimension lines;
- cutting plane lines must be done as a set of individual lines since they can't be I

represented as a single linetype.
Some restrictions, such as allowable widths of lines and styles of text in
engineering drawings, will need to be stated in the application profile for CALS.] 3
2.3.2 Symbols

The general intent of this section is to illustrate that the requirements for symbols in engineering I
drawings cannot be met by the polymarker primitives of the graphics standards.

International Standard ISO 3461 defines the general characteristics of symbols used in engineering
drawings. This International Standard applies to graphics symbols which may be: I
a) placed on equipment or parts of equipment of any kind in order to instruct the persons

handling the equipment as to its use and operation:

b) placed on sites and ways where people may assemble or move, giving them instructions,
such as prohibitions, warnings, rules or limits, regarding their behavior: 3

c) used in pictorial reproductions, such as plans, drawings, layouts, guidelines and similar

documents.

Definitions I
For the purposes of ISO 3461, the following definition applies: m

Graphic symbol: A visually perceptible figure produced by means of writing, drawing, printing
or other manufacturing techniques. It is used to transmit a message and represents in an
understandable manner, independently of any language, an object, concept or state. 3
Graphics symbols stand for objects, concepts or states. (What a symbol stands for is usually
known as the "referent.") This includes abstract references such as conditions, relationships, facts
or actions.

Functions

As a rule, graphic symbols are used to: I
a) identify (for example to describe a piece of equipment or an abstract concept);

b) qualify (for example to describe a variation or a secondary function);

c) instruct (for example to describe an operation or method of use): ;

d) command(that something must or must not be done);

e) warn (for example of danger); 5
f) indicate (for example direction, quantity).
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Graphic Form

For each graphic symbol that is required an original design is prepared. An original design is a
symbol design drawn and presented in the manner described below, i.e.. drawn out on the basic
pattern with due regard to the principles defined below. The basic pattern described below
constitutes a frame in which the original design may be inscribed. The lines indicated in the basic
pattern (circles, hexagons, octagons, squares, etc.) are intended as an aid to the designer in
drawing up the original designs. The form of the graphics symbols should be suitable for
economical reproduction by means of commonly applied techniques, such as etching, engraving,
printing, and photographic means.

Basic Pattern

The basic pattern (Figure 10) comprises:

1) a basic square of side 50 mrm; this measure is equal to the nominal measure, a, of the original

2) a basic circle of 36 mm diameter having approximately the same area as the basic square;

3) a second circle of 50 mm diameter, being the inscribed circle of the basic square (1);

4) a second square of side 40 umm, which touches the basic circle (2) with its corner,

5) a rectangle of approximately the same area as the basic square (1), with the long side (62.5
mm) horizontal and symmetrical with the basic square;

6) a second rectangle having approximately the same area as the basic square (1), with its long
side (62.5 mm) vertical and symmetrical with the basic square;

70 a third square formed by the lines passing through the points of intersection of the basic square
(1) and the basic circle (2); the sides of this square are oriented at 45 degree to the basic square
and the corners of this square define the limits of the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the
basic pattern;

S8) an irregular octagon formed by lines inclined at 30 degrees to the sides of the square (7);

The basic pattern is laid upon a 75 mm x 75 mm square subdivided by a 12.5 mm square grid
which also coincides with the basic square (1).

The original design of a graphics symbol should be fitted into the basic pattern according to the
following principles:

1) for a symbol consisting of a single geometrical form, such as a circle or a rectangle, the
corresponding geometrical forms of the basic pattern should be used, in which case the lines of
the basic pattern should be the center lines of the. 1 inch thick lines of the symbol being
designed-

2) to achieve the impression of uniform perceived size among symbols, attention should be given
in the equalization of surface areas; for example, a circle without external parts should be
drawn upon the basic circle (2) (see Figure 11, part C) whereas a circle with external parts
should be drawn upon the smallest circle (3) (see Figure 1 1, part D).

Figure I I gives several examples of symbols created according to this standard.
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Orientation of the Symbols

The majority of graphic symbols preserve their meaning in any position. However, when the
meaning of a graphic symbol does depend on its orientation of position, this shall be explicitly
stated. Figure 12 illustrates a graphics symbol not dependent on its position (a television receiver).
and a graphic symbol dependent on its position (a "bar").

The statement concerning the position dependency could read as follows:

"The meaning of the graphic symbol depends on its position. Care shall be taken that it is not
reproduced on rotating controls."

Figure 12. Symbol Orientation

Use of Symbols in Engineering Drawings

Figure 13 illustrates the typical use of symbols in engineering drawings. A large number of simple
symbols are used repetitively in different locations to construct the drawing. Such drawings should
not be transferred by building each symbol from primitives available in the CGM, nor is it feasible
to make each required symbol a Generalized Drawing Primitive or marker symbol. It is absolutely
essential that any technique used to transfer such drawings allow:

1) a symbol to be defined once in a picture and then instanced repetitively;,

2) externally defined symbols from standard libraries to be included by reference.

This must be done for these reasons:

1) to reduce the required communication bandwidth;

2) to reduce the storage required for the picture;

3) to promote standardized appearance of drawings.
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2.3.3 Curves

Insufficient time and funding are available in the present SOW to investigate this area thoroughly.
For now, it is assumed that the IGES entities represent a sufficient set.

2.3.4 Hatch Styles

A wide variety of hatch styles are used in engineering drawings for purposes such as representing
the nature of materials. Figure 14 illustrates some typical ones. Insufficient time and funding are
available in the present contract to investigate this area thoroughly, but based on preliminary
observations, the following capabilities appear to be needed:

1) All necessary patterns available as registered hatch styles ( for reasons similar to those stated for
marker symbols above, drawings containing these hatch patterns cannot be transferred between
systems by decomposing the patterns using the individual primitives available in the CGM.)

2) Arbitrary fill areas and clipping regions are needed to represent drawings containing such hatch
patterns. These cannot be approximated by breaking them up into simpler areas since pattern
continuity cannot be maintained.

[ Note: Registration proposals were prepared for all types of section lining (hatch
styles) except the following, which can be done with a built-in hatch style:

- electric windings, etc. hatch index 6, horizontal/vertical crosshatch.

Registration proposals were prepared for the following hatch styles to support the
more exact rendition requirements of the engineering drawing standard from a
similar type in the built-in CGM linestyles. In each case, the drawing standard
requires "45 degree lines" while the built in hatch styles guarantee only "positive"
and/or "negative" slope.

- cast iron, etc. similar to hatch index 3, positive slope equally spaced
parallel lines

- white metal, etc. similar to hatch index 6, positive slope/negative slope
crosshatch]
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Figure 14. Hatch Styles from Y14.2M 3
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2.3.5 Text

The, text capabilities that are actually required in engineering drawings are quite simple, although
most drawing systems provide more advanced features. This paragraph will first present the
requirements taken from Y14.2M- 1979, and then will describe the enhancements that are needed
to, for example, render IGES defined data without loss of quality.

2.3.5.1 Y14.2 Lettering Requirements

Single-stroke Gothic Lettering

Lettering on drawings must be legible and suitable for easy and rapid execution. These
requirements are met in the recommended single-stroke gothic characters shown in Figures 15 and
16 or adaptations thereof, which improve reproduction legibility. One such adaptation by the
National Microfilm Association is the gothic style Microfont alphabet intended for general usage.
(See Figure 17.) Opaque and well-spaced lettering is required on the drawing for microfilm
reproduction.

Inclined or Vertical Lettering

Either inclined or vertical lettering is permissible. Only one style of lettering should be used
throughout a drawing. The preferred slope for the inclined characters is 2 in 5 or approximately 68
degrees with horizontal. (See Figure 16.)

ABCDEFGH IJKLM NOP
QRSTUVWXYZ&

1234567890
Figure 15. Vertical Lettering
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Figure 16. Inclined Lettering i
I

ABCDEFGH I JKLM.NO

PQRSTUVWXYZ 1
II12345678901

Figure 17. Microform Lettering 3
Use of Upper-case Letters

Upper-case letters should be used for all lettering on drawings. When additions or revisions are j
made, the original style of lettering should be maintained.

Lettering for titles, subtitles, drawing numbers, and other uses may be made free-hand, by 3
typewriter, or with the aid of mechanical lettering devices such as templates and lettering machines.
Regardless of the method used, all characters are to conform, in general, viEh me recommended
gothic style and must be legible in full or reduced size copy by any accepted method of

reproduction.
A type face comparable to light-line Pica Gothic, block numerals is preferred for typing on
drawings.

4
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Size and Spacing of Lettering

The recommended minimum freehand and mechanical letter height for various applications are
defined in the standards as follows:

Letters in words should be spaced so that the background areas between the letters are
approximately equal, and words are to be clearly separated by a space equal to the height of the
lettering. For legible reproduction, a space between two letters of at least 0.06 inch (1.5 mm) is to
be used whenever possible. The space between two numerals having a decimal point between them
is to be a minimum of two thirds the height of the lettering. The vertical space between lines of
lettering should be no more than the height of the lettering, and no less than half the height of the
lettering used.

Notes should be placed horizontally on drawings and separated vertically by spaces at least equal to
double the height of the character size used, to maintain the identity of each note.

The division line of a common fraction should be parallel to the direction in which the dimension
reads and should be separated from the numerals by a maximum of 0.06 inch (1.5 mm) spacing.
When fractions occur in notes, tables, and lists, the diagonal division line is permissible. Numerals
in fractions should be the same size as other numerals.

Spacing between max/min dimensions should be one-half of the character height.

Lettering should not be underlined except when special emphasis is required. The underlining
should not be. less than 0.06 inch (1.5 mm) below the lettering.

The lettering height, spacing, and proportions in Figure 15, 16, and 17 normally provide acceptable
reproduction or camera reduction and blow-back. However, manually, mechanically,
opti-mechanically, or electro-mechanically applied lettering (typewriter, etc.) with height, spacing,
and proportions less than those recommended are acceptable when the minimum reproducibility and
legibility requirements of the accepted industry or military reproduction specifications are met.
Therefore, the basic requirements for lettering on a drawing is that fully legible copies may be
produced.

2.3.5.2 Text in IGES

The IGES standard defines an entity called general note which consists of strings of text that are
incorporated in other entities for producing drawing labels and annotation. IGES defines the
following fonts for use with this entity:

0. Symbol font (use longer recommended)
I. Standards block
2. LeRoy
3. Future
4. Fastfont
5. Calcomp
6. Comp80
7. Microfilm ,tandard
8. ISO standard
9. DIIN standard
10. Military standard
11. Gothic
12. New gothic
13. Lightline gothic
14. Simplex Roman
15. Italic
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16. APL I
17. Century schoolbook
18. Helvetica

1001. Symbol font I
1002. Symbol font 2

In addition, the IGES text model includes several capabilities that are not present in computer I
graphics standards such as the CGM. Appendix C contains extracts from the IGES standard that
explain these capabilities.

IGES also includes a text font definition entity that enables a text font to be described as a I
sequence of strokes. Appendix C contains extracts from IGES 3.0 that explain this entity. This
capability could be built on top of the CGM by stroking out the individual characters as required. A
more general solution to compatibility is described in Conclusions Section, where a common font
definition mechanism is proposed, based on ISO 9541, for product data standards, graphics
standards and publishing standards.

2.3.6 Images I
Based upon review of project descriptions, CALS will capture and store a great deal of existing
engineering drawing data in raster form. Neither the CGM nor IGES adequately address this area.
It is likely that a solution developed for the use of image (raster) data in the publications area will
also effectively address the requirements of engineering drawings.

4I
3
I

I

I
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j IV. CONCLUSIONS

1.0 Introduction
This section presents the list of extensions that are needed to the CGM. It is anticipated that most of
these extensions can be implemented through the registration process. In several areas-as
described in Section V below-additional study is necessary to determine the precise nature of the

I required extensions.

NBS/ICST used the following criteria in defining required extensions:

1) Picture description must be as compact as is.practical, consistent with ease of generation and

interpretation. (This implies, in particular, that a "symbol" or "macro" capability is needed, as is
access to external libraries of symbols.)

1 2) Only "presentation-related" relationships between objects and attributes of objects need be
preserved in the transfer. (This places the transfer at an intermediate level between that provided by
IGES and by the (unextended) CGM. When (1) and (2) are considered jointly, they imply that
transfer by "approximation with lower-level graphical entities"-such as approximation a curve
with a sequence of line segments or a centerline with a set of polylines and/or marker types-is
unacceptable. A local system is free however to make such approximations in the process ofj imaging a picture, consistent with accuracy restrictions.)

3) Extensions must be consistent with the philosophical basis of standards in the areas of Open
Systems Interconnection (naming and addressing in particular) and Office Systems (font
architecture in particular.)

2.0 Lines

3 A user defined linestyle, similar to that described in Section 1.2.1 of the Discussion section is
required.

Linetypes that directly represent the presentation requirements of engineering drawings must be
defined. Where the limited capabilities of the built-in polyline primitive-which allows a linetype to
consist only of a sequence of line segments and gaps, without precise control over its
rendition-are exceeded, GDPs may be needed. Some conformance data may need to be placed in
the application profile.

Some of the types needed are:

I 1) center line,

i 2) phantom line,

3) break line,

4) lines with arrows on one or both ends.

Extensions to line attributes to include line end styles and joining options.
(Note: A registration proposal for each of those from Y14.2M has been written.
Investigation of other standards is needed to identify others.]
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3.0 Symbols I
As described above, the polymarker primitive is not particularly useful for either publishing or
engineering drawing. The registration of additional marker types has little utility. Instead, a general

object definition and instantiation capability as described is needed. [ No registration
proposals have been completed in this area.]

4.0 Curves

The following curves are required as GDPs. As necessary, Escapes are required to support their I
attributes.

1) Bezier curves, 3
2) B-splines,

3) Conics and conic arcs, 3
4) Other splines as determined by the study described in.

[Note: A registration proposal for each of these has been written.]

A closed figure primitive is required, together with: 3
1) Arbitrary clipping region,

2) Arbitrary fill boundary.

[No registration proposals have been completed in this area.] 3
5.0 Hatch styles

Registered hatch styles to support engineering drawing uses as defined in Section 2.3.4 of the
Discusion section are required. 1
[Note: A registration proposal for each of those from Y14.2M has been written.
Investigation of other standards is needed to identify others.] i
Registered hatch styles to support technical and administrative publication uses are required.
Insufficient data is available to specify these now. I
6.0 Text

The text model must be completely replaced through the use of GDPs and Escapes to adopt the
model and architecture of ISO DP 9541.

Some specific fonts identified in Section 2.3.5 of the Discussion section for use in engineering i
drawings must be registered.

[ No registration proposals have been completed in this area.] I
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I 7.0 Images

A raster "input" primitive to accept input from scanners and files stored on disc (optical or not) is
required.

The role of compression in the metafile must be clarified. Although it is best to rely on other
standards for necessary compression, it may be necessary to add GDPs to cover more sophisticated
compression techniques in the CGM in the short term. The CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 facsimile
standards do not provide either color or grey scale capabilities.

Additional raster attributes are required to support image processing.

[ No registration proposals have been completed in this area.]

I 8.0 Naming and External References

The naming and definition of attributes and objects must be extended from the simplistic
two-dimensional (positive and negative integer indices separating the space into registered and
implementation-dependent types) name space to one consistent with the "resource" view of objects
seen in most modern commercial systems and exemplified in the ISO DP 9541 font work. ( A
limited attempt was made in the CGM by including a list of font names that are then mapped to
indices. This was a first step in the right direction.) This can be done fairly easily by defining
GDPs and Escapes to replace the existing output primitives and attributes. It is absolutely
essential that this be done to insure the long-term coherence of information
processing standards. Neither the CGM nor other computer graphics standards
will find acceptance in modern applications without these extensions.
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I
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V. AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER INVESTIGATION

1.0 Curves 3
More technical work is necessary to explore:

1. Define the actual requirements in the two selected application areas for curves ( as opposed to
guessing them based on current practice. )

2. Investigate implementation difficulty to determine the cost of implementation.

3. Determine mathematical properties of conversions between curves (e.g. loss of accuracy, loss of
desired curvature, etc.) I
4) Define a minimal set of curves that:

a) have implementation difficulty appropriate for various classes (price/performance) of i
systems;

b) can be readily used to approximate other curves. 5
To illustrate some of the complexities involved, the following material--provided by a member of
the committee that developed the IGES standard-shows some of the differences and similarities
between two curves: B-splines and Bezier curves.

Differences between B-splines and Bezier curves

1) Bezier curve + Composite curve = B-spline

That is, the classes of functions are in fact the same. £
2) Commonalities between Bezier curves and B-splines

- exact conics (rational quadratics), though the algorithms for conic to Bezier (or B-spline)
conversions are not in the public domain, to the best of my knowledge. 1

- nonrational polynomial curves of any degree. I
- nice mathematical properties: convex hull, plane intersection, etc.

3) Bezier 3
- CO continuity can be explicit (common endpoint).

- Faster evaluation (by divided differences), though not as fast as power basis. Points and ,
deviations.

Greater storage requirements (deg+l points per segment, while B-spline can use Const
number of segments if continuity is maximal). I

- More stable (lower condition number than power basis or B-spline). 3
- Easy mathematics: evaluation, degree evaluation, degree evaluation, subdivision.
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I Trivial conversion to B-spline.

I -Immediate evaluation of points and derivations at parametric start and end.

4) B-spline

- parametric continuity given explicitly in the knot sequence. For exactness, prefer knots
with explicit multiplicity to repeated knots.

- Mathematics is quite complex, but powerful: evaluation, adding and removing knots.

- For repeated evaluation or intersection algorithms, will probably want to convert to
piecewise Bezier first (this amounts to making all of the interior knots of multiplicity5 degree and the two exterior knots of multiplicity degree + 1.)

1 2.0 Text

Additional time and funding will be required to develop and define the new text GDP and
associated escapes (to implement attributes) that can fully implement the model of ISO DP 9541.
Extensions to the "CGM environment" compatible with the ISO font description and transfer work
must be developed.

3.0 Images

Additional funding will be required to develop and define raster input extensions and raster data
types needed to fully support technical and administrative publications. Specifically, the following5 items are beyond the level of the current task:

1. Definition of standard interfaces to input scanning devices through the CGI/CGM and GKS.

SExpansion of the attributes of raster dat to accommodate the requirements of image processing
algorithms. For example, data is needed on the characteristics of input scanner (resolution,
frequency response characteristics, etc.) to properly process the data.

j 3. Families of standard compression algorithms must be developed beyond those currently
supported in MIL-STD- 1840 (Automated Interchange of Technical Information.) The one
algorithm in that standard (CCITT group 4 facsimile) as well as the one compression technique
supported in the CGM (a one-dimensional run-length encoding vaguely similar to Group 3
facsimile) are well known to be inadequate for "photographic" content. These techniques are useful
for rasterized text and geometric graphics, however these contents would most likely be"11"compressed" by sending them in a CGM or ODIF format. The CGM can be easily extended with
additional raster primitive/sencodings, thereby completely removing the requirement for the
inclusion of Group 4 facsimile in MIL-STD- 1840.

4.0 Specification of Data Record Contents

Escapes, GDPs, and Application data all contain information in data records. The standards do not
dictate how data in such records must be formulated or encoded. It is desirable that a standard
method be developed for all of these data records and promulgated throughout the standards
community with the intention that all registration proposals use this same standard method. Atpresent, we are specifying a "clear text" encoding only for all data records. This is clearly

Iinadequate to support binary coded transfer of complex drawings due to compactnessconsiderations.
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5.0 Support for Named Items and "Symbol Libraries" I
Extensions must be developed to replace the simplistic "indexed" definition of attributes in the
agraphics standards with named definitions based on a resource model consistent with that of the
ISO Font standard. Techniques must be developed to allow picture components (symbols, macros)
to be defined and instantiated in pictures.

6.0 Definition of Registration Requirements and Development of Registration
Proposals

Additional work will be required to complete the definition of registration requirements and the 3
development of registration proposals in these areas:

1) Linetypes, I
2) Hatchstyles,

3) Text fonts. 3
This is due to these factors:

1) The large number of registration proposals to be developed. I
2) The long time-frame involved in sponsoring registration proposals through the approval process
and preparing necessary revisions and responding to comments from standards committees.

3) The need for a review of proposed items by the CALS community. I

5

I
I
I
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VL RECOMMENDATIONS

1.0 Registration Proposals List

Recommendations for this task are the registration proposals themselves. The following list
contains the categories and the names of the registration proposals developed under this CALS
SOW task. They have been submitted to ANSI for formal processing through ISO. Section 2.0
below contains the actual registration proposals that have been developed and submitted for thisfiscal year, and are in the order as listed below.

1) Linetypes
break line - style 1
break line - style 2
center line
chain line
double arrow
hidden line
phantom line
single arrow
single dotstitch lineuser specified dash pattern

2) Hatchstyles
across grain wood
bronze, brass, copper, and compositions
cast iron or mallable iron and general use for all materials
concrete
cork, felt, fabric, leather, and fiber
earth
magnesium aluminum, and aluminum alloys
marble, slate, glass, procelain, etc.
rock
rubber, plastic, and electrical insulation
sand
sound installation
steel
thermal insulation
titanium and refractory material
water and other liquids
white metal, zinc, lead, babbitt, and alloys
with grain wood

3) Generalized drawing primitives
Bezier curve
conic arc
parametric spline curve
rational B-spiine curve

4) Escape functions
set conic arc transformation matrix
set dash
set line cap
set line join
set miter Limit
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2.0 Prepared Registration Proposals I

The following registration proposals are exactLy as submitted to ANSI for formal registration.

They have all been submitted and are currently in che formal process.I

I
I
I
U
I
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I
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentauionof proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: LZNZTYPZ

Name: break line - style 1

Description: A break line linetype -style 1- consists of either one of two allowable
representations as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering.Y This is simply a line having a "freehand" appearance.

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings.

Additional Comments: The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be foilowed
when rendering this linetype.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is conuonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
linetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
compact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: LINZTYPZ

Name: break line - style 2

Description: A break line linestyle consists of either one of two allowable

representations as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering.) This is a line consisting of long dashes joined by
zigzags. Such lines have the following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings.

Additional Comments:The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed when
rendering this linetype.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
linetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
compact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

.) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.
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I
PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentaion of proposal 10 April 1987

I sponsoring authority ANS I

U
I Class of Graphical Item: LINZTYPI

Name: center line

I Description: A center line linetype consists of alternating long and short dashes as

specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and Lettering.) Such a3 line has the following visual appearance:

I This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings. The long
dashes may vary in length depending on the size of the drawing. Lines
drawn in this linetype shall start and end with long dashes. A very
short line may be unbroken.

Additional Comments: The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be fcllowed
when rendering this linetype.In some cases, it is necessary to

exercise precise control over the manner in which two center
lines intersect in a drawing. In these cases, it is appropriate
to si-ulate this linetype by sequences of correctly placed
individual line segments.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. it is one of a set of
linetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
ccmpact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

U
Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

3 2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.

5
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31 PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

3 sponsoring authority ANS I

i
Class of Graphical Item: LINZTYPZ

3 Name: chain line

3 Description: A chain line linetype consists of alternating long and short dashes
as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and Lettering.)
Such a line has the following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings. Its rendition

is generally different from that of the dashed-dotted linestyle already
present in the graphics standards.

Additional Comments:The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed
when rendering this linetype. In some cases, it is necessary to
exercise precise control over the manner in which two lines inter-
sect in a drawing. In these cases it may be appropriate to
simulate this linetype by using sequences of correctly placed
individual line segments.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. it is one of a set of
I .inetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
corrpact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

I
Relationship to Particular Standards:3) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those

defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.
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1
3 PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dateofpresentationofproposal 10 April 1987

3 sponsoring authority ANSI

I
I Class of Graphical Item: LINZTYP,

Name: double arrow

I Description: A double arrow linetype consists of a solid line terminated by two
arrowheads as specified in ANSI Y14.2K-1979 (Line Conventions and
Lettering) requirements for dimension lines. The arrows are rendered so
that the arrow tip occurs at the first and last points in the defining
set. Such a line has the following visual appearance:

_.A ft-

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings.I
Additional Comments: The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed3 when rendering this linetype.

I Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
linetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
:zmpact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

I
I Relationship to Particular Standards:

":) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

S2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement tlhose
defined in 5.7.2.

16I
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

3 sponsoring authority ANS I

I
I Class of Graphical Item: LZNZTYPZ

Name: hidden line

I Description: A hidden line linetype consists of short evenly spaced dashes as specifiec

in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and Lettering.) Such a line has the
following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings. The dashes may
vary in length depending on the size of the drawing. Lines drawn in this
linetype shall start and end with a dash. Dashes shall join at corners,
and arcs drawn with this style shall start and end with dashes. These
rendition requirements are different from the dashed linetype that is
already defined in the graphics standards.

Additional Comments:The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed when
rendering this linetype. In some cases, it is necessary to exer-

-- cise precise control over the manner in which two lines intersect
in a drawing. In these cases it may be appropriate to simulate
this linetype by using sequences of correctly placed individual
line segments.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set ofIinetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
co:rrpact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

I
I Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) :SO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

3 2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.

I
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I PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

I sponsoring authority ANS I

I
i Class of Graphical Item: LINZTYPE

Name: phantom line

I Description: A phantom line linetype consists of long dashes separated by pairs cf
short dashes as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and
Lettering.) Such a line has the following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings. The long
dashes may vary in length depending on the size of the drawing. Lines
drawn in this linetype shall start and end with long dashes which may
vary in length aepending on the size of the drawing.

Additional Comments:The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed
when rendering this linetype. In some cases, it is necessary to
exercise precise control over the manner in which two lines inn:e-
sect in a drawing. In these cases it may be appropriate to simulat:
this linetype by using sequences of correctly placed individual
line seaments.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. it is one of a set ofI linetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
compact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.
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I PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of prsentation of proposal 11 April 1987

j sponsoring authority ANSI

I
Class of Graphical Item: L.NETYPI

Name: single arrow

I Description: A single arrow linetype consists of a solid line terminated by an
arrowhead as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and
Lettering) requirements for dimension and leader lines. The arrow is
rendered so that the arrow tip occurs at the last point in the defining
set. Such a line has the following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings.I
Additional Comments: The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed

I when rendering this linetype.

I Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
linetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable
compact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

I
I Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ,So 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

12) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those

defined in 5.7.2.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

I
Class of Graphical Item: LZNTZTTZ

I Name: single dot

I Description: A single dot linetype consists of a solid line terminated by a dot
as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and Lettering)
requirements for leader lines. The dot is rendered so that the dot
occurs at the last point in the defining set. Such a line has the
following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings.I
Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed when rendering this
linetype.

I Justirication for Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
14retypes registered use with computer graphics standards to enable compact

storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

I
Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.

I
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presntation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: LINETYPZ

Name: stitch line

Description: A stitch line linetype consists of dashes and spaces of equal length

as specified in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions and Lettering.)
Such a line has the following visual appearance:

This linetype is intended for use in engineering drawings. Its definition
contains rendition requirements beyond those for the dashed linetype
already present in the graphics standards.

Additional Comments:The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed when
rendering this linetype. In some cases, it is necessary to exer-
cise precise control over the manner in which two lines intersect
in a drawing. In these cases it may be appropriate to simulate
this linetype by using sequences of correctly placed individual
line seaments.

Justification tor Inclusion in the Register:

This linetype is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
iinetypes to be registered for use with computer graphics standards to enac..Le

zcmpact storage and transfer of engineering drawings.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) IS0 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

2) :3O 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dateofpresentauonofproposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: LZNZTYP3

Name: user-specified dash pattern

SDescription:
The user-specified dash pattern linetype consists of alternating dashes and spaces
as specified in the current user-specified linetype. This linetype is intended
for use in high-quality graphical applications where the user of the standard
maintains precise control over the manner in which the linetype is rendered by
the use of individually specified attributes. Although its use is not precluded in
applications that choose to use bundled attributes, the intent of the user to
exercise a high degree of control over the rendition of graphical output will be
compromised, especially in metafile applications.

Additional Comments:

This registration proposal is accompanied by a proposal to register an escape f..nc-
tion -Set Dash- for the CGM that defines the current user-specified linetype. -5

intended that these proposals be processed together.

Justification ror Inclusion in the Register:

User specified linetypes are needed to support the requirements of office document
exchange and publishing. They are commonly found in widely available proprietary
graphics systems.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those
defined in 5.7.2.
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I
PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

I
I Class of Graphical Item: uaTCHSTYLZ

Name: across grain wood

I Description:

A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line ConventionsH and Lettering) for the representation of across grain wood in engineering
drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in
this style is illustrated below:1

I
Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

I
Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable com~pact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

SRelationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

I 2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.

I
I
I
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I
PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dat of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

3 sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: NATCBSTYLZ

Name: bronze, brass, copper, and compositions

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of bronze, brass, copper, and compositions
in engineering drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area
element hatched in this style is illustrated below:

I //0

Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

Justiflcation for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchtypes registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 Apr-l 1987

sponsoring authority ANSI

I
Class of Graphical Item: HATCHSTYLI

Name: cast iron or malleable iron and general use for all materials

Description:
A hatchatyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the-representation of cast iron or malleable iron and general
use for all materials in engineering drawings. The intended visual representation
of a filled-area element hatched in this style is illustrated below:

Additional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype. These requirements are different from those for CCGM linetype 3, which
requires only positive slope lines rather than 45 degree lines.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of

hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable ccmpact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need fcr a conpact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

IRelationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

Ssponsoring authority ANS I

£|

,Class of Graphical Item: HATCHSTYLZ

Name: concrete

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of concrete sections in engineering drawings
The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in this style
is illustrated below:

U !
Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is conmmonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable ccrmact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact re.resen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) :SO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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I
PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

Idaeofpreentationofproposal 10 April 1987

5 sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: HATCHSTYLZ

Name: cork, felt, fabric, leather, and fibre

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of cork, felt, fabric, leather, and fibre in
engineeking drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element
hatched in this style is illustrated below:

Additional Comments:

The requirement.s stated in ANSI Y!4.2M-1979 shall be followed when rendering ii
linetype.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly Used in engineering drawings. it is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable ccnpact•
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact repre-
sentation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: HATCNSTYL

Name: earth

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-'979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of earth sections in engineering drawings.
The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in this style
is illustrated below:

Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is coummonly used in engineering drawings. It is one cf. a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable conpact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is ;ideiy
recognized.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dae of presentaion of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANSI

lass of Graphical Item: RATCHSTYLZ

ime: magnesium, aluminum, and aluminum alloys

escription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of magnesium, aluminum, and aluminum alloys
in engineering drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area
element hatched in this style is illustrated below:

dditional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI YI4.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

istification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

elationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentauon of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

lass of Graphical Item: HATCXSTL.Z

ime: marble, slate, glass, porcelain, etc.

iscription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of marble, slate, glass, porcelain, etc. in
engineering drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element
hatched in this style is illustrated below:

E/:

Iditional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

istification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is wide.y
recognized.

elationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of pmeentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANs I

iss of Graphical Item: HATCHSTYLZ

ne: rock

icription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of rock sections in engineering drawings.
The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in this style
is illustrated below:

ditional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering tt.is
linetype.

tification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set cf
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

lationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

ass of Graphical Item: HATCBSTYLZ

me: rubber, plastic, and electrical insulation

scription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of rubber, plastic, and electrical insulatio:
in engineering drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area
element hatched in this style is illustrated below:

ditional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

itifIcation for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

,lationship to Particular Standards:
i) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

daze of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

ss of Graphical Item: IATCHSTYLZ

me: sand

cription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of sand sections in engineering drawings.
The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in this style
is illustrated below:

litional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

ification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

ationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

;s of Graphical Item: HATCHSTYLZ

e: sound insulation

ription:
k.hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
ind Lettering) for the representation of sound insulation in engineering
irawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in
:his style is illustrated below:

itional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be fc1 !owed inrendering this
linetype.

ification for Inclusion in the Register:
This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

itionship to Particular Standards:
) :SO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: UATCHSTYLZ

Name: steel

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of steel sections in engineering drawings.
The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in this style
is illustrated below:

Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: HATCHSTYLZ

Same: thermal insulation

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of thermal insulation in engineering
drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in
this style is illustrated below:

Additional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering this
linetype.

Justirication for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchatyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable com~pact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ,AS I

Class of Graphical Item: nATCESTYLZ

Name: titanium and refractory material

Description:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventi^.,n
and Lettering) for.the representation of titanium and refractory material
in engineering drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area
element hatched in this style is illustrated below:

kdditional Comments:

The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in rendering th.4s
linetype.

lustification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is conmmonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dae of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

us of Graphical Item: HATMCSTTL-

me: water and other liquids

scription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of water and other liquids in engineering
drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in
this style is illustrated below:

,ditional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 take precedence over those in this
proposal in case of a conflict.

itification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is comnmonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set cf
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

.iationsbip to Particular Standards:
)I ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.-.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date ofpresentation ofproposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

'lass of Graphical Item: HATC-STYLZ

ame: white metal, zinc, lead, babbitt, and alloys

'escription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of white metal, zinc, lead, babbitt, and
alloys in engineering drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-
area element hatched in this style is illustrated below:ME

dditional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 Shall be followed in rendering this
linetype. These requirements are different from those for CGM linetype 6, which
requires only positive and negative slope lines rather than
45 degree lines.

ustification for Inclusion in the Register:

This hatchstyle is cormmonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set of
hatchstyles registered for use with computer graphics standards to enable ccrr.pact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized

Zelationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

'lass of Graphical Item: HATCRSTYLZ

ame: with grain wood

escription:
A hatchstyle conforming to the requirements of ANSI Y14.2M-1979 (Line Conventions
and Lettering) for the representation of with grain wood in engineering
drawings. The intended visual representation of a filled-area element hatched in
this style is illustrated below:

dditional Comments:
The requirements stated in ANSI Y14.2M-1979 shall be followed in-rendering this
linetype.

,stification for Inclusion in the Register:

"This hatchstyle is commonly used in engineering drawings. It is one of a set _f
hatchstyles registered use with computer graphics standards to enable compact
storage and transfer of engineering drawings. The need for a compact represen-
tation of the attributes of filled areas in engineering drawings is widely
recognized.

telationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered hatch style as defined in 5.7.24.
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

ass of Graphical Item: GDP

IP Identifier: Bezier curve

1cription:
A Bezier cubic section is generated using the four points specified. The curve
starts at the first point and ends at the fourth point; the second and third pcln'.
are used as control points. See the attached sheets for more details.

ditional Comments:

rhe Bezier curve capabilities proposed here are adapted from those in the
?ostScript language developed by Adobe Systems Incorporated.

tification for Inclusion in the Register:

Bezier curves are needed to support the requirements of office document exchange
and publishing. They are commonly found in proprietary widely available graphics
systems.

ationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 86511 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered GDP.
(see attached sheets).

At present at the stage of draft. The status of this relationship is
provisional until this standard has been approved by ISO council.
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I
1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

Bezier curve adds a Bezier cubic curve between the first Point,
referred to here as (X,, Y.) and the fourth point (X,, Y,), s:nI

(X,, Y,) and (X2 ,Y,) as the Bezier cubic points.

The four points define the shape of the curve geometrically. The
curve starts at (XO, Yo), it is tangent to the line from (X,, YD) to

(XI, Y2) at that point, and it leaves the point in that direction. I
The curve ends at (X3, Y3 ), it is tangent to the line from( X., Y2)

to (X,, Y0 ) at that point, and it approaches the point from .-.at

direction. The lengths of the lines (X,, Yo) to (X,, YJ) and

(X 2, Y2 ) to (X 3 , Y3 ) represent in some sense the "velocity" of the
path at the endpoints. The curve is always entirely enclosed by the
convex quadrilateral defined by the four points.

The mathematical foundation of a Bezier cubic curve is derived from
a pair of parametric cubic equations:

x(t) - axt3 + Lxt 2 + cXC 1
y(t) = aYt 3 + byt 2  c0 t + Y,

The cubic section produced by Bezier curve is the path traced I'"
x(t) and y(t) as t ranges from 0 to 1. The Bezier control pCo-.s
corresponding to this curve are:

x, = x0 + CX3Y = Y) + Cy/ 3

X2 = X 1  (cX + bX)/3 Y2 = Y! + (c + by)/313

X3 = x, + cx 4 b + a = + C + b * a

x!
I
1
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A functional description of the Bezier curve generalized drawing

primitive parameters is:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registrat:cn"
Authority

point list(nP)
data record(D)

Items for Data Record:

Integer IL 0
Integer RL 0
Integer SL 0

Data Record Description:

The data record is empty.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings wili be handled in the same way - as a clear text
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed data
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and -s
encoded according to the rules for string in that enccdng.

I
I
I

1
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: GDP

GDP Identifier: conic arc

Description:
A bounded connected portion of a parent conic curve is generated in a definition
space and then transformed to world coordinates by the current conic arc transfcr-
ation matrix. The intended realization of this output primitive is equivalent to
that intended for the Conic Arc Entity of IGES Version 3.0. See the attached
sheets for more details.

Additional Comments: None

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

Conic arcs are needed to support the requirements of office document exchange,
publishing, and engineering drawing exchange. They are comonly found in
proprietary graphics systems. The conic arc capabilities proposed here are adopted
from "*he ANSI Y14.26 (IGES Version 3.0) specification.I

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered GDP.
(see attached sheets).

At pzesent at the stage of draft. The status of this relationship is
provisional until this standard has been approved by ISO council.
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1) CGH Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description) 3
The conic are is a realization of the Conic Arc Entity of the
IGES 3.0 standard. The attached extracts from the IGES Version 3.0_
standard provide the functional specification.

A functional description of the conic arc parameters is:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

point list(nP) - contains the two start and terminate points
data record (D) : - see the IGES attachments for definitions I

A. BI
C
D
E
FI

Note: The ZT value is not included since it must be zero.

Items for Data Record: U
The following values are in the same order as in the IGES standard. 3

Integer IL 0
Integer RL 6
Real RA(1) AReal RA(2) B
Real RA(3) C
Real RA(4) D
Real RA(5) E
Real RA(6) F

Integer SL 0 I
Data Record Description:

The parameters are as defined in the attached extract from the 3
IGES standard.

2) CGH Incodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear text
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed data
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and Is
encoded according to the rules for string in that encodcna.c.
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104 - CONIC ARC

3.4 Conic Arc Entity

A conic arc is a bounded connected portion of a parent conic curve which
consists of more than one point. The parent conic curve is either an ellipse, a
parabola, or a hyperbola. The definition space coordinate system is always
chosen so that the conic arc lies In a plane either coincident with or parallel
to the XT, YT plane. Within such a pIane, a coc is defined by the six

coefficients in the following equation.

AeXT 2 * B'rX'*Y * C*YT .0D'XT + E*YT * P a 0

3.4.1 Each coefficient Is a real number. The definitions of ellipse, parabola, and
hyperbola in torms of these six coefficients are liven below.

3.4.2 A conic arc determine umique arc endpoints. A conic arc is defined within
definition space by the six coofficients above and the two enw oints. By

considering the conic arc endpoints to be enumerated and listed in an ordered
manner, start point followed by terminate point, a direction with respect to
definition space can be associated with the arc. In order for the doured
elliptical arc to be distinquished from its complementary elliptical arc, the
direction of the desired elliptical arc must be cointerclodiwise. In the case
of a parabola or hyperbola, the parameters iaven in the parameter data
seoton uniquely define a portion of the parabola or a portion of a branch of

the hyperbola; therefore, the concept of a counterclockwise direction is not

applied. (Refer to Section 3.1.2 for information concerning se of the term
"counterclockwise".)

3.14.3 The direction of 'the conic arc with respect to model space is determined by

the original directon of the arc within definition space, in conjunction with
the action of the transformation matrix on the arc.

I
I
I
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104 - CONIC ARC 3

3.4.4 The definitions of the terms ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola are given in terms $

of the quantities Q1, Q2, and Q3. These quanuues are

I A 5/2 D/2 i

Ql - ma 5/2 C £/2

D/12 Z12 P

0- aemu of153/2 C~
932- A• +3 C
03-4. C 3

3.4.3 A parent conic csrve is

An Upse if QZX and Q QIGO. I
A hyperbola it Q240 and Q I 10.

A parabola if Q2 .a0 n Q1 A 0. 0.

An example of each type of conic arc is shown in Figure 3-3.

3.4.6 Those entities which can be represented as various degenerate forms of a conic U
equation (Point and Line) must not be put into the Entity Type 104; more

appropriate Entity Types exist for thae forms. 3
Became of the numerical sensitivity of the implicit form od the conic

description, a receiving system not uming that form as its internal representation

for conics need not be expected to correctly process conic in this form uriess
they are put into a standard position in definition spece. A conic arc enutty is

said to be in a standard position in definition space provided each of its axes is I
parallel to either the XT axis or YT axis and provided it is centered about the ZT

axijs. For a parabola, ue the vertex as the origin. The conic is moved from this
position in definition space to the desired position in space with a ransformaion

matrix (Entity type 124). I
The form number is regarded as purely informational by such a postprocessor.

Further details may be found in Appendix LI

I
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104 - CONMC ARC
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10 - CON16C ARC 3

3.4.7 In the event that a parameterization is required but not given, the default 3
paraneterization is:

Parabola I
cue A and E # 0.0 3
if X1 4 X2

C(t) a (t, -(A/1)Ot*02, ZT) for tI A t t2
where, for i a and 2, U a Xi.

if X2 < X 1

C(t) a (-t, -(A/E)t1't2, ZT) for t1 4 t t2
where, tfr i j I and 2, ti a -Xi.

case C and D g0.0

if Y1 4 Y2
C(:) s (- ,-C/D)-t(2, t, ZT) ft a L r . t t2 1
where, tar i a I and 2, ti a Yi.

if Y2 4 Y1
C(t), (a(c )--•t2, -t, ZT) ftr ti t at2
where, for i a I and 2, ti a -Yi.

Ellipse3

C(t) a (a"cas t, bsin t, ZT)

tor tl 4t t2 3
where

a a sqrt(-F/A)
b a sqn(-F/C) II

and, for i s I and 2, ti is such that
(W) (a'cos t, b-sin ti, ZT) a (Xi, Yi, ZT)
(ii) 0 42- 14 2* PI

Myperbola3

case FA 4 0.0 and FOC > 0.0

let a * sqrt(-FIA)

b * sqrt(F/C)
and, tor i a 1,2

ti is such that
(1) (a&sec t, botan ti, ZT) a (Xi,Yi,ZT)(ii) - PI/ 2 < t I,t2 4 PI/ 2

119 1
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104 - CONMC ARC

if t1 4 t2

C(t) * (aosec t, b*--n t,Z.'T) for 1 4 t t,2

if t2 ( tL

C(t) a (a*swc(-t), b*,tan(-t), ZT) for -tl t 4 -t2

case F*A > 0.0 and F*C 4 0.0

let
A •si'(FI/A)
b s srt(-F/C)
and, for i a 1,2

ti is such that
(1) (a-tan ti, b'se ti, ZT) • (XiYItZ)
Gii) - P1/2 (t ,12 4 PI/2

if tl1 , t2

C(t) a (a*ta t, b*s• t, ZT) for tl t 4t2

if t2 < tl

C(t) z (a--a(-t0, b*sec(-t), ZT) for -t4 14 1 -A2

3.4.S Field 13 of the directory entry accommodates a Form Number. For this entity,

the options are as follows

FORM Meaning

0 Form of parent conic curve must be determined from the generali
equation.

I Parent conic curve is an ellipse (See example 1, Figure 3-3).

2 Parent conic curve is a hyperbola (See example 2, Figure 3-3).

3 Parent conic curve is a parabola (See example 3, Figure 3-3).

120
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10" - CONIC ARC 3

3.4.9 Diremcory Data
ENTITY TYPE NUMBER: 104

3.4.10 Parameter Data - 3
Index Nam*e T_ D.escription

I A Real Conic Coefficient

2 B Real Conic Coefficient

3 C Real Conic Coefficient

4 0 Real Conic Coefficient

3 E Reai Conic Coefficient 3
6 F Real Conic Coefficient

7 ZT Reai ZT Coordinate of
plane of definitionI

9 Xl Real Start Point Abscissa

9 Y I Real Start Point Ordinate 3
10 Real Terminate Point

Abscisan

11 Y2 Real Terminate Point

Additional Point a required (see 2.2.4.4.2). Ordinate 
3
I
I
I
I
I
I
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"PPENDIX E - CONIC ARCS

APPENDIX E
CONIC ARCS

Conic arcs as specified by the IGES standard are extremely sensitive to the data in

two distinct ways

(a) Accuracy

It is numerically sensitver small changes in the coefficients can cause

large changes in the locations of the points satisfying the conic equation.

(b) Stability

The determination of the conic type depends upon whether certain

invariams are positive, zero or negative. Vorcing In floating point
arithmetic, a machine value of 0.0 is unlkely to be encountered.

Furthermore, small changes in coefficient values can easily result in

positive values when negative ones are intended and conversely.

It is assumed that data is put into a conic arc entity with the intent of preserving

the geometric properties of the data (major and minor semi-axes, asymptotes,

directrices, etc.) in addition to describing the points on tMe cturve.

U the geometric propertes are desired, the 104 entity should be ueed as described

below.

This method primarily addresses the stability problem, though the accuracy of the

conic should improve because the range of coefficient values will decrease. While

the geometric properties are not explicitly defined in this representation, they can

be obtained from it in a direct and arithmetically stable manner.

If both the sending and intended receiving system are known to use the A-F form of

the l10 entity (Conic Arc) in their own databases the preprocessor may put the data

into in the unchanged form. This minimizes the loss of information caused by

truncation and roundoff errors as no changes are made to the data. The stability

problem is presumably not of concern in this cam.

'79
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"APZNDIX E - CONIC ARCS

Here is one suggested set of values 3
(1) Ellipse

A :sAXISY2 B :z 0 3
C :*AXISX2 D :2 0

E:X 0 F:a.-AC 3
where AXISY and AXISX are the lengths of the major and minor semi-
axes (not necessarily in order).

(2) Hyperbola

A:*- AxISy 2  (or*AXISY 2) 5:8 0

C:a.AXISX 2 (or-AXISX2,ifA 0) D:=0 I
E:- 0 F :a -A*C.

where AXISY and AXISX are the lengths of the major and minor semi- I
axes (not necessarily in order).

(3) Parabola 3
A:mO (or I) B:O

Ct=! (or O, if A a 1) D:z '#*DIST
(or 0 if A a.1)I

:20 (or *IST, If Aa1) F: A 0

where DIST is he disUtance of the vertex from the focus. I

Preprocessor Conic Handlini

The conic arc must be put into standard form, parallel to the X and/or Y axis(axes)and centered about the origin. An 124 transformation matrix must be used to movethe conic arc into its desired position in space. In this form the coefficients in the
format that should be 0.0 will be exactly so. In particular, for the ellipse and
hyperbola B, D, and E must be 0.0, and for the parabola B and F and either A and E
or C and 0 must be 0.0.

Determination of the conic type from the equations becomes straight forward for
the postprocessor.

For further mathematical details, see (THOM60).

I
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presenuuonofproposal " A.:J 1"

sponsoring authority ANSI

":lass of Graphical Item: GDP

;DP Identifier: parametric spline curve

lescription:
A planar (two dimensional) parametric spline curve is generated. The in:ended
realization of this output primitive is equivalent to that intended for the
Parametric Spline Curve Entity of ANSI Y14.26 (IGES Version 3.0), with the
restriction that the "Z polynomial" of the IGES standard be zero. See the
attached sheets for more details.

idditional Comments: None

[ustification ror Inclusion in the Register:

Parametric spline curves are needed to support the requirements of engineering
draw.-ng exchange. They are commonly found in proprietary graphics systens.

ýelationship to Particular Standards:
"): 1 7 (4 : tKS) - Spec;:fes a registered G:P as define- Jn 5.3.

rs a zeg .stereod Z-* as cefine -..

) :S: 865i- (-FS Language -indlngs) - Specifies a registered G:P.
(see attached sheets).

"A.t =resen-t a- -ne stage of draf't. .-he starts cf :his rela:l:nsh.c s
-. t:;.a.a urtthi t:.s standa:rd nas heen app:rved 1y iSO crunc-1.
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1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description) 3
The parametric spline curve is a realization of the Pazame:r.:
Spline Curve Entity of the IGES 3.0 standard, restricted to the
two-dimensional environment of the CGM. The attached extracts fr-7
the :GES Version 3.0 standard provide the functional specfifia:::•n.

A functional description of the parametric spline curve para-eters
is:

Parameters: 3
function identifier (I) as assigned by the Regisrraticn

Authority

poinc list(nP) - contains the "T" values 3
data record (D) : - see the IGES attachments for definitions

CTYPE
HI
N
AX

AYI
TPX
TPY 3

Items for Data Record:

if VDC TYPE integer was selected (Warning: parametric splines
should not be expected to work well in this case):

The following values are in the same order as in the IGES standard
wit.h the Z values ommitted.

Integer IL 3 + 9N
Integer IA(1) CTYPE I
Integer IA(2) H
Integer :A(3) N

:nteger IA(5) T(i) 3
:n.eger IA(5+N) T(N-1)
.nteger IA(5+N+l) AX(1) 3
integer RL 0
".nteger SL 0

1
I
I

126 Ii
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112 - PARAMETRIC SPLINE CURVE

3.3 Parametric SpUne Curve Entity

(Consult Appendix D for additional mathematical details)

The parametric spline curve is a sequ•noce of parametric polynomial segments.

The CTYP! value in Parameter I indicates the type of curve as it was

represented in the sending (pre- processing) system before conversion to this

entity.

I 3.L1 The N polynomial segments are delimited by the breakpoints T(I), T(2),

...,T(N.I). The coordinates of the points in the i-th segment of the curve are

given by the following cubic polynomials (the coefficients 0, or C and 0 will be

zero if the polynomials are of degrees 2 or 1, respeclively).

I )(Y)-AX(1)+l5(J) "a+cZ( i)0 'rsC(i) Y
rw(,-A r(1)+/]r(w "s+cYr) ej.rw. oo

Z(a)-AZ(i)+AZWf) @s+CZ(i) -*.sDZcf)

T(IM)(M T(C 4 I)s.+0 ... ,'N

I w6- M()

In order to avoid degeneracy, for each i at least one of the nine real coefficients,

1 BXU), CXU), OX(I), 6MY, CYU), DYCI), BUi), CZa), and DZU) must be non-zero.

3.3.2 If the spline is planar, It muit be parametrized in terms of the X and Y

polynomials only. The Z polynomial will then be zero except for each i, the AZ(i)
term which indicates the Z-depth in definition spatf.

I3.3.3 The parameter H is used as an indicator of the smoothness of the curve. If HMO,

the curve is continuous at all breakpoints. It Hal, the curve is continuous and

has slope continuty (see section L3 of FAUX79) at ail breakpoints. If Ha2, the

curve is continuous and has both slope and curvature continuity at all breakpoints

(see section 6.3 of Faux79).

I
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If VDC TYPE real was selected:

Integer IL 3
Integer IA(l) CTYPE
Integer IA(2) H
Integer IA(3) N
Integer RL 10N+l
Real RA(1) T(1)

Real RA (N÷l) T (N+l)

Real RA(N+2) AX(1)
Real RA(N+3) BX(1)
Integer SL 0 3

Data Record Description:

The parameters are as defined in the attached extract from the
IGES standard.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4) 1
All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear text
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed data
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and is
encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I 112 - PARAMETR;, SPL.:X.L LZ :

3.I.4 To enable determination of the terminate point and derivauves without

computing the polynomials, the Nth polynomials and their derivatives are

evaluated at u a T(Nol). These data are divided by appropriate factorials and

stored following the polynomial coefficients. For example, the name TPY3 will

be used to deignate 1/3! times the third derivative of the Y polynomial for the

Nth segment evaluated at uuT(N.l), the parameter value corresponding to the

terminate point. Note that thee data are redundant as they are derived from

the data defining the Nth polynomial segment.

3.S.3 An example of a parametric spline is shown in Figure 3-7. Additional examples

are shown in Figure 3-3.

3.3.6 ONMec • Y12

EN111TYTYPE NUMBER: 112

3.3.7 Parameter Oata

Index Name Descrition
I CTYPZ Integer Spne Type

(luLinear

ZuQuadratic
3uCubicI *=Ulson-Fewler

3*Modfied
wilson-Fowier

6,, Spine)

2 H Integer Degree of con-
tinuity with
respect to arc
length

3 NOIM Integer 2zplanar
3snon-planar

4 N Integer Number of seg-

3 T(1) Real Break points of
piecewse

S(.l polynomial

I
I
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112 - PARAMETRIC SPL.NE CURVE
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112 - PARAM ETRIC SPLINE CURVE 3

Index Name Type Description I

6-I AX(I) Real X coordinate
polynomwa

7.N BX(l)

S.N CX(l) I
9*N DX(C)

10*N AY(M) Y coordinate

II*N BY(C) polynomial

12#N CY(I)

13.N OYCI)

l.N AZ(1) Z coordinate

LS.N BZ(1) polynoma

16.N CZ(l)
17*N DZM()

Subsequent X, Y, Z
polynomials concluding
withte twe slvecoefficients of the Nth

polynormial segment.

(The parameters that foilow comprise the evaluatioew of the poiynomials of the Nth

segment and their derivatives at the parameter value uuT(N.l) corresponding to the

terminate point. Subsequently these evaluations are divided by appropriate factorials.)

I
I
I
I
I
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1 112 - PARAMETR': SPW.:M RV'IE

I
6o13N TPXO Real X value

I TPX 1 X first derivative

TPX2 X second derivative/2!

tPX3 X third derivativel3!

TPYO Y value

I TPYI
TPY2

I ~TPY 3
TPZO Z value

I ~TPZ I
TPZ2I TPZ3

Additional Pointers as required (see L2.2..2)

Software to convert between parametric spune curves or surfaces and the corresponding

rationaL 8-spUn. curves or surfaces is available from the IGZS office at the National

Bureau of Standards. Materials provided include a magnetic tape of Pascal source code, a

HaLting of th code, and accompanying documentation.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dam ofpresentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: GDP

GDP Identifier: rational B-spline curve

"Description:
A planar (two dimensional) rational B-spline curve is drawn. The intended
realization of this output primitive is equivalent to that intended for the
Rational B-Spline Curve Entity of ANSI Y14.26 (IGES Version 3.0), with the
restriction that the "Z polynomial" of the IGES standard be zero. See the
attached sheets for more details.

Additional Comments: None

J ustification for Inclusion in the Register:

Rational 8-spline curves are needed to support the requirements of engineering
drawing exchange. They are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems.

elationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered GZP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651'1 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered GDP.
(see attached sheets).

"At present at the stage of draft. The status of this relationship is
provisional until this standard has been approved by ISO council.
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I
1) cGu runctional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)-

The rational B-spline curve is a realization of the rational
B-spline curve Entity of the IGES 3.0 standard. The attache,- -
extracts from the IGES Version 3.0 standard provide the functional-
specification.

A functional description of the rational B-spline parameters is:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration U
Authority

point list(nP) - contains the control points
data record (D) : - see the IGES attachments for definitions

KI
M
P ROP 2
PROP 3
PROP 4 I
T
w
NORM 3

Note: The PROPi value is not included since it must be 1.

Items for Data Record: I
The following values are in the same order as in the IGES standard. I

Integer IL 5
Integer IA(1) K
Integer IA(2) M
Integer IA(3) PROP2
Integer IA(4) PROP3
Integer IA(5) PROP4 I
Integer RL see IGES extractReal RA(l) T(-M)

Real RA(l+A) W(0)
Real RA(2+A+K) XNORM
Real RA(3+A+K) YNORM
Integer SL 0

Data Record Description:

The parameters are as defined in the attached extract frc- the U
IGES standard.

1
I
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I 2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear tex:
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed da:a
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and is

L encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.

I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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126 - RATZONAL 9 SPL.:NE C%'RVE I

3.16 RatIonal !-SoUne Cuv Entity 3
The rational S-spUne curve may represent analytic curves of general interest.

This information is important to both the sending and receiving systems. The

directory entry form number parameter Is provided to communicate this

information. It should be emphasized that me of this curve form should be

restricted to cmwmunication between systems operating directly an rational 8-

spUnl c•urve and not used a a replacement for the analytic forms for

commumiic.tion For a brief descriptilon of a rational S-spUne curves, see Section 3
4 of AropndIx 0.

U the ratioal 8-spline curve represents a preferred curve type, the form nwmber I
corresponds to the rnat preferred type. The preference order is from I tmrough
3 followed by 0. For example, If the curve is a circle or circular arc, the form

number is set to 2. If the cuve is an ellipse with unequal maijor and mifur axis
lengttu, the form number is set to 3. If the curve Is not one of the prefered

types, the form aummber is set to 0. 5
If the curve •aes entirely within a unique plane, the planar flag (PROPI) is set to

1, otherwise it is set to 0. If It is set to 1, the plane normal (parameters I
Ia.A..K through I6AA*K) con ain a unit vector normai W the ploe contak"S

the curve. These fields exist bu•tare Ig e if the curme Is non-planar.

I
I
I
I
I
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126 - RATIONAL B SPL:NE CURVE

It the beginning and ending points on the curve are identical, PROP2 is set to 1.

Uf they are not equal, PROP2 is set to O.

If the curve is rational (does not have all weights equal), PROP3 Q set to 0. if

all weights are equal to'each other, the curve is polynomial and PROP3 is set to

1. The curve is polynomial since in this cme all weights cancel and the

denominator surns to one (se Appendix 04).

If the curve is periodic with rspect to its parai••vic variable, set PROPS to 1,

otherwise set PROP4 to O.

3.16.1 OirectorY Data

ENYTTY TYPE NUMBER: 126

Form Manint

0 Farm of curve must be determined from the rational I-spLine
parameters.

I Line
2 Circular arc
3 Elliptical arc
4 Parabolic arc
3 Hyperbolic arc

3.16.2 Puaumeter Data

Index Name Ty" Description

1 K Integer Upper index of
sum. See
Appendix 0

2 M Integer Degree of basis
f unctaons

3 PROPL Integer x0. non-planar
21 - planar

* PROP2 Integezr 0- open curve
a I - losed
curve

PROP3 Integer 2O - rational
21. - polynomial

6 PROPS Integer 20 . non.
periodic.1 - periodic

Let NsK-M-l and let AsN-2M

170
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126 - RA1ZOMAL. 8 SP'.'NE .-R -

7T•-) Real Knot Sequence 3

7+A T(N+M)

$*A W(0) Real Veights 3

1*A*K W(K) 1
9*A*K XO Real Control Points

I0*A*K YO 3
ll*A*K ZO

9+A-4aK Xx

10*A#4K YX I
1I.A+4K ZK

12.A.*K V(0) Real Starting para,- I
meter value

13,,A+4K Y~l) Rea ~meter Ynln alu*~ra

14.-A#*K XNORM RGal Unit Normal Cif

l YNORM 
cirve is planar)

16+A*4K ZNORM

Additional Pointers as required (see 2.L4.2).

Software to convert between parametric spline curves or surfaces and the corresponding I
rational -splne curves or surfaces is available from the IGES office at the National

Bureau of Standards. Materials provided include a magnetic tape of Pascal source code, a 3
listing of the code, and accompanying documentation.
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3 APPENDIX 0 -SPLZ.NE RPRESENqTAT&:cNS

I
I
I
I
I
U
!

04 RATIONAL B-SPLINE CURVESI
The comments in this section pertain primarily to section 3.16.

I A rational 8-spline curve is expressed paramnetrically in the form

K
I) WOb(t)I 'U.

where the notation is interpreted as follows.

The W(i) are the weights (non-zero real numbers).

The P(G) are the control points (points in R ).

I
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APPEN:•:X - SPL.NE R '3-N:,:.:'z 3

The b. are the B-soline basis f-inctioms. These are defined as soon as their

de..ree. M, and underiying knot seque"ce, T, are spelfied.

This is done as follows: I

Let N a K - M + 1. Then, the Ikot sequence consists of the non-decreasing

.set of real numbers; T(%M), .. , T(O), ... , T(N), .. , T(N.M)

The curve itself is parametrized for V(O) t4V(l) where 3
T"(O) 4 V(0) 4 V(I) 46T(N).

The B-spUne basis functions b, are each non-negative piecewise polynomials I

of degree M. The function b is supported by the interval IT(I-M), T(1+1)I.

Between any two adjacent knot values T(j), T(j.I) the function can be

expressed as a single polynomial of degree M.

For any parameter value t between T(O) and T(N) the basis functions satisfy

the identity

K

1.0 ISO
It the weights are all positive, the curve G(t) is contained within the convex

hull of its control points.i

There are a number of ways to precisely define the S-spUne basis functions.

A recursive approach proceeds as follows. 3
Let N(t I I.m-'..1tit) denote the 8-splme basis !unction of degree m

supported by the interval 1,,...,11. 1

With this notation, the degree 0 functions are simply characteristic functions

of a half-open interval.

Iif 841<bN,,I.0 1thew'< I
I

473I
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APPEND:X D - SPLINE REPRESENTATONS

Be The degree k functions are defined in terms of those of degree k-l.

3 (s-sO)(u IsO..... S...) (s.-)N(0 Is,.....o)

Since some of the denominators will be 0 in the case of multiple knots, the

3 convention 0/0 a 0 is adopted in the above definition.

Rational Bezier curves (and surfaces) can be expressed exactly as rational 5-

3 spline curves (and surfaces). (BLOMS2).

Software to convert between parametric spL~ne curves or surfaces and the

corresponding rational B-spUne curves or surfaces is avaiable from the IGES

office at the lational Bureau of Standards. Materials provided include a

magnetic tape of Pascal source code, a listing of the code, and accompanying

documentation.

14I
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3 PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

3 sponsoring authority ANS I

II

iClass of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix

Description:

This escape function sets a value of the transformation matrix needed to
describe how a conic arc described by the conic arc GDP is moved from "defini-
tion space" to world coordinates (called "model space" in the IGES standard.)
It is modelled on the Transformation Matrix Entity of the ANSI Y14.26 (IGES
version 3.0) specification. See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments:

None

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:
Conic arcs are needed to support the requirements of engineering drawing exchange.
They are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. Due to various numerical
problems, such curves are best specified in a "definition space" and then tzans-
frn.ed to their final location by applying a transformation matrix. This escape
fnction is needed to supply values for the required "modelling" or transformazlon
matrix.

Relationship to Particular Standards:
1) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

2) See attached sheets.
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I
1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description) I
Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix is a realization of the
Transformation Matrix Entity of the IGES 3.0 standard, restricted_
to the two-dimensional environment of the CGM. This matrix is a -
component of the graphics state and determines how subsequent conic
arc output primitives are transformed from definition space to
virtual device coordinates. The attached extracts from the IGES I
Version 3.0 standard provide the functional specification.

A functional description of the Set Conic Arc Transformation
Matrix escape parameters is: I
Parameters: f

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D): - see the IGES attachments for definitions I
Rll

R1 2  I
R21
R22

Items for Data Record:

If VDC TYPE integer was selected (Warning: conic arcs shozld 3
not be expected to work well in this case):

Integer IL 6
Integer IA(1) RI
integer IA(2) R12

Integer IA(3) R2 1

Integer IA(4) R22
Tnteger IA(5) T1
Integer IA(6) T2
Integer RL 0
Integer SL 0 1

If VDC TYPE real was selected:

Integer IL 0 1
Integer RL 6
Real RA(l) RII

Real RA(2) R1 2
Real RA(3) R21
Real RA(4) ,2 2  3
Real RA(5) T1
Real RA(6) T2

Integer SL 0
146 I



I Data Record Description:

The parameters are as defined in the attached extract from the
ANSI Y14.26 (IGES versif-n 3.0) standard.

L 2) CGt Zncodinqs (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear text
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTPAN-style packed data
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and is
encodea according to the rules for string in that encoding.

II.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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12 - TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 3
3.1"• Transformation Matrix Entity 1

The Transformation Matrix entity transforms tWree-row column vectors by

means of a matrix multiplication and then a vector addition. The notation for

this transformation is IC R11 R12 :13  XINPUT~ [TI] UPT
,21 R 2 • Y/INPUT T2 • /OTPUT

RlR , R32 t 3 J1 IINPUT J TZOUTPUTJ

Here, cot CXINPUT, '(INPUT, ZINPUT] (i.e., the column vector) is the vector being
transformed, and col [XOUTPUT, YOUTPUT, ZOUTPUIT is the column vector resulting

from this transformation. R a [Rij is a 3 row by 3 column matrix of real numbers,and T.coL (TZT-,T3] is a tt,,.row column vocto of real numbers. Thus, 12 real

numbers are required for a Transformation Matrix entity. This entity can be

considered to be an "operatoe entity in that it starts with the input vector,

operates an it as described above, and produces the output voctor.

3.14.1 Frequently, the input voctor Lists the coordinates of some point in one coordinate

system, and the output vector lists the coordinates of that same point in a

second coordinate system. The matrix R and the translatian vector T the
expres a general relationship between the two coordinate systems. By

conuiderating special input vectors such as col 11O04 , Coi(O,1,0], and col[.,O 3
and computing the corresponding output results, a geometric appreciation of the
spatial relationship between the two coordinate system can be gained. I

For example, for

0 1

C-1 a0 0

I
I

1383
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124 - TRANSFWCRMA7::N MATR:X

I the spatial relationship of the input and output cordinate systems is the

following:

YINPUT

I - , XINPUT

__ __ __ XOUTPUT.

ZINPUT

ZOUTSUT
FIGURE 3-16

All coordinate systents are assiued to be orthogonal, cartesian, and right-handed

Iunless specifiWally noted otherwis

i 3.14.2 Following are three specific areas wher the Tramformation Matrix entity is

used to transform coordinates between coordinate systems. Each example area3 Ulutrates a specific choice of input and output coordinate system. Other

choices of coordinate systems may be appropriate In other application areas.

3 The usual situation for this type of use of the Transformation Matrix entity is

when the input vector refers to the definition space coordinate system for a

certain entity, and the output vector refers to the model space coordinateI system. (See Sect. 3M.1) In this case, the matrix R is referred to as the defining

matrix, and the Transformation Matrix entity defining R and T is pointed to in

field seven (transformation matrix field) of the directory entry of the entity.

(See Sect. 2.2.4.3.7) In this use of the Transformation Matrix entity, the matrix

R is subject to the restrictions given in Form 0 and Form 1 below.

1 159
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1241 - TRANSFORMAT:ON MATRIX

A second situation is the case when the input vector refers to the modal space 3
coordinate system and the output vector refers to a viewing coordinate system.

in this cea, the matrix R is referred to as a view matrix, and is subject to the I
restrictions given in Form 0 below. Note that when a planar entity is viewed at

true length (i.e., the viewing plans is parallel to the plane containing the entity)

then the rotation malsix pointed to by Of Field 7 of the planar entity will be the

inverse (amatrix transpose) of the matrix pointed to by OD Field 7 of the View

entity. (See Sect. 4.3.11)

A third situation involves finite element modeling applications. Here, it may be

the cuse that an input coordinate system is related to an output coordinate
system by a particular R and T, and, in tun, the output coordinate system is

then taken as an input coordinate system for a second R and T combination, and

so on. These coor diate systems are frequently called local coordinate systems. I
Model space is freWently called the reference system. For example, the

location of a finite element node may be given in one local coordinate system,

which may sor as the input coordinate system for a second local coordinate I
system, which in turn serves as the input coordinate system for the modal space

coordinate system which is the reference system. Allowable forms of the matrix

R for these applications are detailed in Forms 10, 11, and 12 below.

3.14.3 Whenever coordinate systems are related successively to each other as desibed 3
above, a basic result is that the combined effect of the individual coordinate

system changes can be expressed in terms of a single matrix R and a single
translation vector T. For example, if the coordinate system change involving the
matrix R2 and the translation vector T2 is to be applied following the coordinate

system change involving the matrix RI and the translation vector T1, then the

matrix R and the translation vector T expressing the combined changes are I
Rz(R2) (Ri) and T a (R2) (Ti) # T2.

Here, (R2) (Ri) denotes matrix multiplication of 3x3 matrices, where

multiplication order is important. The matrix R and the translation vector T are

computed similarly whenever more than two coordinate system changes are to be 5
applied successively. I

I1601
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I Successive coordinate system changes are specified by allowing a Transformation

Matrix entity to reference another Transformation Matrix entity through Field 7

of the Directory Entry. In the example above, the Transformation Matrix entity

containing RI and TI would contain in its Directory Entry Field 7 a pointer to

the Transformation Matrix entity containing R2 and T2. The general rule is that3 Transformation Matrii entities appUed earlier in a succession will reference

Transformation Matrix entities applied later. Note that the matrix product

(R2) (RI) in the example above does not appear explicitly in the data* but, if

needed, must be computed according to the usual rules of matrix multiplicatiom.

A second example of coordinate systems being related succeasively (or

"concatenated", or "stacked'), in addition to the finite element example

mentioned above, involves one manner of locating.into model space a conic arc

that is ;.% standard ocsition in definition space. In this case, RI and Ti move the

conic arc from its standard position to an arbitrary location in any plane in

definition space satisfying ZTecoeutant. (Therefore, RI 3331.0,

R1 3 1=RI32OR1I3= R1 2 3 =0.O. TI can be an arbitrary translation vector.) R2 and

T2 then position the relocated conic arc into model space. (R2 can be an

arbitrary defining matrix and T2 can be an arbitrary translation vector.) Note

that for R I and TI, both the input vector and the output vector refer to the

same coordinate system, namely, the definition space for the conic arc.

I •., A 3%3 matrix R is called orthogonal provided its transpose, Rt, about the main

diagonal yields a matrix inverse for R. The columns of an orthogonal matrixIconsidered as vectors form an orthogonal collcton of wut vectors. A (fTt ,

the transpose of an orthogonal matrix is again an orthogonal matrix. The

determinant of an orthogonal matrix is equal to either plus one or minus one. InI the event R is an orthogonal matrix with determinant equal to positive one, R

can be expressed as a rotation about an axis passing through the origin. In this

event, R is referred to as a rotation matrix. In the event R is an orthogonal

matrix with determinant equal to negative one, R can be expressed as a rotation

about an axis passing through the origin followed by a reflection about a plane

Spassing through the origin perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

Ifi
I 11
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124 - TRANSFORMATION MATRIX I

3.14.5 Allowable Form Numbers. The defining matrix of an entity must use either I
Form zero or Form one. A defining matrix associated with a view entity must

use Form zero. I

Form 0e (default) R Is an orthogonal matrix with determinant equal to positive

one. T is arbitrary. The columns of R taken in order form a right-handed triple I
in the output coordinate system.

Form 1: R is an orthogonal matrix with determinant equal to negative one. T is U
arbitrary. The columns of R taken in order form a left-handed triple in the

output coordinate system. I

3.14.6 Forms 10, li1 12. These form numbers jidicate special matrices used in

conjunction with th" node entity (type number 134). 3
Form 1Os This form number conveys special information when used in

conjunction with the Node entity (type number 134) in Finite Element
Applications.!

Refer to Fig. 3.17(a) for notation. The matrix R and the vector T are

used to transform coordinate data from the ul,u2,u3 coordinate

system to the x,y,z local system. 3
The ul,u2,u3 coordinate system has its origin at an arbitrary fixed

point col XOFFSET, YOFFSET, ZOFFSET in the x,y,z coordinate

system and is assumed to be displaced parallel to that reference

coordinate system. Thus, I

XOFFSETJ
R. [ O] , T a YOFFSET

0 ZOFFSET

162 3
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z

u3

I (a) Cartesian u2 Node Point

Local SystemI
x z

Wu-_ z direction

(b) Cylindrical 
u22: direction

Local System I Node Point

ul R A directionI
(c) Spherical 

0l

Lu2 direction
Local System -Node Point

I $

I Figure 3-17 Displacement Components

I
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1211 4 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 3
so that 3[ ) 1 l 0Y0FFST ~XLOCALJl

0 1 0  u2 YOFFSET a YLOCAL

0 1 uJ uZOFFSET J ZLOCAL

Note that the orientation of the two coordinate systems can be
described by saying that the ul,u2,u31 coordinate system is the

system obtained by imposing orthogonal curviliner coordinates 3
onto -,re xtyz space and then corstru'cting unit tangent vectrs to

fe three curvlinear coordinate curves at the given fixed point to

serve as basis vectors. In this special case of perallel

displacement, the curvilinear coordinates imposed are identical to

the existing x,yz coordinates. I

Form lII This form number conveys special. information when used in

conjunction with the Node entity (type number 134) in Finite 3
Element applications.

Refer ,a Figure 3-17(b) for notation. The matrix R and the vector U
T are used to transform coordinate data from the ul, u2, u3

coordinate system to the x~yz local system. 3
The uI, u2, u3 coordinate system has its origin at an arbitrary fixed

point 3
XOFFSET a re coo 0o ro 0

YOFFSETaresin 0 G 3600

ZOFFSET s zo -so<a o ego

for resO, take 4=0O 3
in the x,y,z coordinate system. The ul,uZ,u3 system is the system

obtained by imposing orthogonal curviinear coordinates onto the 3
x,y,z space which are the cylindrical coordinates (r,0Z) with

x atr cos 01
y z r sin 9

164 3
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I and then constructing unit tangent vectors to the three curvilinear

coordinate curves at the given fixed point to serve as basis vectors.

Thus, the relationship between the ul, u2, u3 and the x,y,z local
i coordinate system is given by

"" [cosQ -sinG0  0 rl OPE 1 [XLCAL
sn cso 0 ZOFFSET YLOCAL]
sn0  co%0 1 u? Z OFFSZT Z LOCAL

Form 12= This form number conveys special information when used in

conjunction with the Node entity (type number 134) in Finite

3 Element applications.

Refer to Fig. 3-17(c) for notation. The matrix R and the vector T

are used to transform coordinate data from the ul, u2, u3

coordinate system to the xyz local system.

U The ul, u2, u3 coordinate system has its origin at an arbitrary fixed

XOFFSET x rson Go sin 00 ro*) 0

YOFFSET x rosin go co So 04094130°

ZOFFSET a rcos go 04( eo360o

for ro • 0, take go a 00 a 003 for Go 0o or 1300, take 00 a 00

in the x,y,z coordinate system. The ul, u2, u3 system is the system3 obtained by imposing orthogonal curvilinear coordinates onto the

x,y,z space which are the spherical coordinates (r, 9, 0) with

3 X x r sin 0cosO

Y 2 r sin s&in

3 Z r cos 0

I155
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124 - TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 3
and then constructing unit tangent vectors to the three curvilinear 3
Coordinate curves at te given fixed point to serve as a313 VOCtorl.

Thus, the relationship between the ul, u2, u3 and the xy•z local I
coordinate systems is given by

"soG cosip Cos% =05@ -sando U1 XOPPSET XLOCAL

singo sin 0o cosee sin$, cosoo u2 * YOMFSET YLOCAL 3
L cos% suin~o 0J u3J ZOPFSETJ ZLOCAL 3

See, Kaplan, (KAPLS2) or HUiderand, (HMLD76) for a discuasion of orthMon

curvilinear coordinate systems.

3.14.7 Oe Dta
ENTITY TYPE NUMBER: 12e 3

3.14. ~ParameMt Data

Index Name T" Description

I R11 Real Top Row

2 R12 Real

3 R13 Rea

4 TI Rea

SR21 Real Secon Row 3
6 R22 Real

7 R23 Real

a T2 Real I
SR31 Real Third Row

10 R32 Real

I I R33 Real I
12 T3 Real

Additional Pointers as required (see 2.2.4.4.2).

I
U
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presemation of proposal 10 April 1987

3sponsoring authority ANS z

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Dash

Description:
This escape function sets a value for the user-specified dash pattern (registered)
linetype..This pattern is used during subsequent interpretation of graphical
primitives that use linetype attributes. See attached sheets for additional
details.

I
Additional Comments:

The line type capability proposed here is adapted from those in the PostScript
language developed by Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:
The Set Dash function is needed to support the user-specified dash pattern
linetype. This linetype is needed to support the requirements of office doc-c..en-
exchange and publishing. Similiar capabilities are commonly found in widely
avai.!able proprietary graphics systems.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

:) IsO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

2) See attached sheets.

157
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1) CGX Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description) U
Set Dash sets a dash pattern state value in the graphics state,
controlling the dash pattern used during subsequent interpretation
of graphics primitives that are drawn with the registered linetype
value of "user-specified dash pattern" (linetype TBD) . If the array
of dash pattern lengths is empty (i.e, the nufmber of lergths iz
zero) , the linetype is equivalent to solid. If array of dash I
pat tern lengths is not empty, the affected primitives are drawn
with dashed lines whose pattern is given by the elements of the
array, which must be non-negative numbers and not all zero. 3
The elements of the array of dash pattern lengths are interpreted
in sequence as distances in VDC units along the path of the
primitive. These distances alternately specify the length of a gap I
between dashes. The contents of the array are used cyclically. When
the end of the array is reached, the pattern starts over at the
beginning.

Dashed lines wrap around curves and corners just as solid lines do.
The ends of each dash are treated with current line cap, corners
within a dash are treated with current line join. No measures are I
required to coordinate the dash pattern with features of an output
primitive.

The offset value, in VDC units, may be thought of as the "phase" or
the dash pattern relative to the start of the path. it is
interpreted as a distance into the dash pattern at which the
pattern should be started. Before beginning output of the dash I
pattern, the elements of the array of dash pattern lengths are
cycled through, and the distances of alternating dashes and gaps
added up, but without generating any output. When the offset I
distance into dash pattern has been reached, the primitive is drawn
(from its beginning) using the dash pattern from the point that has
been reached. I
When continuity is set to restart, each portion of a primitive
(e.g. each line segment within a polyline) is treated
independently; i.e. the dash pattern is restarted (and offset :
applied) at the beginning of each portion. When continuity is set
to continuous, the dash pattern is not restarted in going from one
portion of a primitive to the next.

A functional description of the Set Dash escape parameters is:

Parameters: I
function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration

Authority

data record (:):
offset (VDC)
continuity (one of: restart, continuous) (E)
number of lengths (I)
(n VD C)
dash pattern lengths array

158 I



1
Items for Data Record:

IIf VDC TYPE integer was selected:

Integer IL 3 + number of lengths
Integer IA(1) offset
Integer IA(2) continuity
Integer !A(3) number of lengths
Integer IA(4) first length
integer IA(5) second length

Integer IA(2+number of lengths) last length
Integer RL 0
Integer SL 0

3If VDC TYPE real was selected:

Integer IL 2
Integer IA(l) number of lengths
Integer IA(2) continuity
Integer RL 1 + number of lengths
Real RA(1) offset
Real RA(2) first length
Real RA(3) second length

Real RA(l+number of lengths) last length
Integer SL 0

* Data Record Description:

The parameters define the offset, continuity, number of das-
pattern lengths, and the dash pattern lengths.

2) CGH Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear tex:
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed data
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding anc iS
encoded according to the rules for string in that encod:na.

I
I
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1
PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

date of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

3sponsoring authority ANSI

I
Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Line Cap

Description:
This escape function sets a value for the current line cap. This value is to
determine the shape put at the ends of portions of lines and curves during
subsequent interpretation of graphical primitives that use linetype attributes.
See attached sheet for additional details.

Additional Comments:
The line cap capabilities proposed here are adapted from those in the ?ostScript
language developed by Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

User specified line caps are needed to support the requirements of office dc=e-.,en:
exchange and publishing. They are commonly found in widely available pr:crFe:azr:
graphics systems.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.:.

2) See attached sheet.
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U
1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description) 3
Set Line Cap sets the current line cap value in the graphics
state to the value specified by the line cap indicator. Th:s-
establishes the shape to be put at the ends of open subpcrt:ons ns
graphics output primitives whose components are lines or curves.
The following line cap values are supported:

1: butt cap; the portion is squared off at the endpoint of the
path; there is no projection beyond the end of the path. 3

2: round cap; a semicircular arc with diameter equal. to t-e
line width is drawn around the endpoint and filled in wih:n
the current line colour.

3: projecting square cap; the portion continues beyond the
endpoint of the path for the distance equal to half the :ine
width and is squared off.

Values above 3 are reserved for future registration and
standardization, and negative values are available for U
implementation-dependent use.

A functional description of the Set Line Cap escape parameters i.s: 3
Parameters:

function identifier (1) as assigned by the Registraio c3
Authority

data record (D):
line cap indicator (IX)

Items for Data Record: 3
Integer IL 1
Integer IA(l) line cap indicator
Integer RL 0Integer SL 0 3

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the line cap index. 3
2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear text I
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed Jata
record. This is treated as a string type in each encodln• an:4 is
encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding. U

1
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PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dat of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

3 sponsoring authority ANSI

I
Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

"Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Line Join

Description:

This escape function sets a value for the current line join. This value is to
determine the shape put at corners between portions of lines and curves during
subsequent interpretation of graphical primitives that use linetype attributes.
See attached sheet for additional details.

Additional Comments:

The line join capabilities proposed here are adapted from those in the PoszScrip:
language developed by Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

User specified line joins are needed to support the requirements of office
document exchange and publishing. They are commonly found in widely available
proprietary graphics systems.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

2) See attached sheet.
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1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

Set Line Join sets the current line join state in the graphics
state to line join indicator. This establishes the shape to be put
at the corners between portions (line or curve segments) of line-
and curve graphical output primitives. The following line :ci'n
values are supported:

1 miter join; the outer edge of the two portions are extended
until they meet at an angle, as in a picture frame. (If the
portions meet at too sharp an angle, a bevel join is usedinstead; this is controlled by the miter limit state I
established by Set Miter Limit escape function).

2: round join; a circular arc with diameter equal to the line 3
width is drawn around the point where the portions meet and
is filled in with the current line colour, producing a
rounded corner. 3

3: bevel join; the meeting portions are finished with butt end
cap (see the Set Line Cap escape function); then the
resulting notch beyond the ends of the portions is filled
with a triangle in the current line colour.

Values above 3 are reserved for future registration and
standardization, and negative values are available for I
implementation-dependent use.

Join styles are significant only at points where consecutive U
portion of a path connect at an angle; portions that meet cr
intersect fortuitously receive no special treatment.

A functional description of the Set Line Join escape parameters is:

Parameters: I
function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registrat:on

Authority I
data record (D):

line join indicator (IX) 3

1
I
I
I
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U
Items for Data Record:

Integer IL 1
Integer IA(l) line join indicator
Integer RL 0
Integer SL 0

3 Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the line join index.

m 2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear text
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed data

record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and is
encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.

* Data Record Description:

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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* PROPOSAL FOR REGISTRATION OF GRAPHICAL ITEM

dat of presentation of proposal 10 April 1987

sponsoring authority ANS I

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Miter Limit

Description:

This escape function sets a value for the current miter limit. This value helps
determine the shape put at corners between portions of lines and curves during
subsequent interpretation of graphical primitives that use linetype attributes.
Its purpose is to place a limit on how long a "spike" can emanate from the join
of two portions of a line or curve primitive by "truncating" long miter joins
into bevel joins. See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments:
The line join capabilities proposed here are adapted from those in the PostScrtpt
language developed by Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Justification for Inclusion in the Register:

User specified miter limits are needed to support the requirements of office
document exchange and publishing. They are commonly found in proprietary graphics
systems.

Relationship to Particular Standards:

1) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

2) See attached sheet.
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1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description) U
Set Miter Limit sets the current miter limit value in the i
graphics state to miter length specifier, which must be a number
greater than or equal to 1. The miter limit controls the treatment
of corners between portions of line and curve output primitives
when miter joins have been specified (see Set Line Join) Whenoa
portions connect at a sharp angle, a miter join results in a spike
that extends well beyond the connection point. The purpose of the
miter limit is to cut off such spikes when when they become I
objectionably long.

At any given corner, the miter length is the distance from the
point at which the inner edges of the curve or line portions
intersect to the point in which the outside edges of the portions
intersect (i.e., the diagonal length of the miter). This distance
increases as the angle between the portions decreases. If the ratio I
of the miter length to the line width exceeds the miter limit
parameter, the corner is treated with a bevel join instead of a
miter join. 3
The ratio of miter length to line width is directly related to the

angle 0 between the segments by the formula: 3
miter length / line width - 1 / sin (2)

Examples of miter limit values are: 1.415 cuts off miters (converts U
them to bevels) at angles less than 90 degrees, 2.0 cuts off miters
at angles less than 60 degrees, and 10.0 cuts miters off at angles
less than 11 degrees. The default value of the miter limit is 10.
Setting the miter limit to 1-cuts off miters at all angles so that
bevels are always produced even when miters are specified.

A functional description of the Set Miter Limit escape parameters
is:

Parameters: I
function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration

Authority U
data record (D) :

miter length (VDC)

I
I
I
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Items for Data-Record:

If VDC TYPE integer was selected:

Integer IL 1
Integer IA(l) miter length
Integer RL 0
Integer SL 0

If VDC TYPE real was selected:

Integer IL 0
Integer RL 1
Real RA(1) miter limit
Integer SL 0

I Data Record Description:

* The parameter defines the miter length.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way - as a clear text
encoding (machine independent) of a FORTRAN-style packed data
record. This is treated as a string type in each encoding and is
encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.

I
I
I
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3 MIL-STD-25B
10 May 1984
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MIL-STD-17B-1
L D23 January 1963

WASHITNGTON 25, D. C.

Mechanical Syn-bols (Other
Than Aeronautical, Aerospacecraft
and Spawcecraft Use)

MIL-STD-17B- 1

1. This standard has been approved by the
Department of Defense and is mandatory for use by the
Departments of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force,
effective 23 January 1963.

2. Recommended corrections, additions, or deletlons
should be addressed to the Standardization Division, Defense
Supply Agency, Alexandria, Virginia.
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MIL-STD-17 B-i
23 January i 1

FOREWORD 3
By permission of the American Standards Association and the U

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the symbols contained
herein have been adoptad without change from the following American
Standards:

ASA Z32.2.3-1949 - Graphical Symbols for Pipe Fittings, Valves

(Reaffirmed 1953) and Piping.

ASA Y32.4-1955 - Graphical Symbols for Plumbing.

ASA Z32.2.4-1949 - Graphical Symbols for Heating, Ventilating, I
(ReafftImed 1954) and Air Conditioning.

ASA Z32.2, 6-1950 -Graphical Symbols for Heat-Power I
(Reaffirmed 1956) Apparatus.

ASA Y32. 10-1958 - Graphical Symbols for Fluid Power I
Diagrams.

I
I

I
I
I
i
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M.7L-SD17B -1
22 ary !9

Secti:n 1, Scope. I

symbols that shal be used in the preparation of drawings when graphic
cr syMbolic re;resentation is desired, for a te-..s except a:rcraft,
aercspacecraft, or spacecraft. The symbols listed are those most
commonly employed on engineering drawings. They are for exterior
and interior services.

1. 2 Limitations. - Where graphical symbols are required for an
item or equipment not covered in this stand-rd, the or and. c.haracter
of the symbol will be left to the discretion of the activity concerned,provided that the symbol used does not duplicate any of those contained
herein, and is clearly understandable, subject to one interpretation only,
or ex;pained by a suitable note on the drawing when necessary.

1.3 Ap-ication, - Pipe fittings, valves and pi;ing symbols (see
section 2) shall be used for all systems, except where so desired, the
symbols shown for fluid power systems (see section 6) may be used for
fluid power systems. AU.1 other symbols shal e. szed as a-.i.c.,. . I

. 4 Use. - Each drawing or one sheet -.,r each set of drawings on
.se - E.,ch drwi ... V

x-hiz,,h sy="--,mosis are used shall show a lecen.d whi,:,ch s'al' ien;y 'he I
sym..:oLs. H:cwever, those symbols wn.ich are unmistakably identified
on t-e draw'ing by the text or note at or near the sy.bols, may be
omi::te-...i the legend. In lieu of identifying each sy.bol, it is permissible
tc state .- t symbols used are in accordance with this Standard or the
ap;ro;ria:e American Standards. Since sym:..-;c redresenta:in does no: •
usu:.. in'.':ve exact or scale layout or the actual run or leads of 'piing, the I
same sym::,. may be used for all p.rojectins of the sys-e.r. (pa,
elevations anJ sections) except wnhere secililc sy=.:os f:r the various views
are .nc~udin :his standard.

II
II

I
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Sec 2 n".-.;s, va.ves, and .
extracted f::-- Pubicatiorn AZA Z32. 2. .":

PIpe f-*t'l[ngs, valves : e. :1•

a-. ;.;i Flned :E.. :-se. :": and.. : ....____ e:_

2. 1 Bush~ing

2.2 Cap

2. 3 Cross

2. 3. 1. Red,4.;ing
:4

2. 3.2 Stra-'ghL 4
size

2. 4 Crossover

*2. 5 Elbow

* 2. 5.1 45-Cearee

2. 5. 2 90-'teree

.2.5. 3 3 edG- &G EC C

S2. b. 4 -rosoed up- -

: 2.5.5 Base

: 2.5. 6 45-. e

:~~~ a. r. z h0Dqe

2
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71pe va::-wes Be-.e
:anid pliri, (cont'd.) Flan,7ed Screwed ard zip!,:ot_ Welded 51ldered5

7-V& Long radlus

2 a

* 2. 5. 8 educing

* 2. 5. 9SideoutlqL
* ~(outlet down.)*

* 2. 5. 10 Side outlet -
(outlet up)~

* 2. A. 11Street 3

* 2.8. 1 Connecting 4f 1* E ~ * *
2.6.2 Eýaso AJT f- --- - -TE E

2:7? Lateral

2. d Jr:Lce flarn;e

2. 9 Reducinz. flaarie
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23 Jar.uary 1963
:' l~ f "a.s vx2es : " "": Be.- :

a nd p,;=,'•(:::. Flanr•:$.- e':Sr-med :a,-d ,srL7:t :'Ye'::e d edlee

2.10 .lu=

2.10. 1 Bull plug

2.10.2 Pipe plug

: 2.11 Reducer

2. U1. 1 Concentri -c f - f -c~ E~G
2. 11. 2 Eccentric

2. 12 Sleeve

2.13 Tee

2. 13.1 (Straight "

2. 13.2 (Cutlet up) ]j' * +/- (i 9(ET j e-Ge
2.13.3 (Cutlet ,0* G &

dewn)

2.13.4 (oubl: Sweep:)I

2.13~. 5 .Reductr,-g 1

: 2.13. 6(Sincle
: sWeep)

4
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22 Jar.'y It3

j:;-pe fit-t*P, v6Valvai
* -,*. ptF'nF (tont'r.l Flar-ei • :rewed ,and ,!-o,:t We.-ed S:'._e.-ei

2.13.7 Side outlet

: down) IZ
: 2.13.5 SIde outlet
: (outlet up)

2.14 UnIon

2.15 A nglevalve :

S 2.15.1 Check

: 2.15.2 Gate
(elevation)

: 2.15.3 .Gate (plan) 1,vI

: 2.15.4 Globe
: (elevation)

4 .15.5 Globe: (p~gn)

2.15.6 Hose angle same as symbol 2.23.1

2. 18 Automatic
: valve

: 2. 18. 1 By-pass

1P

: £
I

1P6

I



2.• Jar..ary l1-•3

s.•c-ion 6 - Gra;ntcal sy-.bols ':r fl.Id Rower d~agrams, extrac-od fro=

ASA r~lato Y 22.Z
ý. 1 7*.-. section shz-3 :te bcsl. sytb:zA, describes the pr.n::..'es :n whIch

tne syzbls are 'cased, and 1;•,stra'es s-.e represen.a'.ve o;:sle symbols.
Composte symbols can be devised f;r any .-.7 Lower czom;cne:t '.y z-...
bas': symbols. A symbol Is cornsidered to be the lines, letters and abbreviations
which IdentLfy pur;cse and method of operation of component represented, and
symbols only are standardized in this section. Component data are added to
symbols when used In circuit diagrams and consist of names of ports and control
elements, notes regarding pressure arni fbow rate settings and other explanatory
data.

6.2 Symbol rules. h.e following rules are applicable to 7ra'ntcal symbols
for flu•d power diagrams:

(a) Symbols show connectlons, flow paths and function of component
represented. They do not 'Indicate conditions occuring during
transition from one flow path arrangement to another. Further,
they do not Indicate construction, or values such as pressure,
flow rate, and other component settings.

(b) Symbols do not Indicate locat'on of ports, direction of shLftLrtm of
spools, or position of control elements on actual component.

(c) Symbols may be rotated or reversed without altering their
meang except in the cases of:

(1) * Lines to reservoir, 6.3. 7.1 and 6.3.7.2
(2) Vented manfold, 6.8.3

(d) Line width does not alter meaning of symbols.
(e) Symbols may be drawn any suitablOe sie. Size may be varied

for emphasis or clarity.
(f) Letter combinations used as parts of graphical symbols are not

necessarily abbrevtatlons, .rovided ,-.e-r mean•in is clearly
.er. anabe arn su,,ect to one it.erpretation only or
ex-Lained -y a s-u";'.,.,.,e n-.te or ta,-bla:ed legend or. "-e

.raw. n; ;.er. necessary.
(g) Where flow lines cross, a Loep shall be used ewept mithin a symbol

envelope. Loop may be used in tnpis case if c.ari:y is Improved.
(h) In multiple envelope symbols, flow condition shown nearest a

control symbol takes place when that control is caused or permitted
to actuate.

(I) Each symbol is drawr. to shc.w ncrmal or neutral cond'tion of
component unlless mtýIple c-r:uit diagrams are furn..shed snowing
var.ous, phases of cllrc-it op;eratnon.

•) Arrows shaal be used wi.nin symbol ervelopes to show direction of
flow pa'h '.n com.;:nent as ýsed in the applicat.on, represented.
Dout';e-er.d arrov sr.'.li be "sed to indicate revers'-'. flow.

(c) External. ;cr~s are w.ere fw ".nr.es connect t: basic symbol, except
where co';cnent enclosure Is used.
Ex~err.•. p:rts are at Intersect.:ons of fbow &L-,e and c e-- '
enclosure symtcl wren enccosure is used.
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S~I

S . 3 Flow Lios And Fi.t Line Furcta. P,.38 Flo., Diueeton of

S all Lso.., Wethieglo

: 1•2 LLotc. Pi• e

: Length of dish shall be at least 20 line widths Pl O Phelud CAM"eCti.
S with Spacre epr~aaoalftely 5 line *ihk xb"

S 13.3 Lines. Liquid Nea of Ai Exhaust i Testing Simian

:p
. Leaph of dslh and space shell be sppmuai.

* uirately equal. each less then 5 :tne widths.

U 6.4 Liems. CeesnIg Pl.ai P o• P oner Taoff9se,

-U .ficto. I

* 6.~5Lines. ]Siotleg
&2.U Quick Disconnect

~ - r -- " 63.•.L1 Iridaos Ceche I

Connector deo shall be appoximasely 5 widLh. 9q0' A . U, b . Ic h
of associateds lines. Itly5 idh E -1 1 zi riso~mete

S .8.• Liae., FlIibe•

IIU.a~.=2 Tiih on*s chock

* ~~~ Limse toeayu
F-~a. Be~f ai w PIlf.,. 1.1 Vick Too Clhsers

:>4

: 1.3.7.2 8.... 4 Pe eps. C~moWsst Aad Rtary Naw , :s

basic3.' Symbol

*4. Li 0

27 1
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POSTSCRIPT Procedures

A POSTSCRIPT procedure is a set of operations grouped together
with a common name. This set of operations is stored with its
key in a dictionary. When the key appears in a program. the as-
sociated set of operations is carried out.

POSTSCRIPT procedures are defined in exactly the same way as
variables. The program must place the procedure name (preceded
by a slash) on the stack, followed by the set of operations that
make up the procedure. Then the def operator is used to store the
operations and name in the current dictionary. The set of opera-
tions making up the procedure must be enclosed in braces.

For example. the following line defines a procedure named inch.

A /inch {72 mul) def

Any appearances of the word inch following this line will cause
the interpreter to carry out the operations inside the braces. That
is. the interpreter will put 72 on the stack and then multiply the
top two numbers, the 72 and whatever was on the stack when
inch was called. Thus. the program lines

5 inch
5 72 mul

have identical results; both leave 360. the product of 5 and 72, on
the stack.

The inch procedure is a useful tool in many programs. since it
translates inches into the 1/72-inch units of the POSTSCRIPT co-
ordinate system.

42 (EFINING VARIABLES AND PROCEDURES 29
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4.3 USING PROCEDURES AND VARIABLES

The use of procedures and variables can make an enormous dif- j
ference in the readability of a program. the ease with which it
can be modified, and its length. g
Three Boxes Again

As an example. let us take the last program from chapter two. the
three overlapping boxes, and rewrite it. Looking over the I
program. we see that the set of instructions that construct a one-
inch-square path is repeated three times. Let us define these in-
structions to be a procedure named box and then incorporate this
procedure into the program.

% --- Define box procedure --- I
{ 72 0 rlineto

0 72 rdineto
-72 0 rtineto
closepatht } def

% ---- Begin Program-
newpath % First boxI

252 324 moveto box
0 setgray fill

newpath % Second box
270 360 moveto box
.4 setgray fill

SBoxes newpath % Third box I
288 396 moveto box

.8 setgray fill
showpage I

Here we start by defining our new procedure. box. to be the set
of operators that create a square path. We then use that procedure
three times to make three filled boxes. First we move to a start-
ing point on the current page. Then we call the box procedure. I
which contructs a path starting at that point. Finally, we set the
gray value and fill the path we contructed. These steps are
repeated two more times, once for each box in our image.

I
I

30 Chapte 4: PROCEDURES AND VARIABLES

I
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Instancing

The onIceis Of symibol and mnstance ame Provided to Interpress by composed Operators and
transformations. A graphical symbol can be defined asa composed operator. When an
instance. or copy. of the symbol is to be printed, the current trmnsfoirmatiou will be applied to
all coordinsate as die symbol calls mager operators. The propemes of the current transfoa
con will thus detemine the pounino size. and roudacn of the flumoe on the printed page.

The principal use of symbols and instances in Interpress is fbi printing ckiaerxte Each charac-
ter is defined by a composed operator. caaed a chwwcer apewor.. These operators are
trivoked. usuatly by SHOW. with a current Umfrnsbmation that acluewas the Proper siZe orienta-
nOn. a"4 pouition of the character.

1nsancui4 can als be used for other purposes. Graphical objece; that amw repeated often on a
Page or throughout a document may be treatd as insance A symbol is defined a a com-
posed operator and called with an appropriate current tramfarmatioe in order to generate eawn
insance Since SHOW May 00ot be the best operator i0 effect these cofte oterf prn;MUnVe a&
available a well.

14.1 Deflating symbols

A symbol Ls simply a composed operator that calls imager operators to cornsitrct a graphical
symboi. The symbol expresses coordinates in a coofrinat system of its own choice. someumes
called the symhol cqordirnwe systwwm Figure 14.1 shows a sock figure and an associated coor-
dmnate system. Example 14.1 shows how this symbol could be defined as a composed operator.
To Interpress, this symbol is suimply a composed operatoir. Its etfeCUVQ use as a Symbol depends
on the %ays in Which the Mater calls the composed Operator.

-- (shuingle 14 1-
::1-- 0 2 is [SET-se strosoWidth to a t walt.--

I.- 2 is 151? - Set ,tOKOCe to I ('@wU4l -

-Z 0 0 4 SASKviCTOe --left log.-
*-- 2 : 4 UO59VIC?0C --''get to;--
* i~ 4 a a WOS&VtCTON -- talso--

.T.- ta **5IvtCOe .. 'oft arif--

astMl(oI V S(I-eas -;@gfool 06* u Se anf sa lve it. I. 2mf13-
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14 I'J I Io

14-

: Zx I
Figj.re 14 1. A s~.rn'!(l defi'ned In ts:InInt'~ e i~A'Cn

14.2 Making instances I
In order to place an instance of a symbol on fte page. we will need to use a ctansforma•ton to
conrol the sue. rotation. and locaaon of the instance. Ths a•cflsormfjUon & responsjD'e for
map in t'gm he symbol coordt~ie system to the current coordinate system. Vie one I
established by T As we observed in Socuon 6.2). its common to establish a page coordi.ate s.•-
eams chat has a convenient onigin and unis of MUeasuremeL The examjples in this sect;cn will
assume a page coordinate s$stem ra in Example 6J. which uses unt• of 1O-1 meter.

When we establish the symbolo-page traisformnado. it is usUally helpfl to break ate uwns-

'oimauon down into two components: (1) a translation., which is used to determine where the
ongm of the symbol coontmrnae system will be on Che pap coordinate system, and (2) a scaling
and/or routton transbormiaton tha determines the sue and rotatuon of the musnce wits

Sup . for amp14Ld we want wsances of the samk flgue in Eample 14.1 t be .0 cm.

high fom tooo heat. Since 1O cm. Is 1000 unos in the pape coordin system. and since 3
the head-w-oe db•nce is 9 units i the symbol coordinate systm. the cawe to con•ert from
symbol Wo pape coordinates will be 10000/9.

The following mae prin two m nstAnces of die symboL with the same sim, with or-sm ft
zSS cm. y8L cm€.. and at zm 1S cutL. Y 8a cu.:

I
I

Fgure 142. Two instance, o a I
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loi-roductiots '.oiotervress 1

"--Se st-:1LNet, : ts

az '11 uSiVtC ! .. loft I*;..

* 0* I 01 1 ASAVIC'.0

-- i. AKESINPLECO 13 FSE? .414116 combse. 0111411161 line laws It *n zof1
.. ~.. )--On# pro&" nI*--

-- i- (0 :0001 SCALE dCOAY!*-eg cso~o-4111to system to wait% of "to-:~
io. ccoo' SCALE IZZ0 6000 TRANSLATE C,11CAT CONCAY? 13 ICE? 00 ) OSAwvEjxLiFACOT

-.1- . 100::/9 SCALE 1.5400 $COO TRNASLATE CONCA? COCAtT 13 F00? 00 )OOSAVIslMPLtgoO,
IS-- --Onem of sle. Dooll--

I- END

Line 13 Wte-S the cuffent transffomation so (hat coord~nateS in ;he symbol will be subjected
frtto a scaling transformation. then a czartsja'.on. and firiall), to the page transformation.

Line 13 could equally well be writtn a <( 1000/9 SCALE UM0 WW0 tRANSLATE CO%CAfl
COSCArr13 U POE 00 }). but could .Rot be written a <( 1000/9t SCALA CO%*CArt 5000 3000
TL4%SLAt! cosCAFF 13 FOE? 00 )>~ because thi would change the order of applacawin of
trarisformanons. However, the followina variant would do:

--(%a"g Is t 3. roolaoxient for' line 13 in ts " Ili t4 I.-
13- ( SOCC 604C TMANS6AlE COISCATi' I000019 SCALE CO&CAT? 13 F1T 00 ) OOSAvIS~xPttloov

You should see clearly how this is equivalent to the original line 13. Understanding the order
of applicawin of transformations. and bow transformtations ame concawnated onto r'. is
extr'emely %,tifr[nJL,

Note the Use Of OOSAVUL'i0LUOOY to save and restore rho current transformation. At the
beginining of line 13J. fte current transormation esuablshes the page cooridinat systemL
Because of the %a% log and restoring, this Same system will also be in effect after line 13 is
ezecuted. If the trantsformation were not restiored, the COSCeT? operation on lane 13 would
have a permanent effect on the current transformaticn. leaving it in the symnbol Coordinate
systemI associated with the Mrst instance of the stick figure.

An alterative way to call an instanice is to use the current position and %4O%' or ThAS to
accomplish the translation transformation. Examplie 14.3 Could be modified to read:

--toaniol it 4o . e'eglacement for' line. 13 in (&&*IQ 14 2--
IG-- ( 000 00 SEI~t MOVE 10000/9t SCALE COOKAT? 13 fGL? 00 ) OOSAVtSIMPLEI00Y

Or. alter one minor change, to read:

I&sael S6. e'eelecooont for' lin* 13 in 124001 14 1-'
1'- 1000 8000 S[Ts'

I~5 n oit ;:100/9 SCALE CONCAII' 13 161? 00 1 oo$AvWSr'iEso

If *e ýe going to -r'.ke lots of ;nstAnces ot the s~mbol -:Ul the sarne size and onenUZ'. Ln hIS
fnrrr tas A n!CE Provent% 1:ne [Sb *litl be Lhe Samte for eacli insunice because at -::r'..!s -IQ
pcsi:.n:'.g .-if:rrraton This w~Uesu de~nnng a corn:.."sed operat.r 0 Achte :-,e~ e.:Tcz of
*.e.3t, L,.r.'4- t revate5 .:%c master in Exam~ple : t: "s -:ý ide3
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I

-o01!7~ 0a lis," '"ago as Isalmels 141 1..
--Set t3 I5VI1R I.s-

'" '" t I S

"5 "a1 t 4 Slit l c0 I-.p't let. .

-- 1 * a v.!I" {1. -- ia 0 o:l o;; la•-t - !&4*
LOW ICIUVO CAL OCAf? $GIT**Dotr.&" r CC-02104 30#fator--

.. 3-*- IM*AKSMLPLLCO 14 'Sir -- waikg clel *#*raite 4,0# 1sa@ It t |w(1*4J**

.6--end *re10*

-- 1.-" ( 0.00041 SCALl COICArT -"'ie c¢.est'te system Is units of 0 04001 imtor--
1,-*I' S1000 --00 oIT "1t chirrnt PosItson to 11 . 0 gi*o-

-*|l** 14 ocaVe --$fla first lm tstlo{--I
-- 1-* :OO000 CosITIT

i I s star 16?00141L --print Second 1m55anc--"* *00*" ) **Ome of i11. body..

Ths example looks a lt like the way cha" mr operaTtor work! The composed operator con- I
suucwd in lide I to 1.0 corresponds to a €c-a::er qwraor. deded•a€ i the charzter coor-

dinaw system. The composed opera..r conswucwd in lines 11 ti 13 corresponds nouj.l to the
operator created by IOOIVYFO%.r. whicl controls we scale ad rouuon ofat instance. The
Loamn'•aa of the operator b~y ftm Setting a curent posuou to ate desired ongta of die
instlnce and then c€og an appropraoe operator (lines 16 ad 17) c•rresponds romlly o the

way SEYXY and SNOW as used For charutm

The basic Interpross tacilies of composed operazors and trawsormations aHow a geat deal of 3
flexibziy un defInf8ng and usmg symbolL including applbcauons ae have not illustrated.
Symbols may of course be routed aw *eU as scaled. S.•.bols can caU ither symbolst nesting to
an arbut•ay depth I

1
I
I

I
I
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CHAPTER 6

OPERATORSi

I
I

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains detailed information about all the standard
operators in the PoSTSCRaP" language. It is divided into two
pam.s I
First, there is a summary of the operators, organized into groups
of related functions. The summary is intended to assist in locat-
ing the operators needed to perform specific tasks. I
Second. there are detailed descriptions of all the operators, or-
ganized alphabetically by operator name. Each operator descrip-
tion is presented in the following format:

Operator oerand, operand 2 ... opean, operstor result ... result, !

Detailed explanaton of the operator

EXAMPLE:
An example of tfie use of tfls operator. The symbol -

designates values left on tme oefarnd stack oy the examnoe.

ERRORS: 3
A list or the errors that this operator might execute

SEE ALSO.

A list of related operator names

U
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.At the head of an operator descnption. operand, through
operandI are the operands that the operator requires. %,ith
operand, being the topmost element on the operand stack. The
operator pops these objects from the operand stack and con-
sumes them. After executing. the operator leaves the objects
result, through result. on the stack. with result, being the top-
most element.

Normally the operand and result names suggest their types. For
example. num indicates that the operand or result is a number. int
indicates an integer number. any indicates a value of any type.
and proc" indicates a POSTSCRIPT procedure (i.e.. an executabte
array). The notation "boollint" indicates a value that is either a
boolean or an integer. Names representing numbers sometimes
suggest their purpose. e.g., r. y. or anRle. A matrix is an array of
six numbers describing a transformation matrix (see section 4.4).
A font is a dictionary constructed according to the rules for font
dictionaries (see section 5.3).

The notation 'i-' indicates the bottom of the stack. The notation
*-' in the operand position indicates that the operator expects no
operands. and a '-' in the result position indicates that the
operator returns no results.

The documented effects on the operand stack and the possible
errors are those produced directly by the operator itself. Many
operators cause arbitrary POSTSCRIPT procedures to be invoked.
Obviously, such procedures can have arbitrary effects that are
not mentioned in the operator descriptions.

6.2 OPERATOR SUMMARY

Operand stack manipulation operators

any poP - aiscard too element 193
any, any, exch any2 any, exchange too rio elements 751

any dup any any duolicat# top etement 748
any. any, n copy any, .-any, any, .any, aulcate too n etmoents 131
any, any, m index any_ any, any, duolicate armtrary ewlemnt 172

a,, a- nI roll a,,;, -.* a,., a, roll nelements uoItimes 205
- any. any, Clear - dciscarc all elements 127
- any, any, Count - any, any, n count elements on stack 132

- mwre mark push mark on stack 184
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marki 001, 001, eleartomarit -$ascr eternentS COwn tMFougn "ra" '27
Man( 004. 001_ counttomaWk Mark 001. 0131, M count tternents d3own to "amt 33

Arithmetic and math, operators
m~um. MUrn, add sum nun,. olus r~um2  I Is

nurn, mum2  div quotient RUMn. civoe b~y ftun 2 748
int, Intl! idiy quob@en intege d*Via* 768
fIt, INt mood remainder 'I've, (Mood Ifl 155

uRn, "urn 2  sub tifleremie RUMn, minus "urn 2 230

¶numl f mm atsl~ute value at nun, t 175
mlum, neg "urn 2  negative of nun', 187
mum, ceo"n nun, 2  Ceiling of nut". 1256
fiurn Iloo mum, floor ot num, 757
mum, round nun,2  round num, to neareut.integilr 2M6
"murn, turunca Murril remove tractional pant of nunm, 234
"nut" equt real sQuare rC1Oof oftnun 224I

num den soan angle arotangen Of nua'uaen in degrees V
angle Code real COWi* of angle (deigrees) 7 32
angle sin reol swoof angl (degreesl 223

base exportert esp real raine Wae to ftDWwV power Yu4
num In real natural logarvtmw~bsen 0) ib)
MUM I"g real 1091111'"M(bane 10) 181

-tow mmmd setW rnomnuilirner ee if224t19
rui nt grn enerande numeudra'o intge 197

Array operators ' "' ~

nta""a arra create arma of lemphi m 120
- mark start armay consitruction 113

markol..O, I array end array construction 113

array index get any get array 6MGMenn Indexed by index 764
array Index any put - Put any into array at indexr 7951

array index count geitintevi subarray subarraty of array starting at Inrx for counr
ele11ent" 165

array, index array, putineeval - replace SuAMMaY of array, starring at IndetX

array abed ~..a_, array pus?' all eweffets of array on staClc 715
any~,.any., array eaeto array pop eleMents fram stack into array '21

array, array, COpy subarray 2  COPY eteMMens Of array, to initial sutiaray

arra pro to~h -execute oroc for eacri element of
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Dictionary operators
ntj diet ict: create aictionary mmtr :aoac:ry -or '

eIerrulTS 146
duict length mit murnoer of key-value pairs mi Odc 1779
=uc mezlength int capacity at0* u 185

chuct begin -pusn 00c on duct stack *24
- eow PO *0 ucstack 149

key value det -ascate scey and value in current
W 145

key load value search duct stack tor key and return assoc -
atoo value 181

key value Store -replace toprmost definition of kcey 227
duct key get any get value associated with~ key in atict 164

duct key value pUt - associate key *it value inl dict 195
dcto key known bool tes whetheor key is in cr 177

key where Wuc true
or fale find dict in which krey is definepd 238

duct, duct2  COpy d0c2  cmp coinoten ts of u, to duct2 131
duct proc ftaril - execute roc for each elemeont of duct 1`61

- of 0 dICt duct push eneordlut on operanda stack 151
- syoemlaict duct push sytoiton operandstack 231
- ueerdlct duct push Umeididle on operand stack 236

4b - curnenticlt duct push current duct on oper a d stack 134
- courutdlctstaelk int coun ellements an duct stack 133

array dlcetackf suamay, copy duc stack into amra 147

String operators
Int strn string create strung of leingth tnt22

string length Int munumer of teuemenits in string 1 79
string index geo in? got strung etement indexed by index 164

strng index int put - put mr into string at index 195
stning index count getifitervel SUst~ring suDstrng Of string starting at index for

count eleirmet 165
string, index strung, putimortetwe - replace suostrinfg of s1mn, starting at indtex

oy SttliV2 196

String, strung2  copy SUbstring, copy eltemnents of stinng, to initial suostring
of strming2t 131

string proc torahl - execute oroc for eacn element of
strng 761

strnmg seek acflhost~earcl cost match tnje
or strung false deternnmine f seetr is initial suostning of

string 1?6
strnmg seek seerch oost rmatch pre true

or string fauses searcn for seen string 2'1
strnmg token oost token true

or I aise read :olkmn from star t o string 232
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Relational. boolean. and bitwise operators

any :t .:: m:Z eq t0001Os equal ?so *6

any. any 2  n. Ow~l lost mot equal 188

num, t, U 2, str, gt boo$ test greater man '671

nun~istr, num2 15str I 0" o teoo Ies or eqa" 179
Rum, so'. num2s1512  It bool tes Iesn tman 782
b0oll, lint, bool21111t2  a" booYrit3 lgi bitwis and 116

b~ool,dfnt, boo12Ilnt2  or b"OIjlnt,3 logical I bitwise incklsivili or 191

boo$, lint, bw1l2 i'nt2  x02 C00lIflt logical I bdw'se exclusive or 241
- true true Pusn 00014ean value Nuo 2343
- fallow tate Push boolea value tajue 155

int, sltf ~bltu irt2  WWOsee Sft" Ofi1M, (DOsiti is left) 125

Control operators3
anly exec executearbivary oliet 152

b" Wpro If - execute Wocif bowlstrue 18.9
bW0 pmO, proc, Ifele -XCL e Oec te , It bWa is Mae. PrOC2 it Coois

taise 169I
nut incr limit pmo let -xecuft .- M wit values from imf by steps

of 1n1r tollmit I60
Int p=ro om tees xcute Wo int times 202

proc loop execute natindefinite number at
times 182

- emt - xa~ne smirmoea v aa oop 15d
etep - terateW ellepped context 226N

any steppe 000 ee~ksh coNeXt for CaOcin eep 227
- C&J"esiuezetec rnt COWn elements on exec suack 133

away execetec subaray copy exec: stack *mt army 752
quit -tterminate in-terprete 1973

- stn -executed at interpreteir stanuo 225

Type, attribute, and conversion operators3
any tyeo am reftur nmem identifing any's type 235
any cirllt aymaeom 0eca be litera 141
"an cvi any make obtct We executa"t I"i
any scfieck bW0 test executable attribute 240I

arrayitllelstnng exesuleeny arrayltilelstnnig reduce acces to execute-only 153
WilyidiCtinistringA A0400eee arrayidlictifuieistning disallow any access ISO
arrayacdictiletistring reedonly array~ductihielestnring reduce access to read-only 200

arrayidictlfilei string relle b"o test read access 1 99
arraylO1ctitlelstnnig wCl elk boot test write access 238

nummstring cvi nmt con~verto Integer 141
string evn manam Convert to narne FA42

numistring cvr real convert to real t423

num radx string cvrs substring convert to strig wdtl radix 143
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any string ewe sucstning convert 'o string'4

File operators
string, string, file file OWe file i08lhtld Oy String, witri access

strnngi 1355
his Clomeffle - close hile 129
file read int true

or false read one character from hie 199
file int wirie - write on* character to til 239

fl~e string9 reedhezetrlng suostring cool read hex from Nol into string 799
hile suring writehexetiring - write 5String to hile as hex 240
file string reedetuing substring oW0 reow string from mie 201
file string wrifteetiring - write chiaracteirs of s~uin to file 240
file string redilne substring coa red line tram hile Wnto string 200

file token token true
or faisel read token from Me 2m

file bymenvolifeWl lilt number of oy'ea avalkas to reed 125
- Rlush -send buffeted dim to stetidon movAu

file M5
file fluhfle sond buffeored dot or reedl to EOF 7SO
file refle -diecaril buffre Characters 202
file etahe cool return stwAi of lbp 926

string run - execute =1nnt of named fie 207
- currentfile file return file currently tie"n executed 135

string print - write of aractoni of strng to stetiami ouuts
M~e 79N

any a - write text repreeentwo of Noy to staindar
0~ mtfle 114

any,. anvy,, stack 'any, .. any, prin stac ronideetuaivelly using a 224
any lall - writ syntacti repreeentatuon at any to

Standlard outPuthie 114
-any, any,, pete&* any, ..any, Pnint StaCk rnXOndeetr*" U oelyu gu. 194

- armp - executed whnre"d for intore*ve
inpult 19W

cool -echo -turn orvoff echon 749

Virtual memory operators
- se111 save crete VM snapsot 208

Save restore, - restore VM snapshiot 203
- vmstWAt level used maximum repor VU status 238

Miscellaneous operators
proic bind proc replace operator names in p=ro y

operators 724
- nufl null push null on operand stack 7899
- ueertlime, nt return time in m"ilisec~nds 237
- version stning interpreter versin 237
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Graphics state operators3
- gsave -save graonics state ~
- greatore -restore graortics state 6
- greetoreall -restore to tiottommost graonics state '66
- Inltgrailft resetl graphics state parametes 173I

"mumn "Waefewidl set line width 219
- curraintS InewkMt mum return current line width 137

int setilinecap - Set Snap* Of line ends for Stroke 10.DUtt.I
I -rounld. 2.squarol 217

- curetfltinfecop ifl! return current tine cap '36
imt sedliheomn - set snap* of corneirs for Strokie (0-miter.

I -round. 2 abevel) 2 19
- cuITmntlfed l WO nt return current line foin 137

mum eetrnlteflmt - set mitrw length limit 2M0
- cuwentti~ititrlmlt! mlum return current miteir limit 737

array offset esedeals - set daun pattern tor stroking 214
- cujRWItdeef array ofst return currenit dash aitlern 134

num etlS -set fltaieseatolerance 215
- Cajw4111-t rurn return Current flatness 135

mum segry - e color to gray value tramn 0 j black) to I

- curvefltgray mum return currom gray 136

hue sat bet nedwbeoler - Sot Color give hue. saturation.

- cunwefltbcele hue sat brt return curren cowo hu. Sam"=,on
bghtnee 136

red green ble NNlRgbele set color grven red. green. b~lue 221I
- WRrentgbeeler red green blue return Current COWo red, green, blue 139

fired angle proc sooeoleeee - set halftnon screen 221
- cuffentaree fired angle proc returan current halfton screen 139

- cutrenttrnefor proc retunc rret asorfnto 139

Coordinate system and matrix operators3
- arX matrx create idenit matrix 184

- ni inltetx - set CTM to device default 174
matrix idenniaftr marx fill matri withi identt transform 167
matrix defouftmetrz matrix fill matrix withi device default rmatrix 145
mratrix currentmstrz matrix fill Matrix with CTM 137
matrix setmettla - replace C TMOy tarernr 2? 9

t'9t trareellefte translate user space oy (t,. t) 233I
mf atnix tranlate rmatrix define translation oy i~ t,,t 233
S. S' s.colle - scame user space ov s, aria s, 209

s , s, matrix scale matrix define scaling tiy s, and s, 209
angle rotate - rotate user soace tiy angte degrees 206I

angle matrix rotate matrix define rotation biy angie cegrees 206
matrix comiat - replace CTM 4ymatrix xCTM 130
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matrix, matrix2 matrix, concatmatrix matrix1  fill Matnx1 *it matn~rx. m~atriX 2
ity transform X. Y. ranstorm ii 3ri oy C'TM 233

4Y matrix transform x Y, transform i x. y)i Oy Matrfi 23J

,ix oy ditraflsforml Cx* dy trarstorm clistance -Ox av y :;-M 1

dx dy matrix ditransferm ax' dy' transform distance 'Ox. Oyi Oy matnx 148
x' y' itransforin x y rivers@ transform ie. ),) oy CrM 776

x'y' matrix lttranefn x y inversetranslorll(X'. Y) by MIn~fx 176

dx' dy' Mritanhfoonn dx: dy inverse transform distance fdx' dY') bY
CTM 168

dx' dy' matrix idtransform dx dy inverse transform distance (dxr. dY) 0'v
matrix Y168

matrix, matrix, invertmetriz matrix2  htil matrix2 wmit inverse of ninamx, 175

Path construction operators
- newpeth - initiallize current pathi to be empty 187
- clurefltpehint x y return current point cooroinate ?38

X Y move"e set currenlt owntto (x. y) 186
dx dy nrmove - reilative moveio 204

x Y Hiew - append straignit fine to (x. jl 180

dx dy III Bloee relaivem men 204
X Y r ang, atg% we -append counterctclwise arc 117
x y r ang, ang2  evn append Cliocltw"e arc 118

X; Y, X2 Y2 r meto it, ytI it2 bit2  append tangent: arc 119
x1 vI x's Y2 x3 )Y3 curveS - append Geau CU1111c sect n 140

dx,dcy, dX2 V2 dx, dy, rilitNeW rema"ivcutveIM I9
- cleepelt -connect sutieti beci to it startling

point IX0

- flettanpletft convert curves to sequences of straight
lines 157

- eveirseptiM reverse direction of current paNM 203
- Mtrwipll -M compute outline of anroale pamt 229

string bool aftapett append cniaactr outline to current
pathi 127

- CUiPPet sot current pant to clipping pant 12_9
- ibbszX it. 1, ur, ur7  return bounding box of current path 191

move line curve close peMINfri enumerate current path 192
- in"tli set clip patt to device default 172

- cliP - estatuisti new clipping pathI 128
- eeelp -clip using even-odid inside rule 149

Painting operators

- msePpeg - Paint current oage white 151

n ill f ill current pathi with current color 156
" ON f ill using even-odd rule 150
- sitiroe - draw line atonig current Path 229

width fleegft bets sarnow matrix proc: image - render sampied image onto current
page Y 70
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width •g•e•t nvern matrx oroc imegemeak render mask onto current page .,-

I
Device setup and output operators

- showpage - outout and reset current oage .23

- copypage outout current page '32 I
matrx width ~eiqgt proc bendsvice - ,nstaol oano outter device 723
matrix width nemgni proc frsmedevice - nstal) frame puffer device 162

- ufldievice - 1nstal0 no-ouWtut device 190
proc rendbands - enumerate oands tor output to device 201

Character and font operators

key font deftnefont font register font as a font dictionary 146

key f1tnfnt font return font dict identiied Oy key 756
font scaie ealetfoft font' scale font oy sca"e to produce new

tont' 210
font matnx meliefant font' transform font by matrix to pmoduce new

•rW 183

font smefont - set font dictinaon 21
- currwffot font return current •on dionarY 136

strng show print characters of snM on piage 222
a a, stnng aehew - add (a,. ai. to w4th of each chat while

showing string 120
c, cy char smng wtd hw - add (c,, cd)to width ot cw whtle showing

"1 stnmV 239

C, C. Ohar a, a, strIi sorthow cornt~ of ashow and
wdthollw 12

oa stun9 k~lskw - execuf P=o between characters shown
from ,tnrig 178

string atntgwidt w. wy wMt of stuing in current tor, 228

- FotO•ectoy dict dctimnary of font duon•ws Y59
- Standmdllncading array stadanr font encoding vector 225

Font cache operators

- cac•htOtu1O bsize Mlax misize mmax cmze cmax olimit 3
return caceti status and parameters 126

w, I1 I ur, ut, et• ehedevice - declare cached character mtrnics 212
w w emtchilwm declare uncached cnaracter metrics 213

murn geeseilmlt - set max oybes in cacned cfmaracter 273

Errors

dictiuN no more room ri dictionary 146 3
dictestecoverflow too many iegins !47
dictstackunderflow too onany ends 747

execstackoverffow exec nesting 00 oeeo '53, Ihandlere cailed to report eirror nformatioi '67
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intemrpt evre-ai mierruct 'ecuest e g
C-,ntrci-C, 1'

invulldaccega attemnot to Violtae access attribute 774

invelldezlt exit mot in 00o 17 5
inveHOMlleeceM unacceoitable access string 175
invalldfont invalid font namne or dict 775
invalndrestore improwe restore 775
icelyor input cutout error Occurred 7,76
llmltctteck implemneitation limit exceeded 180
nocurrerltpoint current po-: is undefined 688
rangechec ooerand'out ot bounds 797
stackovemtow ocierand stack overflow 224
staclwndeflow operand stack underttow 225
syntaxerror syntax error in POsSTCR~IPT programi

text 230
Wmeout be limiat exceeded 231
typecheekoperan of wrong type 235

undefind nam, mot known 235
undeffnedfilaw~m file not found 236
undeftnedreesAl owerunderftl or meaungingls result 236
unminateichdmaik expected mark not on Stack 236
unregletered intenal eror 236
VMSIMP11 VM exhause 237
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arc x y rang. ang arc 3
append.- countcerclockt4-e arc of a.i[rcle to the current path. po.-in)
preceded by a .,traight line .,egment. The arc has i t. % i as, ;enter. , as
radius. att ,, the angle of a vector from iv. % of lenszth r to the tirst

stcona endpoint of the arc. and ang, the angle of a vector from ix. v) ot lengthr to the second endpoint of the arc.

"If there is a current point, the arc operator includes a straight line

rirt segment from the current point to the first endpoint of this arc and then

aen•dnt adds the arc itself into the current path. If the current path is empt%. the
arc operator does not produce the initial straight line segment. In any

ang, event, the second endpoint of the arc becomes the new current point.

X'Y Angles are measured in degrees counterclockwise from the positive
x-axis of the current user coordinate system. The curve produced is
circular in user space. If user space is scaled non-uniformly (i.e.. dif-

Point ferently in r and y). arc wilt produce elliptical curves on the output

device.U
The operators that produce arcs (are. arch. and arcto) represent them
internally as one or more Btzier'cubic curves (see curveto) that ap-

proximate the required shape. This is done with sufficient accuracy that
a faithful rendition of an arc is produced. However. a program that
reads the constructed path (using pethforuil) will encounter curveto

segments where arcs were specified originally. I
EXAMPLE:

newpath 0 0 moveto 0 0 1 0 45 arc closepatf

This constructs a unit radius 45 degree pie slice'. I
ERRORS:

0.0 z1.0 limitcheck. rangecheck. stackunderflow, typecheck 3
SEE ALSO:
arcn. arcto, curveto

I
I
U

arc i arC e 17 3

I
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arcn x y ar~g. ar9g, arcn-

.Arc negatitel tv~ha~e% like arc. twut arcn huild,, it, arc e--mem n .z
c lock* ve direction (in u.%cr vace.

EXAMPLE.I r'newoatr' 0 0 2 0 90 arc 0 0 1 90 0 arcn closepattm

This. con%tructN ai 2 unit radius. Iunit %hide. 90 JCZ~ree ',And'.hicld
%hi pers w ath'

EqRORS:

timitcheck. rangecheck. stackunderflow. typecheck

0-09 . . SEE ALSO:
arc. arcto. curveto

11 I e
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arcto x. y. x2 y2 r arcto xt. yt. xt2 yt, 3
aprctd% an aric ot a coth~e ~'h urrcri pth- no-irk c.~

-traitht line c•_Irllenl. The d.r , lerined i radidu .nld r.,

lines. The tangent lines are those dra-•n trom the urrenlt rnt. nerie
"Y ;ailed (ýI, alld • )..) to IA. % II and Ironm " % II to it_ .. ill the .urrent I

point is undefined. arcto executes the error nocurrentpoint.

The center of the arc is located %ithin the inner angle hetween the 3
tanigent line%: it is the onl% point loiated at distance r in a direction
perpendicular to both lines. The arc begins at the tirst tangent point

xt Yt2  k It* r e) on the tirst tangent line. passes bemteen its center and the

point i.t,. 1. and ends at the second tanaent point (.%.. %r., on the
second tangent line.

X Y3t, . ,y, Before constructine the arc. arcto adds a straight line Negment trom the
current point i(.) Y11) to (.•t. yt 1 ). unless those points are the same. In I
an%, e'ent. ico vr.) becomes the new current point.

The curve produced is circular in user space. If user space is scaled 3
non-uniformly (i.e.. differently in . and Y. arcto will produce elliptical
curses on the output device.

If the two tangent lines are collinear. arcto merely appends a ,tratight 3
line segment from -x-. yvo) to 1.•. Y. considenng the arc to be part ot a

degenerate circle i with radius 0) at that point.

The values returned by arcto are for information only: they are the two 1
tangent points in user space.

EXAMPLE:
0.4 14 44 newpath 0 0 moveto

0 4 4 4 1 arcto
0.3 4 fpop) repeat

4 4 lineto

"This constructs a 4 unit wi, de. 4 unit high right angle %ith a i unit

radius rounded comer.'

00 ERRORS: 3
limitcheck. nocurrentpoint. stackunderflow. ti pecheck.

underinedresult

SEE ALSO:

arc. arcn. cur% eto" I
I

arcto arcto ' £

I
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clip - clip -

ntermects the inside of the current clipping path with !he inside )f :he
current path. to produce a new ismalleri current clipping pain The

inside of the current path is determined b) the normal POSTSCRIPT
non-zero winding number rule (see section 4.61. while the inside ot the

current clipping path is determined by whatever rule vas used at the
time that path was created. Before computing the intersection, the clip
operator implicitly closes any open subpaths of the current path.

In general. clip produces a new path whose inside iaccording to the
non-zero winding number rule) consists of all areas that are inside both
or the orginal paths. The manner in which this new path is constructed
torder of its segments. whether or not it self-intersects. etc.) is not
specified.

There is no way to enlarge the current clipping path (other than by
initclip or initgraphicsi or to set a new path without reference to the
current one. The recommended way of using clip is to bracket the clip
and the sequence of graphics to be clipped with psave and giestore.
The grestore will restore the clipping path that was in effect before the
psave.

Unlike fill and stroke. dip does not implicidy perform a newpath after
it has finished using the current path. Any subsequent path construction
operators will append to the current path unless newpath is executed
explicitly. This can be a source of unexpected behavior.

ERRORS:
limitcheck

SEE ALSO:
eoclip. ciippath. initclip

128 clip I clip
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closepath - closeplath - g
Jie,- (he .urrent ,.u•hj.h "• ip¢,idrin. j ,•nrJimh- i .m"e '".

nectinig the current point i') the ,ubpjth, ,artlin. point •cnerj6i% :rhe
point most recentil ,pecified b% mo~eto. it the current ,ubpxch i%

jlredy closed or the current puah is empty. closepath doe, nothing.
(See section 4.5.)

closepath terminates the current subpath. Appending another sement
to the current path will begin a new .,ubpach. een it it i, drawn trom
the endpoint reached by the closepath.

ERRORS:

limitcheck

SEE ALSO:

fill. stroke

.4211

I
3
U
I
U
I

I
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curvito x. y. x2 Y2 x3 Y curvto -

idd, a BeTier cubic e.rction to the ý:urrent path tlet,.een the :urrcru
Y2 point. referred to here as tt.%,)). and the point 4( :t. %. using t . %..

Y. y. * and , '-. ,i as the Bezter cubic control pointv. -fter con,;tructmg the
curve. curvto makes 1.rl. y 3 become the new current point. If the
current point is undefined i because the current path is empt i. cureto
executes the error nocurrentpoint.

"3 The four points define the shape of the curve geometncally. The cure
starts at "10. Y0). it is tangent to the line from (xe. yo) to (N4 . Y,) at that

, Y, point, and it leaves the point in that direction. The curve ends at
X0.y3 -r, Y0. it is tangent to the line from (.r,. y-P to 1.t3, y3) at that point. and

it approaches the point from that direction. The lengths of the lines
(.rO. yo) to (.r,. Yv) and (.r, y.) to (x3.Y 3) represent in some sense the

X'00 X "velocity' of the path at the endpotnts. The curve is always entirely
E2.'2 enclosed by the convex quadrilateral defimed by the four points.

X, .y, The mathematical formulation of a Bdzier cubic curve is derived from a

2- .pair of parametrc cubic equations:

•. r) = ar j 3 b. + C.1+
v(t) . at3 + b,t + Cvt + yO

0-yo The cubic section produced by curvew is the path traced by xn and

y(t) as t ranges from 0 to 1. The Bdzier control points corresponding to

this curve are:I

"X, = -ro + cý3 .y = .yo + c.J3
"X2 = xI + (C, + br)/3  Ya Y .+- (c + b,)13
x.3 =.ro + cr + br + a, Y3 = yo + C bvr+ a,

ERRORS:
Ilmitcheck. nocurrentpoint. stackunderflow, typeebeck

SEE ALSO:
Iineto. moveto. arc. arcn. arfto

For a more thorough treatment of the mathematics of Bezier cubics. iee
J. D. Foley and A. Van Dam. Fundamentals ol Interactive Computer Graphics.
Addison-Wesley. 1982.

140 curvoeo I curveto
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moveto x y moveto -

tNi.•rts a ne', ,ubpath ot the current path. moveto etls the current point
in the graphics state to the user space coordinate ... without adding
any line segments to the current path. 3
If the previous path operation in the current path was also a moveto (or
rmovetoj. that point is deleted from the current path and the new
moveto point replaces it. 3
ERRORS:
limitcieck. stackunderflow, typecheck

SEC ALSO:
rmoveto. lineto. curveto, arc. ciosepath

!
I
U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

186 moveto I 3
I
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rcurvto dx dydX2 dY2 dx3dy, rurvwto -

(relative curvetop adds a B~zier cubic section to the current path in the
same manner as curveto: however, the three number pairs are inter-
preted as displacements relative to the current point (.r). y.) rather than
as absolute coordinates. That is. rcurveto constructs a curve from
(.ro. yo) to (x04.,dr 3. .do,.3). using (.ro-•dx. yv+dvj) and
(xo.+d.,. y0 +.dy,) as BEzier control points. See the descnption of
cureto for complete information.

ERRORS:
limitcheck. nocurrentpoint. stackunderflow. typecheck.
undeflnedresult

SEE ALSO:
curveto. rlineto. rnoveto

198 rchock Ite"
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rlineto dx dy rlineto - 3
,rela,•.e linetow appends a .,traiiht line ,egment to the c.urrent path ;n
the same manner as lineto: hoiever. the number pair is interpreted as a
displacement relative to the current point (x. %) rather than as an ab-
solute coordinate. That is. rlineto consu'ucts a line from ir. v) to

ir~.r..vdy) and makes i.rd.r. y+.Y) be the new current point.
ERRORS:
limitcheck. nocurrentpoint. stackunderflow. typecheck

SEE ALSO: 3
lineto. rmoveto. rcurveto

.,Mov.to dx dy rmoveto
(relative moveto) starts a new subpath of the current path in the same

manner as moveto: however, the number pair is interpreted as a dis-
placement relative to the current point (x. y) rather than as an absolute
coordinate. That is. rmoveto makes (x+dx. Y+dv) be the new current
poinL without connecung it to the previous poinL If the current point is

undefined (because the current path is empty). rmoveto executes the
error opeirator noc'urrentpoit.

ERRORS:I

llmitchecL nocurrenpat, tackundarflkw, typecem3

SEE ALSO:
moveto, rilneto, reurveto 3

I

I

I
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stroke - stroke -

paints a line following the current path and using the current color Tht,
line is centered on the path. has sides parallel to the path -4gments. and
has a width (thickness) given by the current line width parameter in the
graphics state (see setlinewidth). stroke paints the joints between con.
nected path segments with the current line join (see setlinejoin) and the

ends of open subpaths with the current line cap (see seflinecap). The
line is either solid or broken according to the dash pattern established
by setdash.

The parameters in the graphics state controlling line rendition (line
width, line join. and so forth) are consulted at the time stroke is ex-
ecuted: their values during the time the path is being constructed are
irrelevant.

If a subpath is degenerate (consists of a single point), stroke paints it
only if round line caps have been specified. producing a filled circle
centered at that point. If butt or projecting square line caps have been
specified. stroke produces no outpuL since the orientation of the caps
would be indeterminate.

stroke implicitly performs a newlatli after it has finished painting the
current path. To preserve the current path across a stroke operaton. use
the sequence: pave stroke grestore.

ERRORS:
Iimitcheck

SEE ALSO:
setlinewidtb. setlinejoia. setmiterlimit. sedinecap, setdah

strokepath - strokepeth -

replaces the current path with one enclosing the shape that would result
if the stroke operator were applied to the current path. The path result-
ing from strokepath is suitable as the implicit operand to fill. clip, or
pathbbox. In general, this path is not suitable for stroke. as it may
contain interior segments or disconnected subpaths produced by
strokepath's stroke to outline conversion process.

ERRORS:
limitcheck

SEE ALSO:
fill. clip, stroke. pathbbox,. charpath

"" i1 9sOuepeM 229
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setflat num setfliat-

,sets the rlaiev'. parameter in the current graphics tate ,o u:otp. .•1 3
must be a positue number. This controls the accura•ý. Airh Arun
curved path segments are to be rendered on the raster output de, ice b.
the stroke. fill, and clip operators. Those operatorsi render :ureN b%
approximating them with a senes of straight line segments. 'Flatness' is
an informal term for the error tolerance of this approximation; it is the

fla•oei rrW maximum distance of any point of the approximation from the cor-
taleranceU

) responding point on the true curNe. measured in output de% ice pixels.

"The choice of flatness value is a cradeoff between accuracy and execu-
tion efficiency. Very small values (less than I device pixel) produce I
very accurate curves at high cost. since enormous numbers of tiny line
segments must be produced. Larger values produce cruder appronima-
tions with substantially less computation. A default value of the flat-
ness parameter is established by the device setup routine for each raster
output device: this value is based on characteristics of that device and is
the one suitable for most applications.

ERROAS:I
stackunderflow, typechteck

SEE ALSO: 3
curreuflat flanenpadh, stroke. fiU

I
I
I
I

I
U
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image width meignt oitsisamplie matrix proc image -

renders a sampled image onto the current page. The description here
only summarizes the image operator: see section 4 " for full detaii

The sampled image is a rectangular array of vidth x heteh sample
values, each of which consists of bits$sample bits of data ( I. 2. 4. or 8). I
The data is received as a sequence of characters. i.e.. 8-bit integers in

the range 0 to 255. If bitsisample is less than 8. sample values are
packed left to right within a character (but see the note in section 4.7).

The image is considered to exist in its own coordinate system. The
rectangular boundary of the image has its lower left corner at A. 0) and
its upper right corner at (width. height). The matrix operand specifies a
transformation from user space to the image coordinate system.

image executes proc repeatedly to obtain the actual image dam. proc
must return (on the operand stack) a string containing any number of I
additonal characters of sample data. (If proc returns a sting of length
zero. image will terminate execution prematurely.) The sample values
are assumed to be received in a fixed order (0, 0) through (width-1. 0). I
then (0. 1) through (width-i, I), etc.

Use of the Image operator after a -tcahetlevke within the context
a ButidChar procedure is not permitted (an undefined error resulI);
however, use of imalemask in that context is permitted (see the
setcochedevice operator and section 5.7).

EXAMPLE:
/•pcr 256 string def % stnng to hold image data
45 140 translate % locate ow left corner of image
132 132 scale % map•image to 132 poin square I
256 256 8 % dimensions of source image

(256 0 0 -256 0 2561 Ye map unit square to source
(currentflle % read image data from program file I
image

4c4.7 494, ldJJ524 •$ "3505554c5 +52 ...
595956-445 ... (131t072 hex digts~. of imaev, jata)

ERRORS:
stackunderflow, typecheck. undeflnedresultL undefined

SEE ALSO:
imagemask 5

I
170 image image £
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imagerTlask ,ictr1 neeqnt nverr rnatrv oroc imagemask -

is similar to the image operator: however. it treats the source image 1s
J ,la.•k of I bit ,ample-, that are uNed to control ,%here Io icpl% oaint
*i6th tne current color) and Ahere not to See !ne de-,npt,,rin *,r :ne
image operator and the presentation of sampled images in •ection -1

imagemask uses the width. heit/u. matrt.r. and proc operands in
precisely the same way as image. The invert operand is a boolean that
determines the polarity of the mask. If invert is false. portions of the
image corresponding to source sample values of 0 are painted. while
chose corresponding to sample values of I are left unchanged. If invert
is true. sample values of I are painted and sample values of 0 are left
unchanged.

imagemask is most useful for printing characters represented as bit-
maps. Such bitmaps represent masks through which a color is to be
transferred: the bitmaps themselves do not have a color (see secuon
4.7).

EXAMPLE:
45 228 translate % locate lower left comer of square
132 132 scale % scale 1 unit to 132 points

0 0 moveto 0 1 lineto % fill square wrtl gray backgrouno
1 1 lineto 1 0 lineto closepatr
.9 setgray fill

o setgray % pant mask black
24 23 dimensmns of source mask
true % oarint the 1 bits
(24 0 0 -23 0 231 % map unit square to mask
(<003800 002700 002480 0E4940 114920

148220 3CS650 75FE88 17FPaC 175F14
1 C07E2 3803C4 703182 FSEDFC B288C2
BB6F84 31 BFC2 1 8EA3C 0E3E00 07FCOO
03F800 1E1800 1FF800>$ % mask data

imageMask

ERRORS:
stackunderfiow. typecheck. undefinedresult

SEE ALSO:
image

Imagrmnask I imragemask 171
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APPENDIX 3

IGES ENTITIES AS RENDERED BY GRAPHICS STANDARDS SYSTEM

This Appendix describes each of the IGES entities in turn, noting
how well these entities could be rendered by a system based upon U
the graphics standards.

1. Geometric Entities 3
CIRCULAR ARC. Not available in GKS/PHIGS. Present as CIRCLE and
3.-POINT ARC in CGI/CGN.

COMPOSITE CURVE. Rendered by POLYLINE in GKS/PHIGS; by POLYLINE, 1
ARC, and ELLIPTICAL ARC in CGI/CGM. The full conics and splines
of IGES are not directly supported, but would have to be
approximated by POLYLINE.

CONIC ARC. Not available in GKS/PMIGS. Present as CIRCLE,
ELLIPSE, 3-POINT ARC, and ELLIPTICAL ARC in CGI/CGM. Parabolas
and hyperbolas are not directly supported.

COP'US DATA. * Directly available as POLYLINE with different line

types.

PLANZ. Unbounded planes need no direct visualization. Bounded
planes correspond to POLYGON SET in GKS/PHIGS/CGM and are U
supplemented by CLOSED FIGURE in CGI.

LINE. Available as a two-point POLYLINE.

PARAMETRIC SPLINE. Can be visualized by lines, arcs, etc.
However, information about the shape is lost.

PARAMETRIC SPLINE SURFACE. Can be visualized by rectangles,
lines, arcs, etc. However, information about the shape is lost. U
POINT. Available as POLYMARKERS for pro-defined symbols and
positioned SEGMENTS (GKS/CGI but not COM) or STRUCTURES (PHIGS)
for user-defined symbols.

RULED SURFACE. Can be visualized by lines, etc. However,
information about the shape is lost.

SURFACE OF REVOLUTION. Can be visualized by lines, arcs, etc. U
However, information about the shape is lost.

102 3
U
I
I
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TABULATED CYLINDER. Can be visualized by i.nes, ar:s, et:.
H::,'e':ar, information about the shape is 'lost.

TRANSFORMATION MATRIX. Really used like an attribute in ICES.
Also specLal form numbers are used with certain contructs for
F-nita Elerent Analysis and viewing. Cbosely related t: 5-E::mNT-?'A-*;SFC?_%Lk,::1,SN of ýKS and PHIGS transformation matrix str-.ct-.re
elements used for modelling and viewlng. No direct parallel inI CSI or CGM.

FLASH ENTITY. In GKS, only have POLYMARKER or segments to
realize the forms. In CGI/CGM, you also have CIRCLE and
RECTANGLE. ICES flash entity form 4, rounded rectangle, is not
directly available in any of the graphics standards.

RATIONAL B-SPLUNE CURVE. Can be visualized by lines, arcs, etc.
However, information about the shape is lost. Parabolas and
hyperbolas not directly supported by the graphics standards.

RATIONAL B-SPLINE SURFACE. Can be visualized by lines, arcs,
etc. However, information about the shape is lost. Parabolas
and hyperbolas not directly supported by the graphics standards.

OFFSET CURVE. Can be visualized by lines, arcs, etc. However,
information 'about the relationship between the two entities is
lost.

osCONNECT POINT. Can be visualized by lines. However, information
about the relationship between the entities is lost.

NODE. Not directly visualized, so no need for support from the
graphics standards. However, not unlike a PHIGS structure label.

FINITE ELEMENT. Thirty-three topologies are currently defined by
ICES version 3. All can be visualized using the graphics
primitives of line, arc, ellipse, etc., with loss of information
concerning the relationships between the lines and curves making
up the wire-frame model. Furthermore, the ICES specification is
much more compact.

NODAL DISPLACEMENT AND ROTATION. These are attributes that are
used to communicate finite element post processing data.

OFFSET SURFACE. Can be visualized by lines, arcs, etc.
However, information about the relationship between the two
entit•es is lost.

CURVE ON PARAMETRIC SURFACE. Can be visualized by lines, arcs,
etc. However, information about the reiationship between tne

:e and the surface is lost.

I 109
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TRIMMED (PARAMETRIC) SURFACE. Can be visualzed by l.nes, ar:s,
!t.. t!:r, | a th rela ozshlps a-:- Iboundary lines and other curved lines used to represent tnesurface is lost.

ANGULAR DIMENSION. Visualize using text, Lines, arrzws, and
arcs. Cnly arrows not directly supported in the 4ra3;:s I
standards. See discussion under LEADER entity below.

CENTERLINE. Use graphics circles (in CGI/CGM) only and special
line types. Could be made available in GKS/PHIGS through special Umarker types.

DIAMETER. Visualize using text, lines, arrows, and arcs.

FLAG NOTE. Visualize using text and fill area (polygon)
primitives.

GENERAL LABEL. Visualize using text, lines, and arrows.

GENERAL NOTE. A general note entity consists of one or more text
strings. Each text string contains text, a starting point, text
size, and angle of rotation of the text. A single font number
applies to the whole note and incorporates the separate concepts
of type face jappearance of the characters; e.g., bold Helvetica,
italic Futura) and character set (shape of the characters; e.g.,
ASCII, German National Set, Math, Greek). Only 7-bit character
codes are supported. In addition, a form number is used to
designate the layout of the (possibly multiple) text strings, the
justification of the strings within a text rectangle, and whether
there are subscripts, superscripts, fractions, and embedded font
changes. The GKS/PHIGS TEXT and CGr/CGM TEXT, APPEND TEXT, and
RESTRICTED TEXT primitives with their numerous text attributes
are capable of visualizing any general note entity. With
RESTRICTED TEXT and APPEND TEXT, CGI/CGM are a bit more capable
than GKS/PHIGS.

LEADER. Eleven arrow head types are specified in IGES version 3. I
Although all can easily be rendered using more primitive lines
and polgons, the information that the arrowhead belongs with the
leader line is lost when described using graphics standards
primitives. U
LINEAR DIMENSION. Visualized using text, lines, and arrows.

ORDINATE DIMENSION. Visualized using text, lines, and arrows. 3
POINT DIMENSION. visualized using text, lines, arrows, circles,
and polylines/polygons (hexagons).

I

I
I
I
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RADIUS DIMENSION. visualized using text, lines, arrows, and
arcs.

SECTION. Visualized using FILL AREA with HATCH patterns. Of the
eight pro-defined ICES patterns, two correspond to CGI/CGM hatch
patterns: namely, ICES form 31 is CGM hatch style 3 and ICES form
.7 is CGM hatch style 5.

GENERAL SYMBOL. Visualized using text, lines, arrows, etc., and
possibly grouped in SEGMENTS (GKS or CGI but not CGM) or
STRUCTURES (PHIGS).

SECTIONED AREA. Visualized with POLYLINE and FILL AREA in
GKS/PHIGS/CGM and also using CLOSED FIGURE with fill in CGI.
However, the ICES representation is generally more compact,
because there is control over the angle and spacing of the lines
that make up the cross-hatched fill pattern. In these cases, the
DISJOINT POLYLINE element of CGZ/CGM may help. In its default
state, IGS line pattern code I corresponds to CGM hatch style 3,
line pattern code 16 to CGO hatch style 6, and line pattern code
18 to CGM hatch style 5.

WITNESS LINZ. Visualized using POLYLINES, although the DISJOINT
POLYLINE of CGI/CGM may be useful in certain special cases.

ASSOCIATIVITY DEFINITION. Defines the relationship among
entities. These relationships are lost in CGM, occasionally can
be represented by GKS/CGI seqments, and with somewhat greater
likelihood can be represented by PHIGS structures.

ASSOCIATVITY INSTANCE. Many predefined associativity
relationships exist in IGES. These include simple and ordered
GROUPS (both doubly linked and forward-only linked entities),
external references and external reference filt.a, labels, and
parent-child structures. These have some parallels in PHIGS
structures, but in general need not be directly handled by a
graphics viewing system like CGI/GKS. Likewise, the PLANAR and
FLOW instance types do not require direct support from the
graphics system. The VIEWS VISIBLE and VIEWS VISIBLE, COLOR,
LINE WEIGHT instance type have an effect on the visualization of
the ZGES model. The necessary controls for proper visualization
are available in the graphics standards, using viewports, color
tables, and line width specification mode. Finally, the
DIMENSIONED GEOMETRY instance type has already been discussed in
Section 1 above, under the separate elements for ANGULAR
DIMENSION, LINEAR DIMENSION, POINT DIMENSION, DIAMETER DIMENSION,
RADIUS DIMENSION, and ORDINATE DIMENSION.

111
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DRAWING. A rawLng s a co lectlcn of ann.t'z-n ' e s ant
views. Multicle drawnq3 can be included in a single f~ie. I
-aw-nas •ive n-es and size: units may '- 3ecified . -- :r

drawing. A drawing closely corresponds to a CGM or to any image
displayed on a graphics view surface by any of the programner
interface standards: GKS, CGI, or PHIGS. 3
LINE FONT DEFINITION. :wo types of line fznts may :e !efi--.
One type considers a line font as a repetition of a basic ca::ern
of visible-blanked segments superimposed upon a straight line or
"a curve. The other type considers a line font as a repetition of U
"a template figure that is displayed at regularly spaced locations
along a planar anchoring curve. None of the graphics standards,
at present, support user-defined line types: the type 1
capability would have to be visualized by POLYLINE (in GKS/'PH:5S)
and DISJOINT POLYLINE (in CGI/CGM): the type two capability by
using segments or structures in PHIGS/GKS/CGI and only lines,
rectangles, etc. in CGM.

MACRO Capability. This facility allows the IGES specification to 1
be extended beyond the common entity subset, utilizing a formal
mechanism which is a part of the IGES Specification. This
facility is available in an extremely limited fashion in the
graphics standards as ESCAPE and GENERALIZED DRAWING PRIMITIVE
(GOP).

PROPERTY. This facility is available in the graphics standards
as APPLICATION DATA and MESSAGE. Many engineering specific
properties are defined in the ICES specification. A few of them
correspond to graphics elements, generally useful for rendering a

picture. These are Region Restriction, Hierarchy (partial),
Name, Drawing Size and Drawing Units.

SUBFIGURE Definition. All such relationships can be visualized
fairly straightforwardly using PHIGS structures, somewhat more
difficultly using GKS and CGI segments, and much more difficultly
in CGM.

TEXT FONT Definition. This IGES facility provides for the
exchange of font definitions, which are limited to a model of
the motion of an imaginary pen moving between the points of an
integer Cartesian "font coordinate system." None of the graphics I
standards provide support for "user-defined" fonts. However,
such a stroke-precision text capability can easily be built on
top of all the graphics standards. Compactness of
representation is lost, but speed of picture generation should
not be much worse.
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VIEW ENTITY. this IGES entity defines a framework for specifying
2 i•ewing :rientation of an object in three dinensirnal model
space. The-framework is also used to support the pro;ection of
all or part of model space onto a view plane. One type of
pro~ection, an orthographic parallel projection, can be
specified. Clipping to a view volume is supported.

The 3-0 gr~phics standards, GKS-3D and PHIGS, have a much rizner
viewing model. They allow a full 4x4 transformation matrix to be
used, thus obtaining perspective projections and various oblicrue
parallel projections as well.

EXTERNAL REFERENCE ENTITY. PHIGS Archive Files would directly
support this element. The other standards (GKS/CGI/CGM) would
have to do a lot more processing to directly support this
feature.

NODAL LOAD/CONSTRAINT ENTITY. A special element to support
Finite Element Modelling.

COLOR DEFINITION ENTITY. Not directly available in GKS/PHIGS,
but is present in CGr/CGM as the MAXIMUM COLOR EXTENT element.
In GKS/PHIGS, the application would query the workstation
description tablns to gather sufficient information to adjust for
this entity before rendering the picture with a graphics system.

TEXT DISPLAY ENTITY. See the earlier discussion under the IGES
GENERAL NOTE ENTITY. The attributes of text include height and
width, font index, slant angle, rotation angle, mirror flag, and
horizontal/vertical text path. All such entities can be
correctly displayed by a proper setting of the graphics standards
text attributes, which are common to PHIGS/GKS/CGI/CGM.

I
I
I
I
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I310 - TEXT FONT DEFINIT:ON

,.3.l0 Teot Foni Definition Entity.

This entity defines the appearance of characters in a text font. The I
data describing the appearance of a character may be located by the
Font Code (PC) and the ASCII character code. This entity may describe 1

any or all the characters in a character set. Thus, this entity may be

used to descible a complete font or a modification to a subset of
characters in another font. Font Number and Font Name are the
number and name ued to reference the font on the originating system.

When this entity is a modification to another font, the Supersedes Font
value (Parameter 3) indicates which font the entity modifies. This

value is an integer which indicates the font number to be modified or

the negative of the pointer value to the directory entry of another text U
font definition entity. When this entity modifies another font, i.e.,

Parameter 3 references another font, the definitions in this entity

supesede the definition in the original font. For example, a complete
set of characters may have their font definition specified by this entity.

Another text font definition entity could reference the first definition 1
and modify a subset of the characters.

Each character is defined by over laying an equally spaced square ridI
over the character. The character Is decomposed into straight line

segments which connect grid points. Grid points are referenced by 3
standard Cartesiatt coordlnates. The position of the character relative

to the Vid is defined by two points. The character's origin point is

placed at he•origin (0,) of the grid and define the po•tion of the
character relative to the text origin of that character. The second

point defines the origin point of the character following the character 1
being defined. This allows the spacing between characters to be

specified. Construction of text strings consists of placing the character

origin of the first character at the text string origin and placing I
subsequent character origins at the location spedfied in the previous

character as the location of the next character's origin. 3
U

2
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310 - TEXT FONT DEFINITION

The parameterization of the character appearance is described by the

motion of an imaginary pen moving between grid points. Commands to

move the pen reference the grid location to which the pen is to move.

The pen may be "liftee such that its movement is not displayed. The

representation of the movement of the pen is a sequence of pen

commands and grid locations. Each movement of the pen is represented

by a pen updown flaq and a pair of integer grid coordinates. The pen

up/down flag defaults to pen down. A flag value of I means the pen is

to be Lifted (i.e., display off) and moved to the next location in the

sequence. Upon arrival at this location the pen is returned to a "down"

position (i.e., display on)

The grid size is related to the text height through the scale parameter.

This parameter defines how many grid units equal one text height unit.

E.3.10.1 TYPE NUMBER: 310

4.3.10.2 Parameter Data

Index Name T." Description

I PC Integer Font Number

2 FNAME String Font Name

3 SY Integer Number of the font which
this definition supersedes

4 SCALE Integer Number of grid units which
equal one text height unit

N Integer Number of characters in this
definition

6 ACI Integer ASCII code for first
character

7 NXI Integer Grid location of the next
character's origin

406
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310 - TEXT FONT 0E71M'.T:om

IInde_.x Namue Type DescriptionI

$ NY 1 Integer

NM I Integer Number Of pen motions for

first character

t0 P711I InteWe Pen up flag
0 X Down, 1 2 Up

11 X l1  Integer Grid location to which the
pen is to move

12 Y11  Integer

9#NM l*3 AC2 Integer ASCII code for second
character

10*NMI*3 NX2 Integer Grid location of the next
character origin

1l.NMI'3 NY2 intmew I
12.NMI*3 NM2 Intege Number of pen motions for

second character 3

N

504N+ 3*NMi Integer Last grid location of last I
character

Additional Pointers as required (see 2.2.4.4.2). 3

I

I
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310 TEXT FONT DEFINITION

An example of this entity using the character in Figure 4-41 is

FC I

FNAME SH STANDARD

SF
SCALE a
N 60

ACI 6S
NXI 11

NYI 0

NMI 4

PPI 0

xi

Y1 a
PF2 0
X2 $

Y2 0

PF3 1

X3 2

Y3
M1t 0

In the parameter section of the IGES fUe it would look like

1,8HSTANDARO,,3,60,65,11,0,!,, ,,, ,0,!,2,#4,,6,...

Figure 4-42 provides another example.

408
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310 - TEXT FONT DEFIN-t6:N 1
U

* ** 4 4 4 4 4 " 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1

S " " " (4. 41 3

•* * 4 4 " 4 4 1
* 4 4 4 4. 9$

(11.0)

CRIDORIOIN (3.0) ORtGIN OF'I

NEXT 4AF RARACTER

* 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 $ .4 4 . I
* . 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 "4 4 4 4 4 41

FIGURE 4-41 EXAMPLE OF A CHARACTER DEFINITION

I
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3 31C - TEXT FONT DEFINITION

I

I 4 4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 9 4 4, • • 4

SCALE

m~p 00Al|

• 4 4 , * (2.2) (41.2

FIUR 4-4 SEON CHRCE DEIITO EXML

1 4 4 4 4 4. 4

4100

1 3,237 (4.2)

I FIGURE 4-42 SECOND CHARACTER DEFINITION EXAMPLE

U
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212 - GENERAL NOTE I

4.2.9 General Note Entity. 3
A geeral note entity consists of one or more text strings. Each text string

contains text, a staring point, text size, and angle of rotation of the text.

Example of general notes are shown in Figure 4-1. The PC value indicates the

font number and Is an Integer. Positive values we pre-defined fonts. Negative I
vajues point to user defined fonts or modifications to a pro-defined font.

The following fonts will be defined i
0. Symbol Font (use no longer recommended) 3
1. Standard Block

2. LeRoy

3. Futwu

k. P•dont
3. Calcmnp 3
L Comp 80

7. Miceo-Plm Standard

L ISO Standard

9. DIN Standard

10. Military Standard

11. Gothic

12. News Gothic

13. ULhtline Gothic

Mt. Simplex Roman

13. Italic

I& APL 3
17. Century Schoolbook

13. HeLvetica

1001. Symbol Font 1

1002. Symbol Font 2 3
Fonts in the 1000 series display symbols mapped onto ASCII characters as shown

in FPgures - l0 and 4 - II. They do not specfy a character display font. 3

I
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CL

-JJ

x In
N LU

xxwa

I LU

* x
I l b

CLU

I 0m -

I j m m l x
224U
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i

2 2o m R l
3 # 3 c s S c 47 a

•s 5 9 E" 0 u c)

a 8 m. H X Xh ' x

SI

o z Z •

•.,< L L B R b 0
-" -I M

• . ' > N N n ^ -0
, , ? o 0 _ _ • 0

FONT CODE S001

FIGURE 4-10 I
----
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I
I

I 1 A A0
S" 2 B m R ,

2 S b -__ __

*±3 3 c C s S c
0 &4 4 DIT T d>Ls. 5 E E u U u e

- - - - - - h - , ~L

a E8mH XX h= x
X j J z Z -S z

" + K K C k = C

• < L L I \ ' V ,
" " " M 3 a A 1TT

.> N "A ^ mks

,?/---[-o 0 - _ . 1- T =

FONT CODE 1002
FIGURE 4-11
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212 - GENtRAL NC.E 3
Font I m not have a defined display. Use of Font I imop s the receivtn: I

system may use any fan% whicN displayS he aWo priate A501 hraCter The

intent of this fant is for usap when the actual disply of the c•huc:en is not n

criical for the applcatin.l

Pant 0 is an old rymbol fnt .and Umd no/lnger be used. Figue 4. 12 is a

mampin symbol definiton for ten a.

U the PC number is not sidficient a describe the fon%, a torn fent defintion
entity may be ued to deflne the ton. U a teot fant dwfiiti is "on sued Ow

negetive of the pointer value for the directoy -no V of one tm font defintion
enoty is plaed in the PC pwunr er. The wme at "e valiam WT, MT, SL., A, and

tes start pont mwe shown in lIrgure -13.

VIUM definition spene, the parametern for the tMr bledt ae applied in *4

1) Detln the box height OF?) and ber width CV?,

The teate internal teot f~lg indicates whether "h ter be: Is fWled with3
hourmiial ten ar ertical twt. The box width Is mini led trm the tet

start pon In the pesitive XT direction andt*e ber heighte Is meopwed In
the pIitive YT direction fiam the tM start pint, be are the reunion

angle (A) is applied.

2) The slant angle is then applied a each bwindvidwcau acth er. Par horizontalI
ten It is measred tram the X' ais in a countudodwise direc•otu for

veftcal text the slant angie is measued from the Y? &"a 3
3) The rotatin angle is then applied to the ten bMoCk. This rotation is

applied in a counterclockwis* direction a~u the test start point. The3
plane og rotation is the XT, YT piane at the depth ZSn (where Z3n is the

value Siven for the text start point).

I

227U
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I

I X s6,, rs . ,o:• 13 139. Z 160I Z ,o., ,o B • ,,o

2< 31 1 CS7 0E 1.31C e61

4-- 3251 61 lo F 13\ 160

5 3 1 611 1 iol GJ 1311
6 'X34 L'622 n H A

'71E 3 1 63 13 1111 1 13 161 0
*10 # 6G l j 10 G

I I S -710 S 5 ll K 1411 ad 1-

I 2= 40o ras 6 1 L,, 110 m ,-,o
13 V 41 6- l 4 Z 7I-Y1 '7

14 A 42 70 8 1ý N 14 1,7? 'Y

15 41 719 111 0o 14(
,6 - 44 1,. 72: 1 14/ 17
17 f4S 1 73 : 1211 Q 141 q4 17 )

21 -w41 75 I 12 S i's 11I

22 SO C ( 76 > 12, T ,s

23SI )7* 12ý U 151 -
24 e 5? WI 1001 12ý V 1VL

,- - a
r2s T S3 'o, A • W _

SFIGURE 4-12 CHARACTER SET & OCTAL COneFOR
FONT COOE ZERO
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4) The mirror operation is performed next. The value I indicates the mirror I
axis is the (rotated) line perpendicular to the text base line and throulh the

text start point. The value 2 indicates the mirror aids is the (rotated) test

base line. i

pinaly, the Tranformation Matrix ntity is used to specify the relative position of

definition space within model specs. 3
The number of charecters (NCn) must always be equal to the chrcter caount in its

crrspondlng text sturn (TXTn).

I
I

I
I
I
I

I I

I,
I
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I

4 I

- I

13. 0

wx

I-

z
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I
I

IJi-

2C m
I'-

-I -- I

-taJ

I-I
II

231
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4.2.9.L The graphical representation and recreation of notes with a special

structure are handled by he use of the Form Number in Field 0 of the

Oir-•tory Entry for this entity. A system to accommodate them notes is

outlined below. Any strinp after those specified by the form number are

€cmudred additional, appended strings that we not related in any p11ticu.

lar manner to te previouly referenced strings.

4.2.9.2 In the event that a string necessary for the defined structure is not present

in the orig•natig system's note, a null string salOl be inerted in the
general note entity to take the place of the nan-existent string to maintain

the structure of the data.

4.2.91 Notes that contain fractial notation will be represented a mixed

numerh5. This is done ttrough the ue of four consecutive strinp

representing the whotle number, the mmerater, the dmnominator, and the

divisor bor. Thene we examples of the divisor her striap

114/ 114- 2- IH_

O.L.. The following form numbers for the generd note we eed to maintain the

graphical repsentation of te originating systemos note

*2.9.4.1 Form (k Simple Noe (default) - A general note of one or mare swrings

such that a text string is not related in any manner to another

string in the same general note entity. -

4.2.9.e42 Form 1: Dual Stack - A general note of two or more strings where the

first two we related in a manmer such that they are both left

justified and the second swring is dispiayed 'below the first.

xxxzxz

yyyyy

232
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212 - GENERAL. NQT" I
*.L.9.1.3 Formn Z1 Imbedded Font Champ - A general note of two or more strings

that is intended as a single string but was divided to accommodate

a font change in the string.
1=x yyy xx

. Form N. Superscript. A general note of two or more srinp whoe the

secnd sring Is a superscript of the first string.

yyy- I
4.2.9.4.3 Form 4 Subscript . A general note of two or mire strings where the

seond string is a subscipt of the first string.

".2.9." Form N Super-/SubI•m sipt - A general note of three or mare strinsp whem I
the wcnd string Is a supersacipt of the tint sug and *ae third
sting is a subsmipt of the fm strig. 3

yyyxx

"9.2..7 FPrm Go Multiple Stack/Left 3lsted - A general note where all srinp I
are left justified to a ommon margin. Then suings originated as

a Opoagraphed note.I

are center Justified to a cemmon as

ZZ= S~I

I
I_
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6.2.9.4.9 Form & Multiple Stack/Right 3ustified - A general note where all

strings are right justfied to a common margin.

Exxxxxxxxx

C2.9.4.10 FoPm 10M Simple Fraction - A generil note of four or more strings
where the first four strings define a mixed numeral as

defined in 4.2.9.3.

62.9.4L.11 Form 101: Dual Stack Fraction - A general note of eight or more
strings which represent two mixed numerals as defined in
C.L.. These mixed numerals are related such at the
filth through the eighth string are displayed below the a"
triough the fourth strings respectively.

yyXX-

4.L9.4.12 Form 102: Imbedded Font Change/Double Fraction - This general note

originated as , single string but was split to accommodate a
'ant change for a special character in the fifth string. This
is a general note of nine or more strings where the first and
sixth strirs represent the whole number string of a mixed
numeral as defined in 4.L9.3. The fifth string is a character
(or characters) that was set apart to accommodate the font
change.

YY JJSxx - - ois --

zI kM

I
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I
2 Form 1O03 Super-/Subscript Fracton - A general note of twelve or

more strings where the first, fifth, and ninth strings

represent the whole number string of a mixed numeral as
defined in 4.2.9.3. The second and third mixed numerals are

the superscript and subscript respectvely of the first mixed

numeraL.

rrI

- I

I
I
I
I

I
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I 2~2 NEAAI. NOTE

ENIT TY[PErUMBE 212

3.29. Pwaramter Data

Index Name ___ ________

I NS Integer Number of text strings in
general rate

2 NCI Integer Number of characters in
first string (TEXT I) or
zero The number of
character$ (NCn) must
always be equal to the
duaracter couta of its
corresponding text suring

3 WIi Real Box width

4 HTZ Redl Bow heightt

3 PC Intege or Pointer Pont chaaceristicI (Default a 1)
6 SLI Real Slantangle of TEXT Iin

radians (p./2 is IMe value
for no slant angle and is

7 Al Real Rotation angle In3 radians for TEXTI

I Ml Integer Mirror fiag
0-no mirroring
I- 1mirror azisis
perpendicular to text

2.- mirror axis is texrtI~bane Line
9VHI Integer Rotate internal text flag

(0-telt horizontal l-textI vertical)

10 XSI Real fint tex start point

I Ii YSI Real

236
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I212 - GENERAL •iCTE

12 ZSL Real Z deptm from XT, YTplan*

13 TEXTI String Mirst text string

14 NC2 Integer Number of characte rn j
secand text string

1.NS*12 TEXTNS Sting Last text sting

2*NS*12 NCNS Integer Number of characters in
last text string

Addiion Pointers as required (see ... 2) i

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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100 - CIRCULAR ARC 5
3.2 Circular Arc Enity

A circular arc is a connected portion of a parent circle which consists of I
more than ona point. The definition space coordinate system Ls always

choen so that the circular arc Hes in a plane either coincident with or 3
pwaUel to the XT, YT plane.

3.2.1 A circular arc determines wuique arc end points and an wc center point (the 3
center of the parent circe). By conuidering the arc end points to be

aner ated and isted in an ordee maner, start poin tiam. followed by

terminate point, a direction with repect to definition space can be asso. I
ciated with the arc. The ordering of the end points corresponds to the

ordering necessary for the arc to be traced out in a counterclockwise manner.

This convention serves to distinguish the desired dircula" wc from its

comnplementary arc (omplementary with respect to the parent circle). Reger

to Secton 3.1.2 for Information relating to ums of the term omwterclocwi"ae 3
3.2.2 The drection of the arc with respect to model space is determined by the

original countecomdwia direction of the arc within definition space, in 3
conjunction with the action of th transformation mauix on the wc.

34.3 In the even thet a parnmeterization Is required but not given, Mte default I
parameterization is U
C(t) a (XIl * R*co t, YI * R*Sin t, ZT)

for t2 t 6 tI

where, for i 2 and 3,

(1) R a sqrt((Xi-X1)O2 * (YO-Y0)'2)

Gi) U is such that (MCam ti, R*sin t) C OCI. Xl, Yi - YI)

0a 0 t2 < 2*P1

0 0 - t2 4 24PI

I
108

2
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100 CIRCULAR ARC

S3.2.. Exam~rpies Of the circular arc entity are shown in Figure 3-1. In Example 3 of
Figure 3-1, the soLid arc is oefined usinS point A as the start point &A pointB 42 the terminate point. If the complementary dashed arc were desired, the
first endpoint listed in the parameter data entry would be 5, and the second

Swouldbe A.

3.2.53 DatM
ENTITY TYPE NUMBER: 100

3.2.6 Pearmeter Data

IIndex Name Ty ecito
1 ZT Reae ParaLlel ZT displacement ofSarc 

from XT, YT piane

2 Xl Real Are ewter abscissa
3 YI Real Arc center ordinate

4 X2 Real Start point abscisa

3 Y2 Real Start point ordinate

6 X3 Real Terminate point abscissa

7 Y3 Reel Terminate pointI ~ordinate
Additional Pointers as required (see L2.4...2).U

I
I
I
I

109
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34 J I
(I,

xI

I 
I

w

.j
am.I

xI
w

1101
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3.3 Composite Curve Entity

3 A composite curve is a connected curve that results from the grouping of certin

individual constituent entities into a logical unit.

3.3.1 A composite curve Is defined as an ordered list of entities of te following types

point, line, circular arc, conic arc, parametric spline, rational S-sp#Lne, and

connect point. The list of entities appears in the parameter data entry. There,

each entity to appear in the defining list is indicated by means of a pointer to
the directory entry of that entity. The order within the defining list is derived

from the order of the listing of these pointers.

3.3.2 Each constitumnt entity has its own transformation matrix and display attributes.

Each conettuent entity may have text or properties assocated with it. Becam
the cnstituent entities are subordinate to the composite entity, the Subordinate
Entity Switch (digits 3.4 in directory enty field 9) of each constituent entity

should indicate a physical dependency.

S3.3.3 A composite curve is a directed curve, having a start point and a terminate

point. The direfton of the composite curve Is induced by the direction of the
constituent curve entities (I e., those cmnstituat enties o*er than the point

entity) in the following ways The statr point for the composite curve is the statr
point of the first cure entity appearing in the defining lst. The terminate point

for the composite curve is the terminate point of the last curve entity appearing

in the defining list. Within the defining Ust itself, the terminate point of each

constituent curve entity has the same coordinates as the start point of the

succeeding curve entity.

3.3.4 The point and connect point entities are included as allowable entity types so

that properties or general notes can be attached to either the start point or the
terminate point of any constituent curve entities in the defining list.

A logical connection relationship can be indicated by having two composite
curves or a composite curve and a network subfig•re reference the connect point

entity. For the special case of the logical connection of a connect point on one
subfigure instance to a connect point an another subfig•re instance a

I257
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I
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102 - comPOSIT cum

composite curve allowed whose List contains nly two connect point entities
with no intervemnin curve entity. There are cartan restricuons regarding the

us* of the point entity in a composite entity. They r

a. Two point or cmnect point entities cannot appea cncutively in the

defining list unless they we the only enitides in the composite curve.

b. f, a point or nect point entity and a curve entity me adjacent in te
defining list, then the coordinates of the point or contect point entity must
agree with the coordinates of the terminate point of the curve entity

whenever the curve entity precedes the point or coinect point entity, and
must agree with the coordinates of the start point of te cc" entty

I whenever *te curve entity follows the point or connect point entity.

c. A =mposite cave cannot cmuist of a point entity alone or a single cmnectI --
3.3.3 In the oven that a parame;Lation, Is required but not Liven, the default

Spaametuization of the composite cwuve is obtained frm the paametrization of
the atituen curves as defined below. As point and connect point entities do
not contribute to the parametization of a composite cuve, they we not

I considr in the definition below.

* Let

C be the composite cv
N be the number of cWattunt curves (Nb I

SCC(l) be the i-th costituent curve, for each i
such that 1i414.1

i P5) be the paametric value of the stat of CCaI);

PEa) be the parametric value of the ed of CC(I);

T(O) be 0,;
T(O) be the sum from j,,! to jai of (PE(j) - PS(j)),

for each i such that l1i 4 N.

I

I
113
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Then(1) the parametric values of C range from T(O) to T(N) ; and

(2) C(u) a CCM) ((u- T(-1) # P (1)) where u is a parametric value such 3t

A cmwnpte cuve cuusisting solely of point andaor connect point atttiem, will

not be irven a pwranmezatiom.

3.3.6 In this section an ,ample of a parameuaization of a composite curve entity is I

Let NO3 and for each I such that 14 143, let CC(L) be the i-th couwtitumwt or"

of the compeuite crve C. Asmme the parametric valume of the start and and
points of each CC(C) we given by the tame

1 P50() PE

1 0.0 .

2 3.3 3.3 1
3 0.0 0.3

Then T(G) a 0.0, T(l) a 0.4, T(2) a 0C, 1M3) a 0.9, and the composite cve C, Is

defined from 0.0 to 0.9.

This situaton deascibed is Ulustrated by !

cc 1) 1
C (T( ))

C(T(0)) CC=') ¢(T(2)) C(T(3)) 3
The curve combining CCCl), CC(2), and CCM3) represents the composite curve C. 3

II
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1 3.3.7 An example of a composite curve entity is shown in Figure 3-2

3.3.S 01ro-ctory' Data

ENTITY TYPE NUMBER : 102

I 33.9 Prameteir Data

IndasNme i. Daciotion

I N Intew Number of entities

2 DE Pointer

Pointers to directaryI " entries for the constituent
entities

I 41.I DE Pointer

Addctcnal Pointes as required (see ,2.L2.,Z.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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3.4 Cwtic Are nrtity

A conic arc is a bo•nded connected portion of a parent conic curve which 3
consists of more than one point. The parent conic carve is either an ellipse, a

parabola, or a hyperba The definition space coordinate system is always

chom so that the conic awc Li in a plante either coincident with or parallel I
to the XT, YT plane. Within such a plane, a conic is defined by the six

soaeflcents in the following equatton. 3
A*Xl * b*Xl*YT * C'YT2 4 O*XT + EZYT # P a 0

3..1 Bach coefficient is a real number. The definitions of ellipee, parabola, and

hyperbola in terwms of thee six coefficients are given below.

3.462 A wnlc arc dmaremnu wnque arc endpokt A conic arc is defined within

definition space by the six coofflcints above end the two endpoints. By

conidering the conic &r-. endpoints to be eniinwated and listed in an ordered 3
manner, start point followed by terminate point, a direction with rspect to

definition space can be associated with the arc. In eorde for the desired

elUptical arc to be distinqulahed from its conplnemenary elliptical arc, the

direction of the desired ellptical arc muft be asmt erciehwse In the case

of a parabola or hyperboa, the parameters given in the parametr data

section uniquely define a pofton of the parabola or a portion of a branch of

the hyperbolas thrfore, the concept of a countrcloci" direction is not

applied. (Refer to Section 3.1.2 for information concerning we of the term

"OcountarnockwiseJ

3.k.3 The direction of the conic arc with respect to moe" space is determined by5
the original direction of the arc within definition space, in conjLr"tion with

the action of the transformation matrix on the arc. 3

2

I

I
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3.•.A The definitions of the terms ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola are given in terms

of the quantities Q1, Q2, and Q3. These quantities arm

IA 5/2 D/2
-+ o te •rmimuu or /2 c Z/

D12 C/2

S03- A + C

"3.4.3 Aparent conic curve is

An ellpse if Q2>O and QI * Q3"

A hyperbola if Q24 and Ql A .

A parabola if Q2 a 0 and QI 0 0.

3 An example of each type of conic arc is shown in Filgure 3-3.

3.4.6 Those entities which can be represented as various degenerate forms of a conic

equation (Point and Line) must not be put into the Entity Type 104l more

appropriate Entity Types exist for these forms.

Because of the numerical sensitivity of the implicit form of the conic

description, a receiving system not using that form as its internal representation

for conics need not be expected to correctly process conics in this form unless

they are put into a standard position in definition space. A conic arc entity is

said to be in a standard position in definition space provided each of its axes is

parallel to either the XT axis or YT axis and provided it is centered about the ZT

axis. For a parabola, ue the vertex as the origim The conic is moved from tis

position in definition space to the desired posimion in space with a transformation

matrix (Entity type 120).

The form number is regarded as purely informational by such a postprocessor.

I Frther details may be found in Appendix E.

3
5 117
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S3.4.7 
In the event that a parameterization is required but not given, the default
parameterization is:

1 ~ ~Parabola 0.

Scue A and E ý 0.0

if xi 4 X2C[t) a (t, -(A/F.)*t**7' MI for ti 4i •t2
where, for i a I and 2, ti s Xi.

if X2 < XI
CCt) a (-t, -(A/I)V*:*2, ZT) for ti t4 t23 where, for i a I and 2, ti -Xi.

cau Cand $ A0.0

if Yl Y2
CC: ) (-(C/O)-) -(2. t. ZT) for tI4 t :t2
where,f or iL a anL 2, U a Yi.

if Y2 < YI
C(t) a (-(C/O)t-*-2, -t, ZT) for ti t t2
where, for i a I and 2, U a -Yi. °

CC: a (a*cw t, b*uin t, ZT)

3 fortl : t 4 t2

a • sqrt(-F/A)
b uswt(-FIC)

and, for i a L and 2, U is such that
(I) (a&*C t, b*sin ti, ZTf a (Xi, Y1i, ZT)SGO) 0 4 tl •241P
(iii) 04 t2-t1I 2ees P

My~ebola

case F*A ( 0.0 and F*C > 0.0

let
a a sqrt(-F/A)
b S sWI(F/C)
and, for i a 1,2

vi is stxh that

3 (W) (a*se ti, botan ti, ZT) a (Xi,Yi,ZT)60• - PU/2 < t I,t2 4 PI/ 2

119
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104 CONIC ARC

if t1 4t2

C(t) 2 (a•s t, b••an t, ZT) for I t t2 3
if Q2 tl

C(t) a (a-sec(-t), botan(-t), ZT) for -ti £ :4 -t2 3
case FA > 0.0 and FOC 4 O.( !

let
a s Wqt(F/A)
b aws(.FIC)
and, for i a 1,2

ti is sudc that(j) (ea'Tn ti, bese t it ZT MI(Xi,=I

Gi) - P1/2 4 t,t2 4 P1/2

if Q < 2 i

C(C) a (atan-t), b-s(-t:), Z") tfto -t t 4-t2

3.4. Field 13 of the dTrntce'y entry accommotatm a Form Number. For this entity, !

the options are as faollw

FORMA Meanings

0 ot F•im of parent conic curve must be determfied from th geerWa

I Parent ronic cwve is an ellipm (See example 1, Figpre 3.3).

2 Parent conic curve is a hyperbola (See example 2, Fiupre 3-3).

3 Parent cwnic curve is a parabola (e example 3, Figure 3•3).

I

I
I
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104 - CONIC ARC

349 Dite~!EM Data3 E ENTITY TYPE NUMBE.R: 104

3.4.10 Parameter oat&

Index Name Ty" Desciption

I A Rea Conic Coefficient

2 a Real Conic Coefficimnt

3 C Real Conic Coefficient
4 0 Reg Conic Coefficient

3 z Read Conic Coefficient

P F Real Conic Coefficient

7 ZT Real ZT Coodinate of

Plo ol definito3 1 X! Read Start Point Abcinu

9Y Real Stwa Point Ordinate
t0 X2 Real Terminate Point

Abscissa
1I Y2 Real Terinate Point

Ordine
Additional Pointers as required (see "2.4.2L.I

I

I
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106 - COPIOUS DATA

3.3 CopiouM Data ntity

This entity stores data points in the form of pairs, triples, or seoxuples. An I
interpretation flag value sinifiles which of these forms is being sed. T"his value

is one of the parameter data entries. The interpretation flag is abbreviated 3
below by the letters IP.

Data points within definition space which lie within a single plane are specified I
in the form of XT, YT coordinate pairs. In this case, the common ZT value is

also needed. Data points arbitrarily located within definition space are specified

in the form of XT, YT, ZT coordinate triples. Data points within definition
space which have an associated vector are specified in the form of sextJples the

XT, YT, ZT coordinates are specfied first, followe by the 1, j, k coordinates of I
the vector associated with the point. (Now that, for an associated vector, no

specia meaning Is Implicitj

Field 13 of the directory entry accommodates a Form Nunber. Per this entity,

the options are as follows:

FORM Me

I Data points in the form od coordinate pairs. AU data points lie in
a plane ZTr omntonm. (PI) 1

2 Data points in the form of coordinate tripies. (MP42)

3 Data points in the form of sextupia. (vS,)

I I Data points in the form of coordinate pain which represent the
vertices of a planr, piecewise linear curve (piecewise linear
string is sometimes used). All data points lie in a plane
Ztconstant. (IP-A)

12 Data points in the form of coordinate triples which represent the
vertices of a piecewise linear curve (piecewise linear string is
sometimes used). (IP-Z)

13 Data points in the form of sextupies. The first triple of each
sextuple represents the eortices of a piecewise linear curve I
(piecowise linear string is sometimes used). The second triple is

an associated vector. (1P-3)

20 Centerline Entity through points (UP-*) II
I

1223
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121 Center Lne Entity through circle canters (IPO )

3 31 Section Entity Form 31 (IPsI)

32 Section Entity Form 32 (IPuI)

33 Section Entity Form 33 (IPol)

3 31 Section Entity form 34 (IPwl)

35 Section Entity Form 35 (IP, )S36 Section Ent•ty orm 36 (Pi)

37 Section Entity Porm 37 (p?')

3 38 Section Entity Pom 38 OwP-l)

40 limes Line Entity (IPl)

3 63 Simple Closed Area Entity (IN')

The lnea path Is an orered set of points in either 2- or 3-dimensWnal space.3 Thee points define a srie of linear segments along the consecutive points of
the path. The segments may cross or be coincident with each other. Paft may

close, ie., the first path point may be identical to the laLt.

The linear path Is implemented as two forms of the copious data block (entity

number 106). Porm 11 Is for 2-41mamionsm pati and fom 12 is for 3-

imensuiomnl paths. This entity will be cloely associated with properties
indicating fwuctionailty and fabrication parameters, such as Line Wldening.

I Refer to the center•n•e and wimes line entitie in Section 4 of this specification

for examples of Form Numbers 20, 21 and 1O. Each of thee annotation entities5 contains a description of how the associated copious data are to be interpreted.

Forms 31-38 provide for the transfer of fraphicai information and are defined

here for compatability with previous versions of the specification. The3 Sectioned Area Entity (type 230) provide a more compact methad for
transferring this information.

A simple dosed.area is a bounded region of XY coordinate space represented by

a set of points that forms a series of connected U*ear segments. Them segments

must form a closed loop. i.e., the first point of the boundary of the area and the

last point must be identical. No segments of this entity are allowed to intersect

or be coincident except for the closing of the entity at the initial and final

I
1 23
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106 - COPIOUS oATA I

Points. This entity will be closely related to propertes that indicatefunctiLonality at Closed regi~ons, such as Region F'•! and Region Restric-tion.

The area Is implemented as Form 63 of entity 106, the copious data block.

I
3.3. Mo " e

.NTITY TYPE NUMBER t 10E

3.3.2 Pwaemwtw Dtx

tndex Name Tym - Osaaiption

I IP Integer Interspeation Flg

INU I ;.y pairs common a
112 s,y~z cowogtem
IPu3 sypz =miatm and

iJ•k vmcw I
2 NI InteM Number of n-twoes

For INlI (xy pairs, Common X 

33 zT Read Common z dispLawmmnnt
4 Xi Rea Pist data point abscisa
3 YR Redl PIn data Point orinate

"* " " I
3-2N YN Real Last data poInt orinate

For IPN2 (xyz tplnh Ri

3X1 Real pinutdatPamoim value
4 Yl Reld FIMdata point y vska

3zi ROW Pirst data point xviaus

2.3N ZN Real Last data point z value

I
I
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106 - COP:OUS DATA

For IP,3 (X,y,zoi,jk sextuplesk

3 3 X! Reai First data point x value
4 YI Real First data point y value

i ZI Rea First data point z value

H1 Real Firstdata pointi1value
7 31 ReW Frst data paij value3I K Ra First data point k value

206N KN RelW Last data point k value

3 Additional pointers as required (see sec. L2..1 ).

I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I,

125
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I FIG. 3-5 SlNGLE PARENT ASSOCIATIVITY AS USED VIT1 A COLLECTION

OF BOUrID~ PLANESI
3

I
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112 - PARAMETRIC SPFLNE CURVEI

3.1 Pwarametic SpLine Curve Entity

(Consult Appendix 0 for additional mathematical details)

Te parametric splinecu is{ av sequence of parametric polynomial segents I
The CTYPZ value in Parameter I indicates the type of curve a it vu

represented In the sending (pre-prochusing) system before conversion to this

entity.

3.&1 The N polynomial segments are delimited by the breakpoints T(I), T(2), 3
. 4 T(N.1). The coordinates of the points in the i-th segment of the cumve are
given by the following cubic poiynopuals (the coefficients 0, or C and 0 will be

zero if the polynomials are of degrees 2 or .1, repectlvelyk I
ZT(, ).5+AZ(i) r+ CZT(.) O.sw(ju 3)
Y(&)-, o+r4% ra ,Dc)o

Z(v)-AZ(O,+Z(1) %.CZ () . 4DZOfl) "'

'bra.-i1 I

In order to avoid degeneracy, for each I at least one of the nine real coefficients,

em) cxaI), ox), ay), cax), oyh), SzC), CZa), andDZCI) m.un be nonb.zwo.

3.L.2 If the spline is planar, It mums be parametrized in terms of the X and Y
polynomials only. The Z polynomial will then be zero except for each i, the AZ(I)

term which indicates the Z-depth in definition spate.

3.3L3 The parameter H Is used as an indl cato of the smoothniess of the curve. if HaO,3
the cumv is continuow at all breakpoins. U Hal, the curm is camituouw and
has slope cont a ty (see section 6.3 of FAUXT9) at all breakpoints. If H,2, the

curve is continuous and has both slope and curvature contnuiAty at a&l bretakpoints3
(see section 6.3 of Fauax").

132 £
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I112 - PAAAMECR;.. S

3.S.4 To enable determination of the terminate point and derivatives without

computing the polynomials, the Nth polynomials and their derivatives are
evaluated at u a T(N.l). These data are divided by appropriate factorials and
stored following the polynomial coefficients. For example, the name TPY3 will
be used to designate 1/31 times the third derivative of the Y polynomia for the

Nth segment evaluated at uaT(N*l), the paramer value corresponding to the
terminate pMint. Note that these data are redumdant u they are derived from3 the data defining the Nth polynonial segmwe.

3.L.3 An examplie of a parameuic spine is shown in Figure 3.7. Addtiuonal examples3 are showm in Fige 3-S.

3.3A DI_0 Dt
IT NU MBER 3112

3 Idex Na*TaesciO
1 CTYPE Integer Spile Type

(laLinear2-Quadrctic

3sr-ubic

wilson.Powler

6,, SpUne)
2H Intr e Der of con-

tinuity with
respect to arc

3 NOIM Integer 2splanar

Sunon-planar
4 N Integer Number of se-

3 T(1) Ral Break po•nts of
• • pieewise3 • polynomial

133
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va-PARAMETRIC SPLINE CURVE
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112 - PARAMETRIC SPLINE CURVE
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Index Naure IY Oescriotion

SAX[I) Real X coordinate 3
polynomial

7*N BX(l)

CX(C) U
9* N ox(l)

1 O.N AY() Y coordinate
1144 BY(I) polyunmial
12•N CY(I) 3
13.•N DY(I)

14-N AZ(I) Z codinate

SJI ZMI polynomial.
I6," CZ(I)
174N OZCI)

SSubsequent X, Y, Z
Spolynomials concludin

with th tIwelv
coefficients of the Nth

polynomial sqment.

(The parameters that follow conprise the evaluations of the polynomials of the Nth

segment and tir derivatives at the parameter value uuT(N*l) eorrmpondin to the

teminate point. Subsequently thee evaluations we divided by appropriate factoriaLs.)

I
I
I
I
I
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112 - PARAMETRZC SPLINE CURVE

6p L3*N TPXO Real X value

TPX I X firs: derivative

TPX2 X second derivative/2!

tPX3 X third derivative/31

TPYO Y value

TPY2

TPY3

TPZO Z vufue

TPZ2

TPZ3

Additional Pointers as required (se 2.2.4.2)

Software t conver betwee parametric spile curves or s•rfaces an the corrsponding
rationral B-spUne curves or surfaces is availabloe from the IGES office at the National

Sure"u of tandards. Materials provided lncJude a magnetic tape of Pasca source code, a

Us" ad the code and accompanying decu,,ematmn.

I
I
I
I
I

I
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126 - RATIONAL 5 SPMINE CURVE

!
3.16 Rational 5-Sollne Curvt EntitY

The rational 5-spline curve may represent analytic curves of general interest. I
This Information is important to both the sending and receiving systems. The

diretory entry form number parameter is provded to communicae this 3
iformatien. It slhoid be emonmp ied that me of Mas cume form should be

resticted to communications between systemm operating directly an rational B.

spline curves and not used as a replacement for the analytic forms for

communication. For a brief dscription of a rational -spline curves, see Section

Sof Appnd: 0. 1
U the rational 5-spline curve represents a preferred cure type, the form nanber

rmpeonds to the most preferred type. The preference order is from I through

3 foUoWd by 0. For example, it the curve is a circle or circula are., the form

nunber is set to L. the curve is an ellipse with ueqAl major and mnw axis

lenpth, the form number is set to 3. It tne cur Is wnt o-w ot the preferred

types, the form manber is set to 0.

If the curve Ues entirely within a unique plane, the plan•r fkg (PROPI) Is set to 3
1, otherwise It is set to L. I It Is se to 1, the pme normal (parameters

l$.A**K thraigh I6#A#.K) cmnain a unit vecior normal I* the plane cntaining
the curve. These felids exist but ae Ipored if the curve Is non-*panw.

I
I

I
I
I
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126 - RA..NAL B SPL:NE CURVE

If the beginning and ending points on the curve are identicaL, PROP2 is set to 1.

If they are not equal, PROP2 is set to 0.

If the curve is rational (does not have all weights equal), PROP3 is set to 0. If

all weights are equal to'each other, the curve is polynomial and PROP3 is set to

1. The curve is polynomial since in ts case all weighU cancel and the

denominator sums to one (ste Appeodx Oe).

If the curve is periodic with respect to its parametric variable, set PROP% to 1,

otherwise set PROP4 to 0.

ENTITY TYPE NUMBER: 126

porm M

0 Form of cuve must be determined from the rational b-spline
parametem.

2 Circular ac
3 Elliptical arc
4 ParaLic arc

Hypewoic arc

3. icl Paramete Oaft

Index Nam Description

K Integer Upper index of
surn. See
Appendix 0

2 M Integer Oeree of bes
f unctions

3 PROPI Integer ,0 - non-pianr
z I - planar

4 PROP2 Integer s0- open cur'e
a I - •osed
cirve

3 PROP3 Integer v0 - rational
2 1 - polynomial

6 PROP4 Integer 20 - non.
periodic
I1 - periodic

Let N*K-M.I and let AN*2M

170
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126 - RATIONAL, U SPLZINE SURFACr.

U
7T(-M) Real Knot Sequemce

?*A T(N*M) 3
L.A W(W) ReWeaightsa

I

8,A#K W(]K)

9.A.K XO ROa Control Points 3
l0*A.K YO

ll*A.oK ZO 3

LOA.#4K YX

Il0A+4K ZK

12.A.AK V(Q) Real Starting per. I
meter value

13,.A.,K Y(I) RealmetrFnding v•u aa-I

L4*AoK XNORM ReaO Unit Normal (if
Scurve i planar)

13*A*4K YNORM

16*A.#K ZNORM 3
Additional Pointers as required (m 2.2.4.4.2).

Software to convert between parametric spline cwrves or surfaces and the corresponding I
rational S-spune curves or surfaces is available from the IGES office at the National

Bureau of Standards. Materials provided intlude a mapwiC tape of Pascal source code, a
listing of the code, and accompanying documentauon.

171 £
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Grapnacal Primitive E~ements 3bstract -Spefcastion oCf E:e1n.nt

3.A..LO GENERALIZED DRAWING PRfIMITIVE (GDP)

Para.meters: U
pui m t ý.,t Llil",)

i3La record -0)

Descriptions
.k Generahied Dtawinq Primitive 'GDP) of the type *pqcifeed by the identifer ts jenernrl -.n 'h-
basis oa the given points and the Iata record.
\on-neq~atLV0 %2tue$ .f :!It .l-ntlf~i-.f ir. ro-i¶ed rot reWIiti-ir-of 'Ind r,itiir. -rindar wtiorrn. uir I
negat•ve vaiues ire a3 labie .fr pv ate use

The appearance of the GDP is determined by Sero or more of the 3trtnbute seut of the stanadar.

szed graphical primitive elements. depending on the particular GDP The parameter. of the GDP
uat interpreted and utilized in an interpreter dependent manner

NOTE.- GDP provides convenmenc access to no-9tandardised graphical primitives that 3 levice
may support. GDP is similar to ESCAPE in this sense. but GDP provides a mechanism for han-
ding of coordinate data whereas ESC.-PE does not. GDP is thus preferable for pner3ting I
graphical oapuet. and ESC.APE is designed for such applicationm as na-stadardised control
rumlct Ics.

Whien registration o( GDPs occurs there may be registeed GDPs w,,ich correspond with some of
the standardized meotde graphical primitive elements. e.g., CICLE. I
GDP identalers ae reistered in the [SO International Re~mer of Graphical Items. which is
maintained by the Registration Authority When a GDP idv'itifier has been approved by the ISO
Working Group on Computer Graphics. the GDP dentiUer v itue -6ii be Amsgned by the Registra-
tion Authority

Refeteesee

I
I
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Escape Elements Abstract Specificacion of Elem-nrs

35. Escape Elements

3.8.1 ESCAPE

Paraimeters:

tunction identifier ([)
data recorj iD)

Description:
ESCAPE provides access to le%:,!- 2pabiliries not spe-la.• ' ths .;r in'ard Th. tunction
identifier parameter ipecifies t he part•icular escape function. Non-neqati% , a.ue- %f- recerved for
registration and future standardization. and negative values are available for impiementation
dependent use.

NOTE0 - This element has been deliberately underspecifed. Software making use of the ESC.pE

element is les portable.

FS-A.PE is designed for access to non-standardized control features of graphics devtc-s. as
opposed to non-itanaordized geometric primitives. The GENERALIZED DRAWING PRIMITIVE
element is designed foe specification of non-standardized pnnitives.

Function idltifiers are retgstered in the ISO International Requster of Graphical Items. which is
maintained by the Reistration Authority. When a function identifier has been approved by the
ISO Working Group on Computer Graphics, the function identifier value will be a•igned by the
Registration Authority.

4.8
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Abstract Speciftcation of Elements External Elements

3.9 External Elements 3
5.9.1 MESSAGE I

Parameters:

action required Rag lone of no action. action) (E) I
Deftription!

"The N•E'••A(E -d-niewn .p,,ini. a 4tring of ,hzirieter, i.e' ro •ommtinicve intsrmrnmii !o

operators at \etifile isterpr-;1:ion "1me Ehroti:h a path *-parate rrom normal graphac3i outpiI

If the action required flag parameter is action, the metalile incerpretee may need to pause to
wait ro. an operator response Because the message and an associated pause may be directed at
a particular device, only the interpreter may determine if a pause is appropniate. Character fet
selection for the text parameter is independent of any character set selection specified by this

standard.

References:Peen•4.9

5.9.2 APPLICATION DATA

Paramete re

identifier (1)
data record (Di

Deeriptiom:
This element supplements the information in the metafile in an applhcation-dependent way It
has no eiffect on the picture generated by interpreting the metafle. or on the sates of the
metalle generator or interpreter I
The content of the identifier and data record parameters is not standardized

NOTE - The •ontents of the data record may include such tnrformation 3s htstory dta associated
with pictures. description of algorithms used. etc I

Roteerences:

4 91

I
U
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